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This thesis presents computational work on the structures, characterisation and optical
properties of homogeneous gold nanoclusters, and gold-containing bimetallic nanoalloys.
An introductory overview of nanoscience is followed by four results chapters in which
various computational methods are applied to elucidate properties that are not fully un-
derstood; from these results areas for future development, and application, are identified.
Chapter 2 looks at structural motif preference as a function of composition and size
for Au and Pd. Bimetallic (AuPd)N particles are further studied, with thermodynamic
preference found for AushellPdcore configurations with a monolayer Au shell. Chapter 3
discusses the development and implementation of a genetic algorithm designed to aid the
determination of the structures of small nanoclusters from images taken with a scanning
transmission electron microscope. The implementation of a search method proves efficient
at identifying high-symmetry test clusters, and shows promise for further application to
the identification of cluster structure from experimental images.
Chapter 4 contains a first-principles study of Au16 deposited on a graphite substrate.
We introduce surface defects to see their influence on the nanocluster structure, as well as
testing for potential catalytic applications. Finally, Chapter 5 looks at the optical response
of monometallic and bimetallic nanoparticles. Surface plasmon resonance spectra are
calculated for a variety of geometries, compositions and chemical ordering. The greatest
influence on the extinction spectra is attributed to the particle shape and its environment.
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Nanoscience, the scientific study of objects on the nanometre regime, has been a rapidly
developing area of the physical sciences in the past twenty years due to both the commer-
cial potential and academic curiosity with which scientists view this field. Nanoscience
represents a crossover area between the bulk and atomic properties of a material, and the
potential for discovering properties distinct from these two extremes is one of the major
driving factors in continued investigation.
Historically, nanoscience is an under-studied field due to the experimental difficulty of
controlled synthesis and study of particles on the nanoscale. The precision of analytical
equipment has increased dramatically with the advent of modern electronics, thus creating
new possibilities for the depth at which samples can be studied. Good examples include
scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and scanning tunnelling microscopy
(STM), where sample manipulation [1] and imaging resolution [2, 3] is now possible on the
atomic scale. The aforementioned improvement in electronic components has also led to
the rapid expansion of computer modelling: it is now seen as a necessary accompaniment
to most areas of scientific research [4]. Whereas experimental work has proceeded in
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a “top down” approach, working downwards from bulk configurations, computational
simulations have developed in an opposing “bottom up” direction, progressing from atomic
calculations upwards as the computing power available has increased rapidly over time.
The eventual crossover between computational and experimental work has only come to
fruition in the last fifteen to twenty years, and nanoscientific research has been a major
benefactor of these improvements.
The potential applications of nanoscience in technology makes it an exciting area for
industrial and commercial expansion. For particles on the nanoscale, or “nanoparticles”
(NPs), the multi-disciplinary application to physics, chemistry, biology, medicine and be-
yond are one of the driving forces behind continued capital investment. Most prominent
in our everyday lives are the applications to electronics, where the public demand for
higher-specification computational capabilities has pushed technology to the edge of clas-
sical physics, at which point new alternatives must be investigated beyond the nanoscale
in the quantum regime e.g. quantum computation [5]. Another factor with a high-impact
to the quality of our lives is the application of nanoscience to catalysis, or “nanocatalysis”
[6]. The high surface to volume ratio of NPs not only makes them suitable for catalysis
[7], it also offers chemical properties unlike the bulk phase [8], allowing for application to
previously unavailable reaction pathways . Thirdly, the modern identification of novel op-
tical properties in metallic nanoparticles has led to an up-surge in applications in the field
of medicine, or “nanomedicine”, for the site-specific delivery of drugs and identification
of differing organic compounds [9].
1.2 Clusters
Clusters on the nanoscale, or “nanoclusters” (NCs), are groups of between a few and
many millions of atoms or molecules. The distinction between clusters and bulk materials
is normally distinguished by the ability to count the atoms in a cluster; NCs provide
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a link between bulk materials and isolated atoms, and they can often display distinct
physical and chemical properties due to their varying size and composition. Clusters can
consist of either identical atoms or molecules, or two or more different species. Clusters
are formed by most of the elements of the periodic table, and can be studied in a variety
of media [7, 10]. They have wide-ranging applications in the fields of catalysis, optics and
magnetism [6, 11, 12, 13]. Knowledge of the geometrical, electronic and compositional
influences is key in understanding the peculiar characteristics NCs display [10, 14, 15].
Physical theory provides a useful accompaniment for experimental observations, and,
as mentioned above, the advent of computers has allowed calculation performance to
improve dramatically over recent years. The prediction of a variety of aforementioned
properties is possible; one particularly important tool to the computational chemist being
density functional theory (DFT) [16], which is a first-principle, or ab initio, method for
the calculation of the electronic structure of atoms, NCs and bulk materials, from which
further properties can be derived. Due to computational expense, the forecasting of NC
properties with DFT have been mostly limited to tens of atoms, with calculations being
performed in the gas-phase. Experimentally, gas-phase measurements can be achieved
using methods such as mass spectroscopy (MS) and photoelectron spectroscopy (PES),
with notable scientific break throughs being the identification of the extremely stable C60
fullerene [17], and also the Au20 tetrahedron [18]. The properties of small NCs, such as
ionisation potential, the gap between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), and reactivity, often show a pronounced
size dependence [7].
The extended experimental study of large metallic NCs in the gas-phase proves diffi-
cult due to the difficulty in entrapping NCs and further preventing their agglomeration
under reactive conditions. These limitations, and the time-consuming nature of gas-phase
study for large NCs, mean that the stabilisation of clusters by a supportive medium is
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increasingly favourable in experimental work [15]; be it deposited on a substrate surface
[19], suspended in a solution [20] or ligand stabilised in a crystallised form [21]. Clus-
ters can then be studied (repeatedly) using STEM, X-ray diffraction (XRD) or UV-Vis
spectroscopy, to name but a few methods. Of course, the supports can further effect
the structural and electronic properties of the NCs [19], which will effect the chemical
functionality of the NCs [22, 23]. Computationally these extra considerations are a re-
quirement of modern analysis, though the representation of the supportive medium can
vastly increase the computing requirements for simulation.
1.2.1 Geometric Size Effects
Recent experimental and theoretical work has shown transitions-metal NCs to present
both crystalline structures (e.g. FCC), akin to bulk materials, and also non-trivial non-
crystalline structures [3, 15, 24, 25, 26]. Overall, clusters of size N favour structures that
minimise total potential energy [7] at low temperatures; the ideal binding energy (Eb) of
a cluster of size N can be written in the form: [27, 28]




3 + d (1.2.1)
where the first term represents volume contribution (aN), followed by surface contribu-
tions from facets (bN
2
3 ), edges (cN
1
3 ) and vertices (d) respectively. Adopted structures are
very much dependent on N : the stability of different geometric structure-types depends
on the relationship between the exposed surface area, and surface energy of the various
exposed faces, against the internal strain caused by atomic rearrangement with respect
to the bulk crystal lattice [24].
It is easy to mathematically approximate the relationship between the number of
atoms, N , in a NC and the percentage of those atoms which occupy a surface site (N
1
3 )
using the liquid drop model (LDM) [7], however the geometric shape can also play a
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major part in the structure of a cluster. “Magic number” is a term used to refer to
values of N where a complete shell is formed of a geometric polyhedra by the atoms
[15, 29]. The complete shells result in an unusually high-level of stability with respect to
the structures found for surrounding nuclearities, and have been documented for rare-gas,
organic, alkali-metal and other metallic clusters [7].
At smaller NC sizes non-crystalline structures are more common, and as N increases
the structures tend towards fragments of the crystalline bulk arrangement [7, 24] - with
some “magic numbers” along the way [24, 30, 31]. Common small cluster structures of
non-crystalline nature include the Mackay icosahedra (Ih) [32], the Ino-decahedra (I-Dh)
[33] and the Marks truncated decahedra (M-Dh) [34].
1.2.2 Electronic Size Effects
The electronic closure of shells within a cluster was first noted Knight et al. for sodium
clusters up to 100 atoms [35], where it was noted that closed atomic shells of delocalised
valence electrons led to increased stability in specific cases: N = 8, 20, 40, 58 and 92 (and
thus an equivalent number of valence electrons). The electronic structure was modelled by
applying the Jellium, or uniform electron gas (UEG), model [7] to the scenario, whereby an
electron gas is modelled moving in an ionic pseudo-potential from the bulk, and averaged
to a spherically symmetric potential well. Solving the Schro¨dinger equation for each value
of N revealed discrete states with decreasing energies and degeneracy. Since this discovery
“superatoms” have also been identified for other alkali metals [29], and metal clusters such
as aluminium [36] and gold, both homogeneously [18] and in more complex structures [37].
The specific number of valence electrons which cause shell-closure - 8, 20, 40, etc. - are
also termed “magic number” sizes within this model [7, 15].
Another characteristic electronic feature of transition metals is their ability to conduct
in the bulk phase. This conductivity is due to continuous electron bands, which allow
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the flow of electrons, and more specifically d-orbital electrons, across a material. As we
reduce the number of atoms from the bulk phase into the regime of small clusters, these
energy levels become discrete, turning the metallic clusters into insulators; this is known
as the size-induced metal-insulator transition [7], and can be quantified by the size of the





where N is the number of valence electrons. If the gap is smaller than the thermal energy,
kBT , the particle will be metallic, and if the gap is larger than kBT then the particle will
be insulating.
In medium to large metal NPs, and in bulk metals, the collective oscillation of de-
localised electrons at the interface between the metal and its surrounding medium (i.e.
edge) readily occurs, and such resonances are known as surface plasmons. For NPs where
the wavelength of the light is significantly larger than the longest NP dimension, these
oscillations become coupled with photons in what is called a localised surface plasmon res-
onance (LSPR) [39, 40]. For nanoparticles adsorption dominates the spectral field, whilst
scattering is more prominent in larger particles. LSPRs exhibit enhanced near-field am-
plitude, which decays rapidly away from the NP, at the resonance wavelength [41]. LSPRs
have been used to greatly enhance several spectroscopic techniques, including fluorescence
and Raman scattering [38, 42]. Commercially, potential use has been shown for improving
photovoltaic cells by depositing metal nanoparticles on their surface [43].
1.2.3 Compositional Effects
In materials chemistry, the range of properties displayed by a metallic system can be
greatly improved by creating mixtures of elements to generate intermetallic compounds
and alloys. The desire to fabricate materials with finely tuned, controllable properties
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and structures, on a nanometre scale, combined with the flexibility offered by alloy com-
pounds, has created widespread interest in bimetallic alloy NCs, or “nanoalloys” [14, 44].
The study of their surface structures, compositions and segregation are of particular in-
terest as they have a large impact on the chemical properties, and therefore the catalytic
applications [14]. Nanoalloy segregation predominantly take one of four forms: core-shell
segregated , sub-cluster segregated, multi-shelled and completely mixed [14].
From a theoretical perspective, the presence of more than one element also gives rise
to a much larger variety of possible atomic configurations for each given geometry, as
now each position can be occupied by one of two (or more) species. This leads to both
geometric isomers and isomers based on permutations of unlike atoms. Jellinek et al.
introduced the term “homotop” to describe AaBb nanoalloy isomers with a fixed number
of atoms (N = a + b) and composition (a/b ratio), and the same geometrical arrangement
of atoms, but which differ in the way the different atom types are arranged [45]. A single
geometrical isomer of an N-atom AaBb cluster will give







As N increases so NPa,b rapidly rises, complicating the identification of compositional
minima. Approximations to the segregation can be used for larger NCs, as experimentally
one can identify segregated compositional isomers using techniques such as UV-Vis spectra
and STEM [46], and we will be discussing this further.
1.3 This Work
In this research we look to investigate and improve the structural characterisation of
metallic nanoclusters, coupling the experimental results of others with our theoretical
calculations. Both homogeneous and heterogeneous clusters are studied, with the common
theme throughout being the presence of gold. Gold is of particular interest due to the
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catalytic properties it displays in nanocluster form [8], a feature uncommon to the bulk
form, as well as other potential uses in optical and electronic technology. However, gold is
expensive, and so bimetallic derivatives are also investigated in the search for equivalent
properties and/or novel new features.
Starting with Chapter 2, structural motif preference is investigated as a function of
composition and size for Au and Pd, concentrating on high-symmetry structures. 12-
vertex bimetallic (AuPd)N core/shell particles are studied further, both AucorePdshell
and the inverse PdcoreAushell arrangements. We aim to identify the relative structural
preferences of both the monometallic and bimetallic clusters.
Chapter 3 discusses the development and implementation of a STEM model and cou-
pling this with a genetic algorithm, designed to aid the determination of the structures
of small nanoclusters from experimental STEM images. We would like to implement a
search method which is efficient and accurate at identifying experimental nanocluster im-
ages so as to help corroborate our computational results with experimental observations.
We discuss development of both the STEM model and search methods, with the objec-
tive of identifying both promising characterisations in our own work and potential future
improvements.
Chapter 4 contains a first-principles study of Au16 deposited on a graphite substrate.
Surface supported clusters are of catalytic interest, and thus we investigate the stability
of the Au16 in the presence of a variety of defect sizes. We hope to elucidate the electronic
properties of the adsorbed clusters, and we culminate by looking at the potential use of
the adsorbed Au16 clusters as a catalyst in the oxidation of carbon monoxide.
Finally, Chapter 5 investigates the optical response of monometallic and bimetallic
nanoparticles. The aim of our work in this section is to look at what effects the optical
spectra: nanoparticle geometry and structural composition are both used as “tunable”
parameters. The optical response of Au is very characterisable in the UV-Visible re-
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gion, and we test various elongated bimetallic particles with an aim to finding out more
information on the effect bimetallic compositions have on the absorption spectra.
Each chapter in this manuscript is self-containing, with a short introduction, method-
ology, conclusions and bibliography given along with detailed accounts of the observations
witnessed for each section. Overall concluding remarks are given at the end.
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Preference of High Symmetry
Clusters for PdN , AuN , and
(PdAu)N
2.1 Introduction
Computational modelling plays an important role in understanding the properties of nan-
oclusters, as it allows the prediction of structures for the lowest energy isomer (i.e. the
global minimum, GM) [1], as well as providing information on preferential cluster ge-
ometries [2], or local minima, and further details such as metal segregation in bimetallic
systems [3]. In this chapter the relative energetics will be discussed for different high-
symmetry structures composed of Pd, Au, or a combination of the two. Clusters have
been created using mathematical constructs, and then energetically minimised. Stability
trends are identified for different compositions and geometries, in order to compare our
results with experimental observations.
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A large amount of computational research work has been done previously on both
homogeneous and heterogeneous clusters; recent comprehensive reviews have been carried
out by Baletto et al. [4] and Ferrando et al. [3] respectively, and we highlight some of the
key publications below.
2.1.1 PdN Clusters
The energetics of small Pd nanoparticles have been thoroughly investigated by several
computational groups using first-principle techniques [2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Besides their
catalytic properties, work on these clusters is interesting as their lowest-lying isomer may
have nonzero spin [11], thus being magnetic. At large sizes ab initio calculations are rare
due to their computational expense: DFT calculations by Nava et al. found an early
preference for bulk-like structures when the number of atoms N > 100, with a larger
binding energy (Eb) for FCC geometries than icosahedra (Ih) or Ino-decahedra (I-Dh) [5]
- however at “magic numbers” Ih and cuboctahedra (CO) remain very energetically com-
petitive; a result confirmed by Guirado-Lo´pez et al. [9]. Work by Baletto and Ferrando
using the RGL potential [12, 13] on large PdN clusters (N < 5000) reviewed relative
geometric stabilities over a wide range of sizes, showing a preferential trend of Ih for
low nuclearities, FCC for large nuclearities and M-Dh in between, with interval windows
greater than observed in a similar study of AuN clusters [2].
In experiments, Jose´-Yacama´n et al. observed thiol-passivated Pd nanoparticles by
TEM, witnessing structures ranging from crystalline (FCC) to high-symmetry (Ih); very
large Ih were also observed, their presence associated with kinetic trapping effects, and
these results were backed up with theoretical images [14]. A review of other recent work
on Pd nanoclusters by Jose´-Yacama´n and co-workers reaffirms the presence of a variety
of structures, and also mentions the influence the substrate may have upon structural
growth [15]. Size-selected PdN clusters were studied by Pearmain [16] using scanning
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transmission electron microscopy (STEM). A mixture of Ih, I-Dh and FCC structures
were identified for N = 887, as well as structural changes for larger nuclearities used in
catalytic processes.
2.1.2 AuN Clusters
Small AuN clusters (N 6 10) have been thoroughly investigated using ab initio tech-
niques, showing a preference for planar geometries [17, 18, 19]. DFT calculations and IR
photodepletion experiments have shown that Au20 is a tetrahedron [20, 21], with FCC
packing; for other sizes low-symmetry structures are known to be energetically competitive
[22]. For larger clusters ab initio calculations are less feasible: as previously mentioned
Baletto and Ferrando carried out calculations on high-symmetry structures using the RGL
potential, where a preferential structural interval for Ih was identified for 0 < N . 50,
followed by a M-Dh interval of similar size (50 . N . 100) [2]. After this crystalline
structures were prominent, and similar results were found by various other groups using
other semi-empirical potentials [23, 24].
Experimental studies of AuN clusters are difficult as they are often passivated after
formation, and it is difficult to know what effect the support agents have [25]. Recently
Ha¨kkinen, Akola and co-workers performed geometry calculations for thiolate-supported
of Au25, Au38, Au102, and Au144 systems, as well as other phosphine-halide stabilised Au
nanoparticles in the same size-range using DFT and matching their results to experimental
X-ray diffraction patterns [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. The calculations indicate that small
(6 2nm) passivated Au nanoparticles can be viewed as electronically stable superatoms
with interesting atomic rearrangements at the interface between the metallic core and
ligand-shell.
Experimentally, Wang et al. looked at characterising the thiolate-supported Au38
clusters using STEM, however the emphasis of this work was on atom counting as the
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low-symmetry of small clusters makes identifying motifs difficult [32]. Li, Palmer, John-
ston and co-workers [33, 34] identified Au309 cluster geometries by comparing experimental
HAADF-STEM images with image simulations (based on low energy structures found us-
ing the semi-empirical Gupta potential), and found a number of competing structures; Ih,
I-Dh and crystalline (FCC-like) geometries were all observed. STEM characterisation of
Au887 is of current interest to this group of collaborators, for comparison with the previ-
ously mentioned Pd887 [35]. Stellated AuN structures have been reported experimentally
by the group of Jose´-Yacama´n [36], and Au887 is suspected to favour similar increased
faceting.
2.1.3 (PdAu)N Clusters
Empirical calculations for small (PdAu)N clusters have been conducted by the Johnston
group using the Gupta Potential coupled with a genetic algorithm (GA) [37] for N < 50
[38], and also specifically N = 34 and 38 [39]. In both these works various potential
parameter sets were tested, with parameters first derived by Cleri and Rosato [12] proving
to favour PdcoreAushell segregation, whilst more recent parameters derived from ab initio
calculations indicated a more mixed configuration; higher level calculations were unable to
offer any more conclusive opinions on the matter. These findings highlight the sensitivity
of structural configurations on the parameter sets used, especially at small sizes [39].
Calculations for larger clusters using the embedded-atom model (EAM) showed pref-
erence for PdcoreAushell segregation [40], which has been backed up by classical molec-
ular dynamics (MD) calculations indicating core/shell inversion from AucorePdshell to
PdcoreAushell above 500 K [41]; the lower surface energy (Esurf ) of gold (Au: 96.8 meV
A˚−2, Pd: 131 meV A˚−2 [42]) is thought to be the driving force behind this configura-
tion. Experimental work conducted in the same article reports the successful synthesis of
AucorePdshell, PdcoreAushell and mixed PdAu nanoparticles [41], showing thermodynamic
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driving forces may be restricted by kinetic trapping depending on the synthetic method.
In larger clusters, Ferrer et al. have reported the experimental formation of tri-layered
Au/Pd nanoparticles [43].
2.2 Methodology
2.2.1 High Symmetry Structures
It has been shown that three common high-symmetry 12-vertex geometries, namely the
Ih, I-Dh and CO, can be arranged from the same “magic number” nuclearities given by




[10k3 + 15k2 + 11k + 3] (2.2.1)
where k is the number of shells in the structure - the first few values of N (i.e. “magic
numbers”) in this sequence are 13, 55, 147 and 309. Increases in k lead to a larger value
of N but a lower proportion of surface atoms, which can be approximated as N
2
3
Each of these identified structures (Ih, I-Dh and CO) have distinct atomic arrange-
ments with respect to each other, leading to differing attributes. The Ih consists of 20
(111) faces, making it the most spherical of the three structures. This arrangement min-
imises the surface area to volume ratio, whilst maximising nearest neighbours contact, at
the expense of high strain energy. The Ih geometry is most common for small clusters,
where the energetic cost of having large surfaces is too great unless exceptional electronic
configurations exist [45]. For larger clusters the minimisation of internal strain energy
is more important. The CO is a fragment of an FCC crystal, with 8 (111) faces and 6
(100 faces); strain energy is at its lowest due to the bulk crystal nature, and maintains
a reasonable number of nearest-neighbour contacts. The CO is most common for large
clusters as we approach the bulk limit (N → ∞). The I-Dh occupies the transitional
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space between these two geometries, with its structure not containing the tight packing
of the Ih structure nor the high surface area of the CO: it has 10 (111) faces and 5 (100)
faces, and is most commonly seen for medium sized clusters.
Figure 2.1: High symmetry structures with matching magic number nuclearities; illus-
trated for k = 2 (N = 55). From left to right: Ih, I-Dh and CO. Predominate faces are
outlined in solid red lines, whilst background faces are marked with dashed red lines.
Figure 2.2: As for Figure 2.1, with structures rotated by 90◦ around an (x−)axis positioned
horizontally across the page.
A structure closely related to the I-Dh is the Marks-Decahedron (M-Dh). The M-
Dh has an I-Dh structure at its centre, and on to the (100) faces (Figure 2.2, centre)
protruding facets grow, relieving some of the internal strain at the cost of greater surface
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{30r3 − 135r2 + 207r − 102
+[5m3 + (30r − 45)m2 + (60(r2 − 3r) + 136)m]
+n[15m2 + (60r − 75)m+ 3(10r2 − 30r) + 66]} − 1 (2.2.2)
where m and n are the lengths of the sides of the (100) facets perpendicular and parallel
to the fivefold axis, respectively, and r is the depth of the Marks-type re-entrant facets.
For r = 2 and m = n, the magic numbers formed begin with the sequence N = 18, 75, 192
and 389. The maximum re-entrant depth (rmax) is limited by the length of the side on
the I-Dh core, such that rmax = k + 1 (and when m = n, rmax = m).
Figure 2.3: Diagram of the re-entrant faceting on the M-Dh structure; illustrated for
(m,n, r) = (4, 4, 3). Yellow spheres represent atoms in our model, whilst white spheres
show the limit of re-entrant facets (rmax = 6) on this size; this structure would be equiva-
lent to setting (m,n, r) = (1, 1, 6). Solid red lines define the faces on the (4, 4, 3) structure,
with m (green) and r (blue) highlighted.
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Another high-symmetry structure often documented is the truncated octahedron (TO),
a structure closely related to CO as both are fragments of the FCC crystal. The TO struc-
ture is created by the removal of the vertices from an octahedron to create a geometry
with 6 (100) faces and 8 hexagonal (111) faces. We can define the number of atoms in




(2n3l + nl)− 2n3cut − 3n2cut − ncut (2.2.3)
where nl is the length of the edge of a complete octahedron and ncut is the number of
layers removed at each vertex. It should be noted here that the hexagonal (111) faces can
have uneven sides, causing them to be irregular.
2.2.2 The Gupta Potential
It remains computationally exhaustive to perform ab initio calculations on large clusters
(N > 100), and so empirical potentials remain widely used. Empirical potentials are
derived from the fitting of experimental data to an assumed functional form, with common
examples including the Murrell-Mottram [46], Gupta [12], Sutton-Chen [47] and EAM [48].
When coupled with efficient search techniques (e.g. GAs [37]) highly effective theoretical
tools are formed.
The Gupta potential, derived from Gupta’s expression for the cohesive energy (Ecoh)
of a bulk material [49], is based on the second moment approximation to tight-binding
theory and is constructed from an attractive many-body (V m) term and a repulsive pair




(V ri − V mi ) (2.2.4)
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In these equations, rij represents the distance between atoms i and j; and r0 is the nearest
neighbour distance in the bulk (in A˚). The Gupta potential parameters (A, ζ, p and q)
are fitted to the bulk properties of each metal (i.e. Ecoh, bulk modulus, the annihilation
of the energy gradient at r0, and in some cases the surface energy, Esurf ). After fitting
to the bulk properties, one is left with only two independent parameters (p and q) that
determine the range of the repulsive and attractive terms, respectively. The parameter
sets I and II used in the following work are taken from the work of Cleri and Rosato
[12] and Baletto et al. [2], respectively, and are shown in Table 2.1 and 2.2, and plotted
in Appendix A. Parameter sets are not mixed, however arithmetic means are used for
bimetallic Au-Pd interactions.
Parameter Set I [12] Parameter Set II [2]
A (eV) 0.1746 0.1715
ζ (eV) 1.718 1.702
p 10.867 11.00
q 3.742 3.79
r0 (A˚) 2.7485 2.7506
Table 2.1: Gupta potential parameter sets I and II for Pd, taken from the work of Cleri
and Rosato (left) and Baletto et al. (right), respectively [2, 12].
2.2.3 Long Range Cut-off
The parameters used in reference [2] incorporate a long distance cut-off into the potential
for atoms further than 2 neighbours distance away (>
√
2r) [50]. The interatomic potential
(Equation 2.2.4) decays with increasing distance and introducing a cut-off speeds up the
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Parameter Set I [12] Parameter set II [2]
A (eV) 0.2061 0.2197
ζ (eV) 1.790 1.855
p 10.229 10.53
q 4.036 4.30
r0 (A˚) 2.884 2.878
Table 2.2: Gupta potential parameter sets I and II for Au, taken from the work of Cleri
and Rosato (left) and Baletto et al. (right), respectively [2, 12].
energy calculations for large clusters.
A 5th order polynomial was introduced, matching that of Baletto et al. [2]. For this, a
polynomial replacement for the potential that matches the potential function at the cut-
off start (Cs), and is zero at the cut-off end (Ce) is derived. The replacement is applied
separately to each exponential component of the Gupta potential. Considering the term:





for Cs 6 rij 6 Ce we replace the above expression by the following polynomial p1(rij):
V rij(rij) = p1(rij) = a5(rij − Ce)5 + a4(rij − Ce)4 + a3(rij − Ce)3 (2.2.8)
where the coefficients a5, a4, a3 are chosen to match the function and its first and second
derivatives for rij = Cs. For r = Ce, p1(rij) = 0. The form of the polynomial ensures
that the conditions on the function and its first derivative are automatically matched for














2 = p2(rij) = x5(rij − Ce)5 + x4(rij − Ce)4 + x3(rij − Ce)3 (2.2.10)
where the coefficients x5, x4, x3 are calculated to match the form of the Gupta function.
The cut-off parameters used are given in Table 2.3, and included in the potential functions
plotted in Appendix A.
Parameter Set II
Pd Au
Cs (A˚) 3.890 4.070
Ce (A˚) 4.764 4.984
a3 -5.732 x 10
−3 -8.105 x 10−3
a4 -8.477 x 10
−3 -1.110 x 10−2
a5 -5.723 x 10




Table 2.3: Cut-offs and polynomial coefficients used for Au and Pd (to 4 significant figures)
for parameter set II
2.2.4 Local Minimisation
The Limited-Memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno algorithm (L-BFGS) algorithm
[51], is a quasi-Newton method for finding the maxima and minima of a potential using
a memory efficient gradient search. It computes the inverse Hessian (d
2x
dy2
) matrices of a
function, but unlike in the traditional Newtonian method which has memory requirements
of N2 values, restricting the stored history to M steps results in a memory requirement of
N ×M values. This results in approximation of the Hessians, slowing down the conver-
gence, but increases processing speed dramatically and thus speeds up the calculations,
especially for large clusters (N > 100).
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2.3 Energetic Analysis
In order to quantify our results, we must introduce several equations that allow us to






where Etot = −Vclus is the total energy of the cluster. We can calculate relative stabilities
(∆Eb) of different geometries with identical nuclearities using:
∆Eb = EbIh − Ebx (2.3.2)
where the binding energies of I-Dh or CO can be directly compared with Ih (EbIh) when
substituted in for Ebx . Positive values indicate reduced stability, and a negative value
indicates increased stability, relative to the Ih. The ratio of excess energy (Eexc) to the







and can be used as an indication of stability trends with size. Eexc is calculated as
Etot − NEcoh, where Ecoh is the cohesive energy per atom in the bulk; thus Eexc ∝ E−1b .
N
2
3 is used as an approximation the number of surface atoms. In bimetallic systems Eexc
becomes Etot−MEcoh,a− (N −M)Ecoh,b, where M is the number of atoms of type a, and
(N −M) is the number of atoms of type b. In general, we expect the following expression












The numerator is still equivalent to Eexc, and in this expression the constant d comes
from the strain created by the vertices of the cluster, cN
1
3 represents strain from the
edges, bN
2
3 from surface facets and the volume term aN is due to internal strain. aN
vanishes for FCC geometries as N →∞, as it is the bulk crystal structure, whilst strain
is present for all other geometries. Minimisation of ∆ infers relative overall stability of a
geometry.
2.4 Results and Discussion
High-symmetry structures were systematically created using the mathematical constructs
outlined above, before being energetically minimised using the parameters of either Cleri
and Rosato [12] or Balleto et al. [2], henceforth referred to exclusively as parameter sets
I and II, respectively.
2.4.1 PdN Clusters
12-Vertex Structures: Icosahedra, Ino-Decahedra and Cuboctahedra
Figure 2.4: Left: Plot of Eb for PdN structures against N . Solid lines represent the
parameter set I of Cleri and Rosato [12], and dashed lines represent the parameter set
II of Baletto et al. [2]. Right: Plot of Eb for PdN structures against N
− 1
3 . Ih (black
squares), I-Dh (red circles) and CO (blue triangles) are shown in both plots; Ecoh of 3.89
eV [51]) is displayed as a grey solid line.
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Figure 2.4 plots Eb for Ih, I-Dh and CO structures, with increasing shell sizes k, against
N , using the Pd parameters given in Table 2.1. For N < 100, Eb rapidly increases, before
levelling off as N > 500; this trend is consistent for both parameter sets. Identification
between the different structural motifs is energetically difficult, implying that they are
all closely competitive in energy at this size. A spacing between trend lines is visible
for the two parameter sets: parameter set I rises to a higher level than parameter set
II, before flattening out asymptotically relative to Ecoh. The difference in gradients
between parameter sets I and II can be identified in the right of Figure 2.4 where an
approximation to the Ecoh is achieved for N
− 1
3 → 0 when N− 13 is plotted against Eb.
Linear extrapolation to 0 for parameter set I gives a slightly over-exaggerated Ecoh (3.92
eV) compared to the experimentally measured value (3.89 eV [51]), whilst parameter set
II offers better agreement to this measurement (3.88 eV).
Figure 2.5 plots ∆Eb in order to characterise the energetic preference of the Ih, I-Dh
and CO structures in more detail. We can clearly see the close-packed Ih structure is
the most stable for small sizes (N < 1000). For the parameter set I, the linear intercept
between ∆EbIh and ∆EbI−Dh is at N = 1306, whilst for parameter set II it is at N = 1068.
∆EbCO remains positive throughout, and the intercept with ∆EbIh would be for a value
of N > 1500. We would expect the intercept of ∆EbI−Dh and ∆EbCO to be at large values
of N , as discussed in our preamble.
FCC Structures
FCC structures with a variety of shapes were compared to the CO structure [Figure 2.6
(a)]. For the FCC structures we find a spread 1 eV < ∆ < 2.2 eV. It is noticeable
that the structures that minimise ∆ for both the atom-centred and void-centred TO
structures are closely competitive, with the adjoining lines difficult to distinguish. For
both parameter sets I and II we find that the CO structure is uncompetitive with the
lowest energy structures, which are TO, with ∆(TO) 0.1 eV less than ∆(CO) for similar
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Figure 2.5: Plot of ∆Eb for Ih (black squares), I-Dh (red circles) and CO (blue triangles)
PdN structures against N . Solid lines represent the parameter set I of Cleri and Rosato
[12], and dashed lines represent the parameter set II of Baletto et al. [2].
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Figure 2.6: (a) Top: Plot of ∆ against N for various FCC PdN structures, where N <
1500, for the parameter set I of Cleri and Rosato [12]. Bottom: As above, for the
parameter set II of Baletto et al. [2]. TO structures with an atom at their centre (green
diamonds) and with a void at their centre (purple downward triangles) are plotted against
the CO structure (blue upward triangles) of increasing shell size k. Lines are plotted as a
guide for the eye to the lowest values of ∆ for each structure type. Highlighted structures
are (b) Pd314, a void-centred TO, with faces highlighted by red lines and (c) Pd861, an
atom-centred TO, with faces highlighted with red lines.
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N : detailed analysis shows the more stable TO structures as those with reduced (100)
surfaces compared to the hexagonal (111)-packed faces. In Figure 2.6 (b) and (c), TO
structures for Pd314 and Pd861 are presented: in these cases, nl = 8 and 11, respectively,
and ncut = 2.
Overall, ∆ is similar for the parameters sets I and II when N < 100, however for
N > 500 the minima of parameter set I are roughly 0.4 eV less than for parameter set
II. Had we extended N further this gap would have increased, as the rate of change of
the lowest values using parameter set I are considerably lower than that of parameter set
II, though we would expect them to converge as N →∞.
Marks-Decahedra
Systematic variation of the M-Dh structure enables a detailed analysis of the effect of the
signature re-entrant facets, for which ∆ is plotted in Figure 2.7. Trend lines are identified
for differing values of rmax, with their curved nature showing that the presence of truncated
stellations is energetically favourable for both parameter sets I and II compared to the
I-Dh structure, except at small sizes.
Parameter set I shows that the monolayer stellated structures (r = 2) (truncated or
not) are most energetically favourable for N < 600, where stellations are truncated to
a single layer of atoms on the I-Dh core. For N > 600 the ratio r
rmax
tends to a value
of ∼ 0.3, with multiple layers present on the truncated stellation. A progression in the
trend lines occurs from sharp changes in ∆ to shallower, more spaced out ∆ values as N
increases. The enlarged surface (100) sites on the I-Dh core (Figure 2.2, centre) at large
m and n mean even small re-entrant facets (e.g. r = 2) make large overall contributions
to the value of N and thus the spacing of data points. The same observations hold true
for the parameter set II, with r = 2 offering the lowest ∆ values relative to structures
with fuller stellations at N < 300, and as N increases so r does also, e.g. for rmax = 9
a truncation of the full stellated edges so m = n = r = 5 is preferred, a ratio value
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Figure 2.7: Plot of ∆ against N for PdN M-Dh of varying re-entrant facet sizes. Structures
have been created such that r < 9, and m = n < 11 where r = 2 (black squares), 3 (red
circles), 4 (blue upward triangles), 5 (green diamonds), 6 (purple downward triangles),
7 (yellow laterally-extended diamonds) and 8 (brown vertically-extended diamonds) are
displayed. Parameter set I, of Cleri and Rosato [12], is plotted with closed symbols
and black trend lines, and parameter set II, of Baletto et al. [2], is plotted with open
symbols and grey trend lines. Trend lines illustrate the effect of reduced truncation of
the stellated features from an I-Dh core (r = 1) to fully stellated structures (m = 1).





= 0.56. The rate of overall change in ∆ is decreased for parameter set II, similar to
the observations made for TO fragments (Figure 2.6).
Pd887
A selection of the most energetically favourable ∆ for Ih, I-Dh, CO, TO and M-Dh are
plotted against N in Figure 2.8, and compared to Pd887. Pd887 is a cluster of recent
experimental interest which is a magic number for M-Dh when (m, n, r) = (4, 5, 3). As
m 6= n the (100) faces seen in the centre of Figure 2.2 increase in size forming (110)
faces, though still with (100) atomic packing (Figure 2.9). For parameter set I the Pd887
cluster is 0.2 eV from the minimum, whilst for parameter set II this energy gap is much
smaller (0.01 eV). In the experimental work of Pearmain [16], 86% of 161 clusters were
found to have irregular geometries, with small quantities of identifiable high-symmetry
structures: 4 were identified as TO, whilst 5 more labelled as Ih, and only one as M-Dh.
Whilst some of these limitations can be attributed to uncertainties in cluster orientation
and experimental resolution limitations, the presence of several high-symmetry structures
experimentally also indicates that these structures are close in energy, and morphological
changes under the electron beam are documented. Whilst the statistics provided from
experiment is small, these experimental results fit to our calculations with parameter
set I, where the energy gap to Pd887 is significantly large such that formation may only
happen from kinetic trapping (not considering the impact the substrate may have on the
structure).
Overall, Figure 2.8 illustrates that parameter sets I and II have distinct energetic
preference to the TO and M-Dh structures, compared to the Ih, I-Dh and CO. The
Ih structure is competitive at low sizes (N < 100), before becoming less favourable as
N increases. There is distinct energy differences between the trend lines for the high-
symmetry 12-vertex Ih, I-Dh and CO structures, and the lower symmetry TO and M-Dh
structures, with the latter proving more energetically favourable. However, for both
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Figure 2.8: Top: Plot of ∆ for PdN structures against N , using parameter set I of Cleri
and Rosato [12]. Bottom: As above, using parameter set II of Baletto et al. [2]. Ih (black
squares), I-Dh (red circles), CO (blue upward triangles) are given, as well as the most
energetically competitive atom-centred and void-centred TO (purple downward triangles
and green diamonds, respectively), and M-Dh structures (yellow vertical diamonds). Pd887
is also shown (brown filled lateral diamond).
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Figure 2.9: Image of Pd887 M-Dh structure, where (m, n, r) = (4, 5, 3). Left: View down
five-fold axis. Right: View orthogonal to (a). Main faces are marked with solid lines.
parameter sets the energy difference for ∆ is small between the TO/M-Dh trends and the
12-vertex Ih, I-Dh and CO structures (∼ 0.1 eV), which equates to the thermal energy
(kbT ) when T ≈ 1200 K, where T is temperature and kb is the Boltzmann constant
(8.617× 10−5 eV K−1). Though the energetic pathways between the different structures
have not been calculated, we can be led to believe that transformation between these
structures is not common under electron microscopy conditions, though subtler structural
rearrangement have been observed [16].
2.4.2 AuN Clusters
12-Vertex Structures: Icosahedra, Ino-Decahedra and Cuboctahedra
Figure 2.10 compares Eb for the high-symmetry AuN structures of the Ih, I-Dh and CO
geometries. Similar trends to the results of PdN are seen with sharply increasing Eb for
N < 100, levelling out asymptotically towards the bulk Ecoh value of 3.81 eV [51] as
N →∞. Parameter set II tends to a higher value of Eb than parameter set I, an inverse
of the results for PdN clusters (Figure 2.4). Attention to the inset, which relates Eb to the
bulk limit (N−
1
3 → 0), suggests that the parameter set I underestimates the extrapolated
bulk Ecoh value (3.77 eV), whilst parameter set II does not (3.81 eV).
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Figure 2.10: Main: Plot of Eb for AuN structures against N . Solid lines represent the
parameter set I of Cleri and Rosato [12], and dashed lines represent the parameter set II
of Baletto et al. [2]. Inset: Plot of Eb for AuN structures against N
− 1
3 . Ih (black squares),
I-Dh (red circles) and CO (blue triangles) are shown in both plots; the bulk Ecoh (3.81
eV [51]) is displayed as a grey solid line.
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Structural preferences are difficult to identify in Figure 2.10; thus ∆Eb is plotted in
Figure 2.11. For parameter set I we see intersection of EbIh at N = 682 by ∆EbI−Dh
and at N = 923 by ∆EbCO , calculated using a linear fit. For parameter set II these
intersections of EbIh are at lower N : 284 and 393 for ∆EbI−Dh and ∆EbCO , respectively.
The values of N for these intersections are much less than found for PdN , implying relative
instability of the close-packed cluster geometries (Ih, I-Dh) with respect to the crystalline
bulk fragments for Au nanoparticles.
Figure 2.11: Plot of ∆Eb for Ih (black), I-Dh (red) and CO (blue) AuN structures against
N . Solid lines represent parameter set I of Cleri and Rosato [12], and dashed lines
represent parameter set II of Baletto et al. [2].
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FCC Structures
Comparison of the CO structures with a variety of other FCC fragments (Figure 2.12)
leads to the observation that the CO structure is not the optimal for the FCC fragments,
identical to findings for Pd. Whilst a large spread of energetic values have been identified
(0.8 eV < ∆ < 2 eV), some higher in energy than the CO, the energetic minima and
associated trend lines are approximately 0.1 eV lower in energy than for the CO structures.
Of particular interest is the positive gradient seen for the energy trend line of parameter set
I, with values reaching a minimum at ∆ = 1.269 eV for N = 79 (nl = 5, ncut = 1), before
rising towards 1.5 eV. This case is not the same for the parameter set II, where a plateau
is reached for N > 1000 at ∆ ∼ 0.95 eV. Quantitatively, the ∆ values of parameter set
I are greater than those of parameter set II, which corroborates the earlier observation
that there is am inverse relationship between Eb and Eexc. The minimum atom-centred
and void-centred geometries are closely competitive in energy for both parameter sets;
further analysis shows that the preferred structures maximise the hexagonal (111)-packed
surfaces, whilst minimising exposed (100) surfaces. This observation can be linked to
the surface energies of the (111) and (100) surfaces for Au, which have previously been
reported by Uppenbrink et al. as 93.2 and 97.1 meV A˚−2, respectively [54], thus favouring
Au (111) facet formation over (100).
Marks-Decahedra
M-Dh structures have been generated, using systematic variation of m,n and r, and
minimised using both parameter sets: ∆ has been plotted in Figure 2.13 for the series of
structures AuN . Similar to the case of PdN , we find that fully stellated M-Dh structures
are unfavourable (except inevitably for Au18 when m = n = r = 1, as truncation is not
possible). The formation of truncated features is favourable compared to the simple I-Dh
clusters, but the ratio r
rmax
tends to be smaller than previously seen for PdN at large N ,
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Figure 2.12: Top: Plot of ∆ against N for various TO AuN structures, where N < 1500,
for parameter set I of Cleri and Rosato [12]. Bottom: As above, using parameter set II
of Baletto et al. [2]. FCC structures with an atom at their centre (green diamonds) and
with a void at their centre (purple triangles) are plotted against the CO structure (blue
squares) of increasing shell size k. Lines are plotted to show the lowest values for each
structure type.
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indicating that large stellated growths on the (100) faces, truncated or not, are generally
not energetically suitable; e.g. for rmax = 9 a truncation of the edges such that m = n = 7,
r = 3. The trend lines for each value of rmax are similar to PdN , i.e. they are steeper
sided funnels at low N , which tend to flatten out as N → 6000. The results values using
parameter set I rise above those of parameter set II, a reverse of the trend for PdN M-Dh
structures in Figure 2.7, and similar to our observations noted for Figures 2.10, 2.11 and
2.12 in relation to the energetic ordering of parameter sets I and II. We also note here
that ∆ increases with N for parameter set I, similar to the top of Figure 2.12.
Au887
A selection of the most energetically favourable ∆ for Ih, I-Dh, CO, TO and M-Dh are
plotted against N in Figure 2.14, and compared to Au887. Similar to Pd887, Au887 has
been the subject of recent experimental interest [35]. For both parameter sets I and II
we find that ∆ for the 12-vertex high-symmetry structures (Ih, I-Dh and CO) is 0.1 eV
greater than the most stable FCC and M-Dh structures, and that Au887 is energetically
closer to the latter. The Ih structure is closely competitive for N < 100, before becoming
strongly unfavourable for N > 500. ∆ for the other investigated structures run parallel
to each other for N > 200 for both parameter sets; below this they are closer in energy,
though one would also suspect that there are many other alternative structures which
we have not investigated here which may be competitive. The heat required for direct
thermal transformation from Ih/I-Dh/CO to M-Dh/TO is again in the range of T ≈ 1200
K. This value is sufficiently high that we would not expect structural rearrangement in
ambient experimental conditions; for smaller (N < 100) this is not the case and structural
evolution under an electron beam has been documented [32].
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Figure 2.13: Plot of ∆ against N for AuN M-Dh of varying re-entrant sizes. Structures
have been created such that r < 9, and m = n < 11 where r = 2 (black squares), 3 (red
circles), 4 (blue upward triangles), 5 (green diamonds), 6 (purple downward triangles),
7 (yellow laterally-extended diamonds) and 8 (brown vertically-extended diamonds) are
displayed. Parameter set I, of Cleri and Rosato [12], is plotted with closed symbols
and black trend lines, and parameter set II, of Baletto et al. [2], is plotted with open
symbols and grey trend lines. Trend lines illustrate the effect of reduced truncation of
the stellated features from an I-Dh core (r = 1) to fully stellated structures (m = 1).
Background colouring is added to highlight distinct trend lines. rmax is also labelled from
1 to 10.
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Figure 2.14: Top: Plot of ∆ for AuN structures against N , using parameter set I of Cleri
and Rosato [12]. Bottom: As above, using parameter set II of Baletto et al. [2]. Ih (black
squares), I-Dh (red circles), CO (blue upward triangles) are given, as well as the most
energetically competitive atom-centred and void-centred TO (purple downward triangles
and green diamonds, respectively), and M-Dh structures (yellow vertical diamonds). Au887
is also shown (brown filled lateral diamond, black edges).
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2.4.3 (AucorePdshell)N Clusters
With the 12-vertex high-symmetry structures it is possible to conduct systematic studies
of their core/shell bimetallic structures by building up clusters with layers of different
atom types. One of the more fundamental cluster structures is that of core/shell segre-
gation, whereby one element occupies sites close to the core of the cluster and another
element occupies more surface sites. This kind of arrangement is commonly documented
experimentally for (AuPd)N [3, 55]. By creating a fixed core of one element and nuclearity,
and growing shells of another element on the surface (Figure 2.15), we are able to compare
the relative stability of the core/shell bimetallic systems with respect to the homogeneous
monometallic systems, and also the relative stability of the different core/shell structures
to each other, i.e. the Ih, I-Dh and CO. Naively, one could expect a linear transition
between the structural preferences of Au and Pd as we are using arithmetic means for the
Au-Pd interaction.
Figure 2.15: Cross section of (AucorePdshell)N Dh with a fixed core of 13 atoms (k = 1).
Left to right: N = 55, 147, 309 and 561, respectively. Pd and Au are represented in blue
and yellow, respectively.
Comparison of ∆ for the pure clusters offers initial insight into the predicted energetic
evolution with the addition of a second element to the cluster: Figure 2.16 gives ∆ for the
Ih, I-Dh and CO values for AuN and PdN clusters. For parameter set I we notice that for
N < 150 the Aun structures have a lower ∆ than PdN , however this does not hold true
for N > 200, with PdN becoming energetically preferred and the gap between the trend
lines increasing up to N = 1500. For parameter set II the AuN structures remain more
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energetically stable compared to those of PdN , with the gap between the two remaining
constant at ∼ 0.5 eV. As discussed previously, the Ih structure is favoured to large N for
PdN , unlike AuN , and this is shown for both parameter sets.
Ih, I-Dh and CO clusters were generated with fixed-size Au cores and Pd layering
added to form the shell, as illustrated in Figure 2.15. Results from parameter set I and
II have been plotted in Figure 2.17 and 2.18, respectively. In Figure 2.17 comparison
with PdN shows that adding the Au impurity results in an increase in Eexc, and thus ∆,
for all clusters; and the greater the concentration of Au in the core of the structure, the
greater this difference is between ∆ for PdN and (AucorePdshell)N . Though not plotted,
comparison with AuN also shows that ∆ for (AucorePdshell)N is increased with respect to
AuN when the number of Pd layers is small (k < 4) , making this form of mixing not
preferable for the bimetallic system at low nuclearities. Larger clusters appear more stable,
with ∆ for the bimetallic cluster falling between the pure clusters, and the difference in
∆ between PdN and (AucorePdshell)N decreasing as N increases. We also note that for a
core of Au55 or greater the Ih is no longer the preferred structure with respect to the I-Dh
and CO; this is in-keeping with the observed trends for the pure AuN clusters.
For parameter set II (Figure 2.18), this destabilised effect is not so prominent. Whilst
thin (monolayer) Pd shells are not energetically favourable, especially for increasing size
of the AuN core, multiple Pd layers have a quenching effect on this disparity, reducing
Eexc such that for an Au13 core with 3 layers of Pd or greater (k > 3) it appears more
energetically favourable than the PdN clusters, though not also the AuN clusters.
2.4.4 (PdcoreAushell)N Clusters
Using parameter set I and inverting the core-shell segregation to form (PdcoreAushell)N
leads to the reverse effect of that witnessed for the (AucorePdshell)N : the value of ∆ tends
to decrease with respect to the pure clusters (Figure 2.19) as the size of the Pd core
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Figure 2.16: Top: Plot of ∆ against N for the 12-vertex high-symmetry structures, using
parameter set I of Cleri and Rosato [12]. Bottom: As above, using parameter set II of
Baletto et al. [2]. Ih (black squares), I-Dh (red circles) and CO (blue triangles) are shown,
with PdN (solid lines) and AuN (dashed lines) plotted.
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Figure 2.17: Plots of ∆ againstN for the AucorePdshell 12-vertex high-symmetry structures
(dashed lines), using parameter set I of Cleri and Rosato [12], with cores: (a) Au1 (b)
Au13 (c) Au55 (d) Au147. Ih (black squares), I-Dh (red circles) and CO (blue triangles)
are shown, with PdN (solid lines) also plotted.
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Figure 2.18: Plots of ∆ againstN for the AucorePdshell 12-vertex high-symmetry structures
(dotted lines), using parameter set II of Baletto et al. [2], with cores: (a) Au1 and (b)
Au13. Ih (black squares), I-Dh (red circles) and CO (blue triangles) are shown, with PdN
(solid lines) and AuN (dashed lines) also plotted.
increases. The effect is greatest for smaller clusters, with monolayers of Au, with the
difference between ∆ of the core/shell and pure clusters reducing as N increases, for a
fixed core. For multiple Au shell layers ∆ shifts to a value between the pure values,
illustrating again the averaging effect we spoke of previously. Figure 2.19 also shows that
the Ih structure becomes distinctly more preferable than the I-Dh and CO structures,
whilst the energy gap between the I-Dh and CO also increases. For a core of Pd55 or
greater the transition from Ih to I-Dh and CO is out of the nuclearity range studied (i.e.
N > 1500).
For parameter set II the effect of multiple Au layers is not so favourable (Figure 2.20).
Small Pd impurities in the core of small Au clusters are energetically favourable, compared
to the pure PdN clusters, but not compared to the AuN clusters. For all core sizes, an
Au coating becomes unfavourable with respect to the pure clusters when thicker than a
monolayer, and increases with thicker Au coverage, illustrating that the segregation we
have used may not be as preferable as a mixed alloy with these parameters, similar to
results seen by Ismail et al. [39].
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Figure 2.19: Plots of ∆ againstN for the PdcoreAushell 12-vertex high-symmetry structures
(solid lines), using parameter set I of Cleri and Rosato [12], with cores: (a) Pd1 (b) Pd13
(c) Pd55 (d) Pd147. Ih (black squares), I-Dh (red circles) and CO (blue triangles) are
shown, with AuN (dashed lines) also plotted.
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Figure 2.20: Plots of ∆ againstN for the PdcoreAushell 12-vertex high-symmetry structures
(dotted lines), using parameter set II of Baletto et al. [2], with cores: (a) Pd1 (b) Pd13
and (c) Pd55. Ih (black squares), I-Dh (red circles) and CO (blue triangles) are shown,
with AuN (dashed lines) and PdN (solid lines) also plotted.
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Attention to the relative stability of the (PdcoreAushell)N structures with just a mono-
layer coating, as shown in Figure 2.21, shows an unusually high stability which increases
with N (Figure 2.22) for both parameter sets I and II.
A monolayer coating of Au on a Pd core, with parameter set I, results in ∆ less than
for both AuN and PdN clusters of the same nuclearity. This is a strong indication of the
preference of the stability of the PdcoreAushell segregation, and agrees with the common
discovery of core-shell structures in previous structural searches [38, 39]. The difference
between the energy of the PdN and the (PdcoreAushell)N remains constant as k increases,
at a gap of ∼ 0.3 eV. The Ih structure is energetically preferable throughout, in stark
contrast to the same calculations for the AuN clusters which show an early tendency to
adopt crystalline structures.
For parameter set II a monolayer coating has a similar effect in stabilising the PdN
cluster. However, for N < 800 (k < 6) the (PdcoreAushell)N clusters are less stable than
the pure AuN clusters. For N > 800 the core/shell segregation becomes more energetically
favourable than the pure AuN cluster; this implies that this segregation is not-preferable
at low N , where mixing is perhaps preferred, but as N increases, and so the ratio of Pd
to Au atoms increases in favour of Pd, so does the suitability of core/shell segregation
to this structure. This is perhaps the driving force behind the structural rearrangements
seen in previous molecular dynamics studies [41], where core/shell inversion occurs. As
the difference in ∆ between the pure clusters and (PdcoreAushell)N is increasing, we can
predict that as N increases beyond N = 1500 that this structural arrangement may
become even more favourable, as it minimises Eexc.
2.5 Conclusions
We have studied the stabilities of high-symmetry AuN , PdN and (AuPd)N clusters, using
mathematical constructs, a semi-empirical potential with two different parameter sets,
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Figure 2.21: Cross section of (PdcoreAushell)N Dh with a monolayer covering on the shell.
Left to right: N = 55, 147, 309 and 561, respectively. Pd and Au are represented in blue
and gold, respectively.
and a quasi-newtonian minimisation technique. The structures for which calculations
were performed include the Ih, I-Dh, CO, M-Dh and FCC fragments; this list is by no
means exhaustive but does give a good insight to the preferred nanocluster packing in
high-symmetry structures.
For PdN clusters both parameter sets tested result in preferences for the Ih structures
for N < 1000 over other high-symmetry 12-vertex geometries. However, TO PdN clusters
with reduced (100) exposure, and M-Dh PdN clusters with truncation stellations prove to
have lower Eexc, as a result of the reduced (100) surfaces. Pd887 proves to be competitive
with M-Dh and TO structures when using parameter set II; this is not the case for
parameter set I where Pd887 is similar in ∆ to the 12-vertex structures. Overall, the
parameters of Cleri and Rosato tend towards values of Eb greater than the parameters
of Baletto et al., with extrapolation to the bulk limit illustrating the latter gives results
closer to the experimentally measured value.
For AuN clusters we found a tendency towards FCC structures at values of N lower
than seen for PdN : the parameters of Cleri and Rosato gave a transition at N ≈ 650 to
the I-Dh, whilst for the parameters of Baletto et al. this value was lower still. TO and
M-Dh structures again prove more stable than the 12-vertex geometries, with shrinking
of the (100) faces favourable. Au887 is competitive with the energetic minima for both
parameter sets, offering enthusiasm for further experimental work trying to identify this
structure. Overall, the parameters of Baletto et al. give a larger value of Eb at low N
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Figure 2.22: Top: Plots of ∆ against N for the AucorePdshell 12-vertex high-symmetry
structures, using parameter set I of Cleri and Rosato [12], with a monolayer covering of
Au. Bottom: As above, using parameter set II of Baletto et al. [55]. Ih (black squares),
I-Dh (red circles) and CO (blue triangles) are shown; PdN (solid lines), AuN (dashed
lines) and PdcoreAushell (dotted lines) are plotted.
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than the parameters of Cleri and Rosato.
For (AuPd)N clusters we found that the preferred arrangement is for (PdcoreAushell)N
for both parameter sets, with thin (monolayer) surface coverings of Au being most ener-
getically favourable compared to the homogeneous clusters; this is highly compatible with
the experimental measurements Esurf (Pd) > Esurf (Au) and Ecoh(Pd) > Ecoh(Au). For
the parameters of Baletto et al. multiple layers of Au lead to energetic instability, with
∆ values greater than for either of the pure metal nanoparticles; the same is not the case
for the parameters of Cleri and Rosato. (AucorePdshell)N clusters are not energetically
favourable with thin coatings of Pd, however as the shell coating thickens so the stabil-
ity improves. This effect is more prominent for the parameters of Cleri and Rosato. Ih
structures are not favourable compared to the I-Dh and CO for (AucorePdshell)N , where
as they are strongly preferred for (PdcoreAushell)N . Overall, the strong tendency towards
core/shell segregation is emphasised for the parameters of Cleri and Rosato [12], and not
so much for the parameters of Baletto et al. [2], agreeing with previous observations for
smaller (AuPd)N clusters [38, 39].
Exploring other high-symmetry homotops for the bimetallic (AuPd)N clusters is nec-
essary in the future to know whether other segregated formations are more favourable
than those postulated here, with investigation into other lower-symmetry structures also
required to give a more complete treatment of structural preference in any future work.
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Electron Microscope Images to
Theoretical Structures
3.1 Introduction
Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM), in the mode when incoherently scat-
tered electrons are collected by a high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) detector, is
appealing as a technique for probing the 3-dimensional (3D) structural properties of nan-
oclusters as the image intensity is proportional to both the atomic column height [1] and
atomic number (Z) [2] of the component atoms. Spherical aberration (Cs) correction has
recently enabled HAADF-STEM image resolution on the atomic scale [3, 4, 5], making
nanocluster structure identifiable (Figure 3.1). The process of combining experiment and
simulation to assign nanostructures is still difficult, due to the complexities in identifying
the orientation of nanoclusters, as well as limitations in experimental resolutions, and
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novel solutions continue to be sought [1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9].
HAADF-STEM simulations are often used quantitatively alongside experimental work:
structures are generated, for example using mathematical constructs and an empirical po-
tential, before being subjected to first-principle kinematic (Bloch Wave [6]) or dynamic
[7] (such as Fast Fourier Transform [FFT] Multislice [10]) simulations. The Multislice ap-
proach has also been shown to be much more reliable for imaging non-periodic structures
[11], due to its suitability for use in environments with a mobile probe, i.e. non-periodic,
however both methods are computationally expensive, and coarser approximative tech-
niques continue to be sort in order to reduce calculation time.
Li et al. used a simple, approximative, kinematic modelling technique to great suc-
cess for Au309 clusters [1]. Firstly, idealised structures were created using the Gupta
potential [12] for Icosahedral (Ih), Ino-Decahedral (I-Dh) and Cuboctahedral (CO) ge-
ometries, and were then locally relaxed. A detailed genetic algorithm search [13] was
also conducted to find low-symmetry optimal structures. The resultant structures were
subject to approximative kinematic, and dynamic multislice, STEM simulations. The
size, 3D shape, orientation and atomic arrangement of the size-selected gold nanoclusters
was determined, with atomic resolution. Wang et al. have compared images of smaller
monolayer-protected Au38 (MP-Au38) clusters to theoretical geometries using multislice,
with atomic structural characterisation complicated by the mobility of clusters under the
electron beam in experimental conditions [14].
The Jose´-Yacama´n group have found indications of kinks, terraces and steps on the
surface of large (PdAu)N nanoparticles using first-principle HAADF-STEM simulations in
conjunction with experimental work [8]. They concluded that the presence of more than
one metal induces these formational defects, which may improve the catalytic properties
of this system. Mkhoyan et al. have used the multislice method to show that amorphous Si
layers on a crystalline Si surface distinctly impairs the clarity of STEM simulated images,
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Figure 3.1: (a) Pentagon, (b) square and (c) hexagon cluster projections identified by Li
et al. for Au309, reproduced from reference [1]. The intensity variation within the clusters
demonstrates atomic column resolution. Circled are single Au atoms close to the clusters.
with scattered electrons creating a Gaussian background and making atomic columns
more difficult to see. For aberration-uncorrected probes a 20 nm amorphous layer is
necessary to reduce image quality significantly, whereas for aberration-corrected probes
only a 6 nm layer of amorphous Si is necessary to result in the same effect [15].
In this chapter we discuss the development of methods for identification of cluster
morphologies from experimental HAADF-STEM intensity maps of substrate supported
nanoclusters, in order to elucidate the possible structures. A simple kinematic model
for HAADF-STEM images is presented and developed. The model is coupled with a
global minimisation technique in order to minimise the computational expense in searching
for matching orientation(s) of theoretically generated clusters to experimental HAADF-
STEM images, using statistical comparative methods to give a measure of image similarity.
3.2 Methodology
3.2.1 STEM Model
A model has previously been proposed for simple kinematic simulation of HAADF-STEM
images by Curley et al. for monometallic systems [1, 16]. For each point on a 2D grid
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the HAADF-STEM model intensity is calculated for a theoretical structure by summing
each atom’s contribution to the intensity, as determined by a Gaussian function. For a
cluster defined on a Cartesian coordinate system, the contribution of each atom i to the
intensity at a given point on the intensity map is given by:
Iat(i) ∝ e−αd2i (3.2.1)
where di is the distance between the current grid point and the centre of atom i on
the (x,y) coordinate grid, and α is the gaussian constant which determines the decay
of the electron scattering with distance (i.e. blurring). Considering the aforementioned
proportional relationship between intensity and Z, and also factoring in atomic radii,
means the model can be developed to accommodate systems with multiple species:







where ri is the radius of atom i, Zi is the atomic number of atom i and β is the ex-
perimentally measurable scattering constant, with a limit of β = 2 for pure Rutherford
scattering. By using the value di
ri
we ensure that Imodelat remains dimensionless. The total





We note here that Imodelat is not dependent on the z- coordinate of an atom; therefore
a cluster with a plane of symmetry will appear the same from the front and back. The
approach we have developed is computationally inexpensive: profiles of a cluster, examples
of which are given in Figure 3.2, can be obtained on a desktop computer in less than a
second.
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Figure 3.2: Structures and simulated STEM images for a 309-atom cluster: From left to
right: an Ino-Decahedron; a modelled STEM image of the same structure; an Icosahedron;
and a modelled STEM image of the icosahedral structure.
3.2.2 Function Evaluation
At a numerical level, experimental HAADF-STEM images are grayscale pixel maps, with
each pixel having a discrete integer value: for 8-bit grayscale images the range of values is
0-255 (0 = black, 255 = white). To compare an experimental image with those produced
by our HAADF-STEM model we use x- and y- dimensions matching the experimental
pixel maps; this allows the use of statistical methods for function evaluation (FE). Data
comparison gives a residual (σ) with which one can compare how well modelled images
match experimental images, with those returning the lowest σ values being the better
results.
Covariance
The covariance allows comparison of the data sets as single entities, and can be calculated
as:
σ = xy − x.y (3.2.4)
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Here Iexpttot is the intensity map for the experimental HAADF-STEM image, and the sum-
mation is over j; the number of pixels on the intensity map.
Least Squares Fitting
Least squares fitting (LSF) compares positionally alike (x,y) points within a data set,






[Imodeltot (j)− Iexpttot (j)]2 (3.2.8)
where squaring removes any possible errors due to differences in sign. Multiplying through
by 1
j
gives an average per LSF pixel.
There are caveats with LSF: intensities must be scaled to match for both images,
otherwise one image will have a heavier weighting on σ than the other. Also, the cluster
must be positioned in similar areas of the compared images: we can use the centre of
mass (COM) to centre the experimental images, whilst for modelling we use the model
cluster COM and centre this with respect to our intensity map before comparison.
3.2.3 Implementation
In both the covariance and LSF measures, σ is dependent on the orientation of the 3D
theoretical structure used for modelling with respect to the xy- imaging plane. We define,
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and implement sequentially, the possible cluster rotations using the Tait-Bryan angles
θ, φ and ψ around the principle axes x-, y- and z- [17], respectively, giving a unique
residual σθ,φ,ψ. We use a floating coordinate system (i.e. where the axes are not fixed). A
maximum range of 0 6 θ < 2pi, −pi
2
6 φ 6 pi
2
and 0 6 ψ < 2pi is needed to cover all the
orientations, though this can be decreased for symmetric clusters. We note that should
φ = −pi
2
or φ = pi
2
, the x- and z- axes will be aligned in what is known as “Gimbal Lock”
[18], and duplicate orientations of the cluster will be achieved for any values of θ and ψ,
so long as θ + ψ = c, where c is a constant.
3.3 Results and Discussion I: Monolayer-Protected
Au38 Linear Search
Computational calculations of the structure of MP-Au38 using density functional theory
(DFT) have been performed by Ha¨kkinen et al., Pei et al. and Lopez-Avecedo et al.,
who identify two energetically low-lying motifs for Au38 in the presence of 24 thiolate
(SCH3) ligands (Figure 3.3): (a) a spherical arrangement, with an Au14 core [19], with a
maximum aspect ratio of 1.2, and (b) a prolate structure, with a bi-icosahedral core of
Au23 [20, 21] and aspect ratio ∼ 1.6. For the latter, (b), the arrangement of the thiolate
ligands proved critical in matching experimental XRD results with theoretical calculations
[21]. Henceforth, the coordinate systems are referred to as MP-Au38(a) and MP-Au38(b),
respectively. Both structures show the “divide and protect” morphology associated with
monolayer-protected clusters [22], where the cluster is partitioned into a pure core, and
an outer layer which interacts strongly with the thiolate ligands. Wang et al. compared
their experimental HAADF-STEM images of MP-Au38 with the computational structures,
statistically associating the prolate geometries observed for the experimental clusters with
the bi-icosahedral core cluster in Figure 3.3(b) [14].
To test our model, and assess computation time, we looked to perform a more thorough
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Figure 3.3: MP-Au38 coordinates from DFT-calculations: (a) spherical motif, with an
Au14 core [19] and (b) a prolate geometry, with a bi-icosahedral core of Au23 [20]. Au, S,
C and H atoms are represented in gold, yellow, grey and white, respectively.
investigation of the orientation of the DFT Au38 structures which best match an experi-
mental image, using a linear search through 0 6 θ < 2pi, −pi
2
6 φ 6 pi
2
and 0 6 ψ < 2pi,
in 5◦ steps (197173 calculations). A 2 nm × 2 nm experimental image (100× 100 pixels)
was provided by Dr. Z. Wang (Figure 3.4) [23].
We simulated on a ∆x = ∆y = 0.2 A˚ grid, with the experimentally measurable β
value set to 1.7. ri and Zi were set to 1.35 A˚ and 79 for Au, respectively; 1.0 A˚ and 16 for
S, respectively; 0.7 A˚ and 6 for C, respectively; and 0.25 A˚ and 1 for H, respectively [24].
Background noise from the amorphous graphite substrate used to support nanoclusters
in the experimental work interferes with images and so calculations were performed both
with the original image and with background noise removed using a threshold level of
intensity 50 [Figure 3.4(c)].
3.3.1 α = 1
STEM image simulations were calculated with α = 1; results for FEs using LSF and
covariance are shown in Table 3.1. Images of the optimal orientations are given in Figures
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Figure 3.4: (a) Normalised linear intensity profile from experimental MP-Au38 images,
provided by Dr. Z. Wang [23], with (b) the original image (black, solid line) and (c) the
same image with background noise removed (red, dotted line). Intensity profiles have
been taken horizontally along the red line indicated i.e. through the middle of the image.
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3.5 and 3.6, along with linear intensity profiles. The linear profiles show the difficulty in
identifying atomic columns in these structures when compared to other high-symmetry
arrangements [16].
Structure Background FE Method Minima (θ, φ, ψ) σθ,φ,ψ
Threshold
MP-Au38(a) 0 LSF 180
◦, 65◦, 185◦ 782.841
50 LSF 270◦, −45◦, 185◦ 870.181
0 Covariance 180◦, −45◦, 275◦ 2340.23
50 Covariance 180◦, −45◦, 270◦ 1994.94
MP-Au38(b) 0 LSF 120
◦, 5◦, 265◦ 677.42
50 LSF 10◦, −25◦, 320◦ 539.687
0 Covariance 300◦, 45◦, 160◦ 2214.74
50 Covariance 300◦, 45◦, 160◦ 1998.68
Table 3.1: Results, simulating MP-Au38 structures using α = 1, for the optimal orientation
which minimises the chosen FE method, taken using an exhaustive search with 5◦ steps
over the orientational space.
For MP-Au38(a), use of the LSF FE gives an optimal orientation of (θ, φ, ψ) =
(180◦,−65◦, 185◦) [Figure 3.5(b)], with one other similar orientation (θ + 5◦, φ + 5◦) in
the lowest 10 σθ,φ,ψ values; the same is true for the covariance FE where the optimal
orientation is (180◦,−45◦, 275◦), but several rotated orientations (θ, φ, or ψ ± 90◦) are
competitive. The mirrored/rotated orientations are competitive as the MP-Au38(a) struc-
ture has Oh symmetry in its Au38 core. In the presence of the thiolate ligands this becomes
psuedo-Oh, as the ligands do not align symmetrically. This leads to a frustrated function
landscape, with many competitive, but disconnected, minima.
In the case of MP-Au38(b), using the LSF FE gives an optimal orientation of (θ, φ, ψ) =
(120◦, 5◦, 265◦) [Figure 3.6(b)], with all of the lowest 10 σθ,φ,ψ values being close in orien-
tation (θ±10◦, φ±10◦, ψ±10◦). For the covariance FE the orientation (300◦, 45◦, 160◦) is
found to be optimal, with the lowest ten minima again being closely related (θ±5◦, φ±5◦,
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Figure 3.5: (a) Normalised linear intensity profiles for optimal orientations of MP-Au38(a),
as given in Table 3.1. Profiles given where (θ, φ, ψ) is: (b) (180◦,−65◦, 185◦) (black, solid
line); (c) (270◦,−45◦, 185◦) (red, dotted line); (d) (180◦,−45◦, 275◦) (blue, dashed line);
and (e) (180◦,−45◦, 270◦) (green, long-dashed line). Intensity profiles have been taken
horizontally along the red line indicated i.e. through the middle of the image.
ψ ± 5◦).
Figure 3.6: (a) Normalised linear intensity profiles for the optimal orientations of MP-
Au38(b), as given in Table 3.1. Profiles given where (θ, φ, ψ) is: (b) (120
◦, 5◦, 265◦) (black,
solid line); (c) (10◦,−25◦, 320◦) (red, dotted line); and (d) (300◦, 45◦, 160◦) (blue, dashed
line). Intensity profiles have been taken horizontally along the red line indicated i.e.
through the middle of the image.
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Removal of background noise results in slight changes to the optimal (θ, φ, ψ) ori-
entation found for MP-Au38(a) using the LSF FE. No change in orientation is seen for
MP-Au38(b) using the LSF FE, or for the covariance FE where the σθ,φ,ψ minima prove
consistent for both structures.
Removal of Ligands (Au38-Core)
The contribution to our modelled STEM image is dominated by heavier elements due
to the dependence on Zi: in our current calculations a gold atom has fifteen times the
intensity of a sulphur atom. The calculation time for our STEM models scales linearly
with the number of atoms (N) in the theoretical cluster; therefore considerable speed up
is achieved following removal of the ligands from the structure coordinates. With this in
mind we re-ran our linear searches with just the Au atoms; the results are shown in Table
3.2 and displayed graphically in Figures 3.7 and 3.8.
Structure Background FE Method Minima (θ, φ, ψ) σθ,φ,ψ
Threshold
MP-Au38(a) 0 LSF 185
◦, −65◦, 190◦ 788.965
50 LSF 270◦, −50◦, 185◦ 848.019
0 Covariance 180◦, −45◦, 275◦ 2309.48
50 Covariance 180◦, −45◦, 270◦ 2089.46
MP-Au38(b) 0 LSF 125
◦, 5◦, 265◦ 699.82
50 LSF 10◦, −25◦, 320◦ 522.894
0 Covariance 300◦, 45◦, 160◦ 2206.29
50 Covariance 300◦, 45◦, 160◦ 1994.94
Table 3.2: Results, simulating Au38-core structures using α = 1, for the optimal orienta-
tion which minimises the chosen FE method, taken using an exhaustive search with 5◦
steps over the orientational space.
As with the presence of the thiolate ligands for MP-Au38(a), many rotated and mir-
rored orientations are competitive due to the Oh symmetry of the Au38-core(a) structure,
which was now treated explicitly (Figure 3.7). Therefore, no common values of θ, φ and ψ
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Figure 3.7: (a) Normalised linear intensity profiles for optimal orientations of Au38-core(a),
as given in Table 3.2. Profiles given where (θ, φ, ψ) is: (b) (185◦,−65◦, 190◦) (black, solid
line); (c) (270◦,−50◦, 185◦) (red, dotted line); (d) (180◦,−45◦, 275◦) (blue, dashed line);
and (e) (180◦,−45◦, 270◦) (green, long-dashed line). Intensity profiles have been taken
horizontally along the red line indicated i.e. through the middle of the image.
Figure 3.8: (a) Normalised linear intensity profiles for optimal orientations of Au38-
core(b), as given in Table 3.2. Profiles given where (θ, φ, ψ) is: (b) (125◦, 5◦, 265◦) (black,
solid line); (c) (10◦,−25◦, 320◦) (red, dotted line); and (d) (300◦, 45◦, 160◦) (blue, dashed
line). Intensity profiles have been taken horizontally along the red line indicated i.e.
through the middle of the image.
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(±10◦) are noted at a frequency greater than twice for the 10 lowest σθ,φ,ψ values gathered
from model comparison to the original image, though some mirror orientations are found
to be close to the minimum (i.e. θ + 180◦ or ψ + 180◦). Introduction of a background
threshold to remove background interference does not improve the frustrated landscape
for the covariance FE, whilst the LSF FE shows a more consistent result with 5 of the
lowest 10 minima being related (θ or φ or ψ ± 10◦) to the global minimum (GM).
For Au38-core(b), use of the LSF FE gave 5 out of the lowest 10 results with the
orientation θ = 125◦ ± 5◦, φ = 5◦ ± 5◦ and ψ = 265◦ ± 5◦ [Figure 3.8(a)], whilst adding a
background threshold resulted in all of the lowest 10 results being the same within θ or φ
or ψ± 10◦. This high consistency is similar to our results with the inclusion of the SCH3
thiolate ligands. The covariance FE also gives consistent results, with 6 of the lowest
10 (θ, φ, ψ) orientations being within ±10◦ of each other; use of a background threshold
increases this to 7 out of the top 10.
Overall, for both Au38-core(a) and (b) our minimum orientations are consistent with
calculations performed with the thiolate ligands present, with one exception for MP-
Au38(a) which differs by 5
◦ in θ and φ. As with calculations performed including the
thiolate ligands, LSF FEs prove more sensitive to the removal of background noise com-
pared to using the covariance FE.
A normalised linear profile from the MP-Au38(b), with optimum orientation from the
LSF FE of (θ, φ, ψ) = (120◦, 5◦, 265◦) is given in Figure 3.9, compared to experimental
images. The linear profiles do not match the experimental image particularly well, despite
qualitatively appearing similar to the experimental images. Also in Figure 3.9 we plot
the normalised linear profiles with and without inclusion of the SCH3 ligands for the
optimal MP-Au38(b) and Au38-core(b) orientations, noticing that subtle differences are
made to peak locations and intensity despite their relative similarity to the naked eye
[Figure 3.6(b) and 3.8(b)].
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of normalised linear intensity profiles. Left: the original HAADF-
STEM image [black, solid line, taken from 3.4(b)]; original HAADF-STEM with back-
ground noise removed [red, dotted line, taken from Figure 3.4(c)] and modelled STEM
image of MP-Au38(b), oriented at (θ, φ, ψ) = (120
◦, 5◦, 265◦) [blue, dashed line, taken from
Figure 3.6(b)]. Right: Optimal orientations of MP-Au38(b) (black, solid line) compared
to Au38-core(b) [red, dotted line, taken from Figure 3.8(b)]. Intensity profiles have been
taken horizontally along the red line indicated on original images i.e. through the middle
of the images.
Quantitatively, for all calculations performed with α = 1 the minimum σθ,φ,ψ values
are lower for MP-Au38(b) than MP-Au38(a), using both the LSF and covariance FE. For
MP-Au38(a) use of background noise subtraction with the LSF FE results in an increased
minimum value for σθ,φ,ψ, a result not duplicated for other conditions and perhaps indica-
tive that the MP-Au38(a) structure does not match the experimental image well.
3.3.2 α = 1.5
To gauge the sensitivity of results to variation in the gaussian exponent (α) used in
our STEM model, and the influence this has on results over a landscape search, the
linear search was repeated using α = 1.5. A larger α value will sharpen the atoms in our
simulated images, potentially leading to more complex function landscapes. Initial results
are given in Table 3.3, with images and linear profiles provided in Figures 3.10 and 3.11.
MP-Au38(a) proves to have a frustrated landscape, due to the underlying symmetry,
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Structure Background FE Method Minima (θ, φ, ψ) σθ,φ,ψ
Threshold
MP-Au38(a) 0 LSF 185
◦, −65◦, 190◦ 953.913
50 LSF 180◦, −65◦, 185◦ 908.715
0 Covariance 180◦, −45◦, 275◦ 1788.42
50 Covariance 180◦, −45◦, 270◦ 1617.89
MP-Au38(b) 0 LSF 120
◦, −5◦, 265◦ 769.929
50 LSF 10◦, −20◦, 315◦ 541.456
0 Covariance 340◦, 45◦, 285◦ 1811.86
50 Covariance 300◦, 45◦, 160◦ 1631.71
Table 3.3: Results, simulating MP-Au38 structures using α = 1.5, for the optimal orien-
tation which minimises the chosen FE method, taken using an exhaustive search with 5◦
steps over the orientational space.
Figure 3.10: (a) Normalised linear intensity profiles for optimal orientations of MP-
Au38(a), as given in Table 3.3. Profiles given where (θ, φ, ψ) is: (b) (185
◦,−65◦, 190◦)
(black, solid line); (c) (180◦,−65◦, 185◦) (red, dotted line); (d) (180◦,−45◦, 275◦) (blue,
dashed line); and (e) (180◦,−45◦, 270◦) (green, long-dashed line). Intensity profiles have
been taken horizontally along the red line indicated i.e. through the middle of the image.
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Figure 3.11: (a) Normalised linear intensity profiles for optimal orientations of MP-
Au38(b), as given in Table 3.3. Profiles given where (θ, φ, ψ) is: (b) (120
◦,−5◦, 265◦)
(black, solid line); (c) (10◦,−20◦, 315◦) (red, dotted line); (d) (340◦, 45◦, 285◦) (blue,
dashed line); and (e) (300◦, 45◦, 160◦) (green, long-dashed line). Intensity profiles have
been taken horizontally along the red line indicated i.e. through the middle of the image.
with no similar (±5◦) values of θ, φ and ψ occurring more than twice in the 10 most
optimal orientations, with a solitary exception noted using the covariance FE coupled
with an image with the background noise removed, where 3 values where found within
ψ ± 5◦ of each other. In contrast, for MP-Au38(b) using the LSF FE results in all the
optimal (θ, φ, ψ) values were within ±10◦ of each other. Using the covariance FE on MP-
Au38(b), 5 of the 10 optimal (θ, φ, ψ) orientations prove to be similar before background
noise is subtracted, and this is further improved by the removal of background noise from
the experimental image.
Our results prove remarkably similar to those for α = 1 in Section 3.3.1, with most
optimal (θ, φ, ψ) orientations being within 5◦ of those results. The only exception is seen
for MP-Au38(a) where, using the LSF FE and background noise subtraction, a different
results is seen: (θ, φ, ψ) = (180◦, 65◦, 185◦) compared to (270◦,−50◦, 185◦) previously
for α = 1. However, we know the landscape of MP-Au38(a) is complicated due to the
symmetry of the structure, and the 2nd optimal orientation in this case is similar (φ+15◦)
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to the orientation seen for α = 1.
Removing ligands from DFT-structures
We removed the thiolate (SCH3) coordinates from our theoretical models to see if we
are able to produce similar results as calculated with the ligands included, based on the
presumption that Au contributes strongly to the overall intensity. Results for a linear
search comparing theoretical Au38-core structures with an experimental MP-Au38 STEM
image are given in Appendix B.1, along with comparative images and linear intensity
profiles.
Quantitative analysis shows us that the only optimal orientation which changes, com-
pared to the inclusion of the SCH3 thiolate ligands is for MP-Au38(a), using the LSF FE
and zero background subtraction. Furthermore, we notice that for all calculations where
α = 1.5, the minimum σθ,φ,ψ value decreases for both the LSF and covariance FE when
a background threshold is used to remove noise from the image. Both with and without
ligands attached, the MP-Au38(b) structure gives a σθ,φ,ψ value lower than MP-Au38(a)
with the use of the LSF FE, with the opposite being true – i.e. MP-Au38(a) returns lower
values than MP-Au38(b) – with the use of the covariance FE.
3.3.3 Discussion
We have systematically searched orientational space (θ, φ, ψ) using kinematically modelled
STEM images statistically compared to an experimentally measured image. Our obser-
vations show good agreement to the previous results, where the elongated structure of
MP-Au38(b) was likened to the prolate nanocluster projections seen through the HAADF-
STEM [14]. Qualitatively it is easier to match the LSF FE results with the experimental
image than the results produced using the covariance FE, and this is something which
needs further consideration. Also, the lack of correlating results once the background
noise is removed may be associated with a loss of real features with noise subtraction -
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something which needs careful attention in future work.
Several method improvements can be identified from this work: broadly they separate
into improvement of the HAADF-STEM model, and improvement of the search through
orientational space.
The experimental image for MP-Au38 we have compared to modelled solutions is
an image snapshot, and this must be remembered when reviewing results. The small
clusters are both atomically mobile, with rearrangements occurring continuously under
the electron beam, and molecularly mobile on the graphite substrate, with agglomerations
regularly forming [14]. This mobility means that identifying high symmetry motifs, as
has been done previously [1], is challenging. Possible solutions to this problem include the
addition of a stochastic method to rearrange clusters such that their atomic arrangement
matches the experimental images better, though this is artificial in nature. An alternative
would be to use thermal molecular dynamics simulations to give a database of rearranged
structures with which to compare to the experimental image, with the additional inclusion
of atomic vibrational effects within our model.
Whilst the linear search method is thorough, systematic searches are computationally
inefficient and this is something which requires direct addressing. More suitable is the
implementation of a minimisation method, both local and global, in order to accelerate
the searching of the 3D hypersurface. Also, with the advent of modern computers it
is possible to harness multiple central processing units (CPUs) simultaneously to share
out calculative task, and this too can significantly improve real-time calculation speed.
Improvements to the search method are the focus of the following section, and both of
the previous two points – minimisation and parallelisation – will be addressed.
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3.4 Methodological Improvements
From Section 3.2.3 we have shown the potential use of a simple kinematic STEM model,
though the search is still unnecessarily computationally laborious. Naively performing an
exhaustive linear search with 5◦ steps is computationally expensive (72×37×72 = 191, 808
FEs) and does not cover the search area in great details; a search with 1◦ steps would
require 23, 457, 600 FEs. Introduction of a global minimisation routine could be used to
improve search efficiency.
Global optimisation is a search technique for optimising a numerical function with
many degrees of freedom. In our case, we have three variables θ, φ and ψ; and by chang-
ing them from random starting values we can navigate the multidimensional hypersurface,
travelling towards negative gradients in order to optimise σθ,φ,ψ. Different search methods
favour different kinds of problems: stochastic global minimisation methods which explore
localised areas, such as Metropolis Monte Carlo, are suited to funnelled landscapes. For
more frustrated landscapes wider search methods are more useful, such as genetic algo-
rithms (GAs) [25], and in some cases coupling of heuristic and stochastic search methods
has proven successful [26].
3.4.1 Genetic Algorithms
GAs are search methods for function minimisation based on natural evolution, as first
documented by Charles Darwin [27]. Operators analogous to those observed in nature are
used: mating, mutation and natural selection, to explore multidimensional hypersurfaces
in search of a function solution. GAs belong to the class of evolutionary algorithms, which
also include evolution strategies, differential evolution and genetic programming [28].
The application and use of a GA is problem specific and as such the operators involved
(mating, selection, mutation, etc.) are optimised to the problem, depending on the level
of correlation within the search results. The wide range of numerical problems in chem-
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istry allows varied application of the search technique, most commonly when matching
experiment with theory [29]. Example applications include: the determination of molecule
structure from spectroscopic methods, including NMR (biomolecules) [30]; XRD (crystal
structures, both powder and single crystal) [31]; and UV-Vis [32] spectra; the design and
docking of drug molecules [33]; and the optimisation of chemical processes [34]. Predic-
tions are also made of molecule structure, from nanoclusters [13, 35, 36, 37] through to
protein folding [38, 39].
Terminology
In principle, a GA can be applied to any multidimensional function where the variables
to be optimised (“genes”), with distinct values (“alleles”), can be regarded as a string
(“chromosome”). Each string is a a trial solution to a problem, and a population can be
regarded as a collection of these trial solutions. It is normal to take a starting population
and evolve it over numerous generations until a convergence criterion is met, or the
maximum number of generations is reached.
Members of the initial population are normally generated at random, however it can
be beneficial to bias the initial population using prior knowledge of the problem being
addressed [13].
Each population member is then assessed for its fitness (fi). This important concept
ranks the members of a population using their proximity to the desired problem solution
as the ranking variable (i.e. lowest for minimisation, or highest for maximisation), and
is very important in determining whether a population member is accepted for mating
and/or survival from one population generation to the next. If the upper and lower
bounds of the search area are known then absolute fitness can be used; however this is
uncommon in general minimisation searches. Ranking the population members relative
to each other, known as dynamic fitness evaluation, is used for GAs where the final
solution is unknown.
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The ranking is achieved by normalising the fitness value such that:
ρi = (Vi − Vmin)/(Vmax − Vmin) (3.4.1)
where Vmin, Vmax and Vi represent the current function minimum, maximum and i
th value,
respectively. Fitness functions implementable include the linear fitness function:
fi = 1− 0.7ρi (3.4.2)
the exponential fitness function:
fi = e
−αρi (3.4.3)




[1− tanh(2ρi − 1)]. (3.4.4)
Once all members have had their fitness evaluated, selection is required to determine
the members to be put forward for mating. Numerous selection processes exist, the two
most common being “roulette wheel” and “tournament” selection. For roulette wheel
selection a string is selected at random, and if its fitness (fi) is greater than a randomly
selected number between 0 and 1 (i.e. fi > R[0, 1]) it is put forward for mating, otherwise
another string is selected and the process repeated, until a mating pair is created. The
analogy with a roulette wheel can be imagined if one thinks of a roulette wheel with
varying size slots for each population member, dependent on fi: strings with a higher
fi having a larger width slot, and thus greater chance of selection. As an alternative,
tournament selection chooses a pool of strings at random, of which the two members
with the highest fitness are put forward for mating.
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The selected strings are used for mating, or crossover, allowing offspring to be
formed with genetic properties of both parents (i.e. inheritance). Mating operators are
implemented at a predefined frequency, normally dependent on the population size. Sev-
eral possibilities are available for crossover: one-point crossover involves randomly
selecting a cutting-point of the parent strings, cutting the strings at this same point and
then splicing them together to form the offspring with the complimentary properties of
its parents [Figure 3.12(a)]. Two-point crossover is an extension of this principle with
two cutting-points randomly identified; thus an offspring is formed with a segment of one
parent’s genes sandwiched between the genes of the other parent. This concept can be
extended to three-point crossover and more if desired, though this is of greater functional
use for large strings. At the extreme end of this methodology is uniform crossover,
where each gene for the offspring is selected randomly from one of the two parents. (i.e.
potentially an N -point crossover for a string of length N).
Figure 3.12: (a) One-point crossover, with the cutting point for our “chromosome” marked
with a red, dashed line. The values of θa and φa have been combined with ψb. The offspring
is given on the right hand side. (b) Mutation, with one allele (ψ) highlighted on the left
for mutation, and altered to a random value ψm.
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Whilst crossover leads to the exchange of genetic information, no new material is
introduced, which can lead to stagnation of the population, i.e. convergence on a non-
optimal solution. Mutation deals with this problem by introducing new random property
values to the strings, increasing diversity [Figure 3.12(b)]. For static mutation the new
variable is chosen completely at random, within the limits of the search area, whilst for
dynamic mutation a small, random value change is made to a variable: In the latter
case consideration is made to the number of completed generations without change of the
best solution, with the mutation vector decreasing as this number increases. Mutation
can be implemented on the parents (PM) or offspring (OM) in the population in each
generation. Mutation operators are usually implemented at a predefined frequency, similar
to the mating operator.
Finally, the process of natural selection completes the evolution of one population
set. This selection is conducted by using the fitness of each population member, and
many possible variations of selection are possible. The most commonly used is elitist
selection, where only the best population members from the original population, offspring
and mutants pass into the new population.
Once the cycle is complete the convergence criterion is referred to and, if not
met, then the search returns to the “fitness” stage, whilst if the criterion is met the
algorithm will terminate. The convergence criterion could be the number of generations
without improvement of the best solution, reaching a pre-defined solution threshold, or
just reaching the maximum number of generations permitted.
3.4.2 Minimisation
Local Minimisation
Due to the dependence of σθ,φ,ψ on cluster orientation, analytical derivatives are not
available for local minimisation, and so numerical methods are used, as outlined below,
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in a “steepest-descent” method. Numerical minimisation of the function is possible by
optimising the orientation variables θ, φ and ψ independently or together; these are known
as univariate and multivariate search methods, respectively.
A univariate search constitutes the linear variation of only one variable at a time
within the search vector. After one variable is optimised, the search proceeds to the next
variable, and so forth, looping back to the beginning when it reaches the end. Optimisation
of the variables is complete when the function has reached the lowest available point on
the hypersurface: the function has been locally minimised.
Powell’s conjugate gradient descent method, more commonly known as Powell’s
method, introduces an additional search vector to the univariate search which is a com-
bination of the successful search moves in the univariate phase [40]. The new search
vector is added to the end of the univariate search vector list, with the advantage over
a univariate search being that it involves diagonal movements as well as linear on the
hypersurface. Again, optimisation is complete once all variables have values points such
that the function is at the lowest locally available point on its hypersurface.
Multivariate searches involves variation of all variables within the search vector
at the same time, and is only useful when the system in question consists of only a
few variables as the computational costs scale many magnitudes larger than univariate
searches: In our case for each multivariate step we require 26 FEs, compared to 2 FEs for
univariate searching. The obvious advantage of the multivariate search is that it allows a
more varied search path to minimisation.
3.4.3 Combining Global and Local Minimisation
We have shown that naively performing an exhaustive linear search is computationally
expensive, therefore we introduce minimisation to improve search efficiency. By changing
θ, φ and ψ from starting values we can navigate the multidimensional hypersurface, trav-
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elling towards negative gradients in order to locally minimise σθ,φ,ψ. However, performing
one local minimisation of the cluster orientation does not guarantee locating the global
minimum.
Therefore we implement a global minimisation method in our work: more specifically
a GA. It has been shown that coupling global and local minimisation can improve search
routines [13], in what is known as a Lamarckian search method. GA calculations can
be performed in two regimes: a “Darwinian” GA (D-GA) has a non-adapting population
from one generation to the next (i.e. no local minimisation), whilst a “Lamarckian” GA
(L-GA) which locally-minimises the function for each population member, at each step
[41], reducing the landscape to step-like features (Figure 3.13). In the following work
both are tested, and will be referred to henceforth with the FE-type appended to their
abbreviation: the four combinations being D-LSF, D-covariance, L-LSF and L-covariance.
3.5 Development and Implementation
3.5.1 Development
Storing Search Paths
The search route can be saved, so that should any route be repeated in our minimisation we
do not have to recalculate σθ,φ,ψ but instead retrieve it from memory (historical evaluation,
HE). HEs are stored in vector arrays, which are cleared between each GA run. Duplicate
points, such as in the case of “Gimbal Lock”, have the same value for σθ,φ,ψ stored in all
duplicated positions preventing unnecessary FEs (akin to a Tabu Search [42]).
Choosing Random Values for θ, φ and ψ
All random numbers are generated using the ran3 subroutine documented elsewhere [40]:
varying the initial random number seed ensures no search path is duplicated during test-
ing. For θ and ψ, random values can be picked to give a uniform distribution of initial
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Figure 3.13: Example of a function landscape (blue line). The global minimum is point
B, whilst other local minima lie at points A and C. Points A’, B’ and B” represent non-
minimum points on the hypersurface; in a Darwinian-GA these would points would be
carried forward to the fitness function stage as they are, whilst in the Lamarckian-GA
these points would be minimised (as illustrated by black lines), with point A’ minimising
to point A, and points B’ and B” minimising to point B.
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). Therefore the random points are chosen as:
θ = 2piu (3.5.1)
φ = cos−1(2v − 1) (3.5.2)
ψ = 2piw (3.5.3)
where the different random numbers u, v and w are defined as R[0, 1]. In our searches,
cluster symmetry is not used to limit θ, φ and ψ, i.e. 0 6 θ < 2pi, −pi
2
6 φ 6 pi
2
and
0 6 ψ < 2pi, however periodic boundary conditions are used on complete rotations (i.e.
θ: 2pi = 0). We use 1◦ steps to separate the rotations throughout.
Parallelisation
Due to the nature of the search algorithm, several FEs are required at each step. FEs
are independent of each other and parallelisation of the code across multiple processors
on one node using Open Message Passing (OMP) can be applied trivially; it is necessary
to use shared-memory parallelisation so that checking the HEs is available to multiple
processors (Figure 3.14). We can also parallelise across nodes using Message Passing
Interface (MPI) for multiple structures/images in a “task-farming” manner, leading to a
hybrid MPI/OMP system. Implementation of these parallelisation methods is shown to
be successful and used henceforth.
3.5.2 Implementation
Benchmarking calculations have been performed for the high-symmetry 309-atom Icosa-
hedral (Ih) and Ino-Decahedral (I-Dh) Au clusters (Figure 3.2), previously compared to
experimental images [1, 16]. Structural minimisation was performed using the Gupta
many-body atomistic potential [12] with previously defined parameters [43].
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Figure 3.14: OMP Implementation: (a) Schematic flow diagram for the parallelisation
involving the splitting up of local minimisation calculations over multiple processors. (b)
Benchmarking calculations for the implemented OMP method. Actual results (black,
solid line) are compared to idealised results (red, dotted line).
Artificial model images were generated as a model solution to the problem, using the
predefined Ih or I-Dh cluster coordinates, and then the efficiency of the GA was tested
by searching for the correctly matching orientation(s) to this reference data. All model
images were calculated on a 30 A˚ × 30 A˚ grid, with point spacing of 0.5 A˚ (= 3600
points). Model parameters of α = 1.4 and rAu = 1.35 A˚ [44] were used (Figure 3.2). For
monometallic systems, like the one used here to test the system, the value of β has no
influence on results.
Calculations were carried out on the University of Birmingham BlueBEAR supercom-
puter, which has 384 dual-core worker linux nodes, each with two 2.6 Ghz AMD processors
and 8 Gb memory, and a pool of over 150 Tb of storage space [45]. Calculations were
repeated 100 times for each search configuration during the parameter testing phase.
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3.6 GA Parameterisation and Testing
Parameterisation is necessary with any application of the GA search method due to its
problem dependent nature. There are two parameter-types which need optimising for a
GA: the types of function, and the frequency of the genetic operator functions (i.e. mating
and mutation). In this work we will refer to the frequency as a percentage of the starting
population size, with maximum value 100%.
Initial parameterisation of function types were conducted on an Ih, using L-GA. Local
minimisation was performed using a multivariate method. We found that convergence
(given as a % of the 100 GA runs which converge to a correct solution) was little affected
by the choice of parent selection (roulette 88% vs. tournament 91%), mutation type
(static 89% vs. dynamic 82%) and fitness type (exponential 89% vs. linear 81% vs.
tanh 86%).
In the following discussion, unless otherwise stated: roulette selection is used for
parent selection, using an exponential fitness function; mating is conducted using uniform
crossover; mutation is performed dynamically on population parents (MP); population
selection is performed using an elitist method between generations, with a convergence
criterion of 8 generations without change of the best solution; population sizes for D-GAs
are 1000 members, and for L-GAs 40 members.
The frequency of mutation and mating defines the best-suited search algorithm-type.
We have studied these numerical factors individually and methodically. A typical value of
the mating frequency is 80% of the population (i.e. for a population of 100, 80 offspring
will be generated), and mutation frequency is 20%, and these values are used unless
otherwise specified.
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3.6.1 Darwinian Genetic Algorithm (D-GA)
Icosahedra
Convergence rates to the GM, for GAs searching for the global optimum values of θ, φ
and ψ for a 309-atom Ih cluster, are shown in Figure 3.15, with varying frequencies of
the mating and mutation (PM and OM) genetic operators (data tables are available in
Appendix B.2). Random search calculations, using random start-points and no global or
local minimisation method, yielded no results for the number of FEs required to locate
a minima listed (Table 3.4) despite the high-symmetry of the Ih cluster, indicating the
sparsity of minima in this problem.
Calculation Type FE Type FEs Minimum found Ratio
Point: LSF 1 724 042 0 -
Covariance 1 723 750 0 -
Table 3.4: Benchmark tests using random, non-global, searches. Calculations were per-
formed without minimisation enabled, over a time period of 100 hours each.
For the D-LSF GA [Figure 3.15 (a)] a positive correlation is visible between the in-
creasing use of genetic operators and improved convergence. The convergence rate is
most affected by PM (2%→ 76% as the operator frequency increases from 0%→ 100%,
respectively); the improvement in convergence is double that seen for mating and OM.
A similar trend is seen for D-covariance GA [Figure 3.15 (b)], where the increased use of
PM has a profound affect on convergence (8% → 87%), again approximately double the
improvement seen for increasing frequency of mating and OM. In both these D-GAs the
frequency of the mating has less influence than mutation on convergence.
Figure 3.16 shows the average FEs and HEs required for calculations with variation of
the PM frequency, from 0% to 100%, that have successfully converged to a GM. We have
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Figure 3.15: For Ih structure: (a) Convergence rate for the minimised orientation of Ih
to model solution, using the D-LSF GA with varying genetic operator frequencies. (b)
Convergence rate of D-covariance GA. Frequency of mating (black squares, solid line),
PM (red circles, dotted line) and OM (blue triangles, dashed line) are shown.
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chosen PM as this initially shows the greatest effect on the convergence rate of the genetic
operators tested. The average number of generations before the GM is encountered (FEN)
during the search is also given [Figure 3.16(c)]. Data tables, outlining minimum, average
and maximum number of FEs, HEs and FENs for converged calculations, along with the
95% confidence levels, are available in Appendix B.2 for all genetic operators at differing
frequencies.
The time consuming component of the GA search-algorithm is the FE stage. The
average number of FEs, in GA searches converged to the GM, for D-LSF and D-covariance
are very similar in value [Figure 3.16(a)], with the 95% confidence levels overlapping
in all circumstances except at 0%. This anomaly at 0% can be associated with the
limited number of converged results from which to extract this data; Figure 3.15 shows
convergence at 0% PM was 2% and 8% for D-LSF and D-covariance, respectively. The
average number of FEs increases for D-LSF and D-covariance with increasing frequency
of the PM genetic operator, equalling an increase of 346% and 110%, respectively. For
D-LSF the anomaly at 0% PM can be held responsible for the over-exaggerated total
percentage increase in total FEs; if this value is discounted then the increase in FEs for
D-LSF from 10% → 100% is only 78%. In all cases the relationship between FEs and
increasing PM frequency is pseudo-linear; the same can also be said for mating and OM
(See Appendix B.2).
We note that, with regards search efficiency, a two-fold improvement in convergence
would be irrelevant if offset by an increase in the number of FEs by the same factor. The
convergence can be evaluated alongside the FEs to give an overall value for the success of
the search algorithm, when compared to performing an equivalent search in the absence









Figure 3.16: For Ih structure: (a) The mean number of FEs required for converged GA
runs with variation of PM (b). The mean number of HEs for converged GA runs (c)
The mean FENs for converged GA runs. The D-LSF (black squares, solid line) and D-
covariance (red circles, dotted line) GAs are shown. Error bars are given at the 95%
confidence level.
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where Ci is the convergence rates (out of 100) with a genetic operator implemented at a
prescribed frequency, compared to without the genetic operator (C0). Likewise, Ei is the
number of FE required with a genetic operator frequency compared to without the using
the genetic operator (E0). τ > 1 corresponds to improved search efficiency, where as τ < 1
corresponds to decreased efficiency compare to calculations in the absence of the genetic
operator. In the case of the D-GA, the percentage improvement in convergence rate
strongly out-performs the percentage increase in FEs, in all cases, making convergence
the dominant measure of success as the frequency of genetic operator is increased; i.e.
τ > 1. A maximum for τ is seen with the mating operator set at 100%, using the
covariance FE, where τ = 10.3 (Figure 3.17). However this figure is somewhat skewed by
the low convergence at 0% frequency of the mating operator (1%).
Figure 3.17: For Ih structure: (a) τ for global optimisation searches using the D-LSF GA
with varying genetic operator frequencies. (b) τ for global optimisation searches using
the D-covariance GA. Frequency of mating (black squares, solid line), PM (red circles,
dotted line) and OM (blue triangles, dashed line) are shown.
HEs remove the need to recalculate σθ,φ,ψ for values of θ, φ and ψ that have already
been visited, dramatically reducing FEs and thus calculation time. The average HEs
in correctly converged searches for D-LSF, D-covariance, L-LSF and L-covariance GA
searches are displayed in Figure 3.16(b). The average number of HEs conducted is greater
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than the number of FEs in all calculations. For D-type searches the gradient of change,
again with respect to increasing PM frequency, is slightly negative above 20% due to
the increased exploration of new search areas. The low number of converged results for
20% PM frequency and less make it difficult to confidently identify trends at the lower
frequency levels (the large 95% confidence levels, especially for D-covariance, illustrates
the large variance in the data).
Figure 3.16(c) shows the mean FENs for converged D-LSF and D-covariance GA
searches as a function of increasing PM frequency. From 20% PM frequency upwards
a negative gradient is seen for both D-LSF and D-covariance, implying improved success
in the number of generations required by the GA to find a GM. For PM frequency below
20% several anomalies are seen, especially D-LSF with 0% PM which offers an unusually
low value of 4.5. Similar features are visible for use of the mating operator in the D-LSF
and D-covariance searches below 20%. We can be confident in attributing these values
to the sparsity of converged data, as previously mentioned for FEs and HEs, and this
observation is supported by the relatively large 95% confidence error bars displayed.
These observed trends hold true for the use of mating and OM genetic operators (see
Appendix B.2 for data). The D-LSF GA with varied mating frequency shows increasing
FEs, with slightly declining HEs and decreasing FENs above 10% frequency. The limited
data set may be responsible for the anomalies at low frequencies of the mating operator:
convergence < 2% for 10% mating frequency and less. The OM operator shows a greater
real value increase in FEs than mating and PM, with stable HEs and slightly decreasing
mean FENs.
For D-covariance, FEs increase with mating frequency, and HEs and FENs decrease,
showing similar trends to previous results above 20% operator frequency; similar results
are seen for changes in OM frequency. Values below this 20% frequency are varied,
implying that the converged dataset is too small for statistical analysis.
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Decahedra
Convergence rates for a GA implemented search to find values of θ, φ and ψ, for a I-
Dh STEM simulation to match a model solution are shown in Figure 3.18. Varying
frequencies of the genetic operators mating, PM and OM are examined. Data tables
outlining convergence rates are available in Appendix B.2. Random-search calculations,
using a random start-point and no minimisation, yielded results for the average number of
FEs required to locate a GM (Table 3.5) where, as with the Ih random search, no minima
were found. Hypothetically the ratio of searches to success should be significantly less
than for the Ih, due to the reduced symmetry of the I-Dh structure (D5h).
Calculation Type FE Type FEs Minimum found Ratio
Point: LSF 1 726 012 0 -
Covariance 1 671 001 0 -
Table 3.5: Benchmark tests using random searches (i.e. no GA) to locate the global mini-
mum configuration for I-Dh. Calculations were performed without minimisation enabled,
and run over a time period of 100 hours each.
For the D-LSF and D-covariance GAs we see improved convergence with increasing
frequency of the genetic operators, for mating and both mutation schemes [Figure 3.18(a)
and (b)]. Convergence is low for mating at low frequencies, but rises rapidly as the fre-
quency increases to 100% (D-LSF: 79%, D-covariance: 63%). Of the mutation operators
PM shows greater influence on convergence than OM; however, it must be added that
both improve convergence as their frequency increases. Increasing PM frequency improves
convergence from 27% to 91% in the D-LSF GA, whilst for D-covariance a similar im-
provement of 14% to 87% is seen (the peak convergence of 92% for D-covariance is at 90%
PM frequency).
We notice here that some degenerate orientations for the I-Dh structure return slightly
different values of σθ,φ,ψ, with a numerical difference of 10
−6 %. Though slight, this has an
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Figure 3.18: For I-Dh structures: (a) Convergence rate of D-LSF GA, with varying genetic
operator frequencies, (b) Convergence rate of D-covariance GA, (c) Convergence rate of
D-covariance, corrected for degenerate structures. Key as for Figure 3.15.
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effect on the convergence statistics and needs to be taken into consideration as degenerate
orientations should, in theory, return equivalent σθ,φ,ψ values. Updated convergence rates
are plotted in Figure 3.18(c); we can see now that the D-covariance search is as competitive
in terms of efficiency as the D-LSF, if not better, with a peak convergence of 97%, for
100% PM frequency.
All genetic operators frequency increases result in a greater number of FEs, however
mating is far less responsive to this increase than mutation. The D-LSF and D-covariance
GAs are very similar in the number of FEs computed, and the HEs are much greater in
number than the FEs. Increasing PM frequency in D-LSF and D-covariance exhibit a
noticeable downwards gradient in HEs.
3.6.2 Lamarckian Genetic Algorithm (L-GA)
Icosahedra
Convergence rates to the global minimum (GM) for L-GAs, searching for the global opti-
mum values of θ, φ and ψ, are shown in Figure 3.19, with varying frequencies of the mat-
ing and mutation (PM and OM) genetic operators [Data tables are available in Appendix
B.3]. Random search calculations, using random start-points and no global minimisation
method, yielded comparable results for the average number of FEs required to locate a
minima for a variety of local minimisation techniques, as listed in Table 3.6. The ratio
“FEs conducted : Minima found” from this data allows direct comparison to the efficiency
of equivalent L-GA searches; in this instance the minimum ratio for random searches is
1 373.6:1 for a search conducted using Powell’s method of local minimisation, coupled
with a LSF-type FE, with all other ratios falling below 10 500:1. This is a considerable
improvement compared to the non-locally minimised random searches, where no minima
were found (Table 3.4).
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Calculation Type FE Type FEs Minimum found Ratio
Univariate: LSF 2 769 603 1 550 1 786.8
Covariance 2 584 971 1 382 1 870.5
Powell: LSF 2 872 124 2 091 1 373.6
Covariance 2 191 125 1 511 1 450.1
Multivariate: LSF 7 831 093 784 9 988.6
Covariance 7 806 088 763 10 230.8
Table 3.6: Benchmark tests using random, non-global, minimisation searches. Calcula-
tions were performed both with minimisation enabled, as shown in the column “Calcula-
tion Type”, over a time period of 100 hours each. “Ratio” corresponds to the number of
FEs per minimum found.
L-GA searches result in high convergence even at low genetic operator frequencies, with
increased frequency of genetic operators giving improved convergence in all L-GAs. For
an L-LSF GA, using univariate minimisation, convergence at 0% frequency of the genetic
operators mating (73%), PM (83%) and OM (80%) are considerably higher than seen for
the D-GA (∼ 70%) even at maximum genetic operator frequency. This increases with
operator frequency, with a maximum of 97% for OM [Figure 3.19 (a)]. This is improved
upon by Powell’s method of local minimisation, where convergence at 0% genetic operator
frequency is 84%, 88% and 87% for mating, PM and OM, respectively. 100% convergence
is achieved when the OM operator is set to 100%; with the mating (98%) and PM (97%)
operators achieving similarly high maxima [Figure 3.19 (b)].
The multivariate L-LSF GA [Figure 3.19 (c)] gives improving convergence to the cor-
rect answer with increasing use of the genetic operators from 0% → 100% frequency:
mating convergence (71%→ 88%), PM (86%→ 94%) and OM (73%→ 95%); though, as
with other L-GAs, the gradient of these improvements in convergence are less than for the
D-GA due to success at low operator frequency. The same observation is seen for the L-
covariance GA [Figure 3.19 (d)], tested with the multivariate local minimisation method:
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Figure 3.19: For the Ih structure: (a) Convergence rate for L-LSF GA with univariate
local minimisation (b) Convergence rate for L-LSF GA with Powell’s method of local
minimisation (c) Convergence rate for L-LSF GA with multivariate local minimisation (d)
Convergence rate for L-covariance GA with multivariate local minimisation. Frequency of
mating (black squares, solid line), PM (red circles, dotted line) and OM (blue triangles,
dashed line) are shown.
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mating (69%→ 90%) and mutation (PM: 79%→ 96%, OM: 74%→ 94%) with increasing
operator frequency; the increase in success with a higher frequency of genetic operator is
not as significant as seen for the D-covariance GA. The limited improvement in conver-
gence for L-GA, when compared to the D-GA, can be associated with the relatively high
convergence achieved by implementing the local minimisation of each population member
between generations, when compared to the D-GA. This observation can be consolidated
by the successful results of the random local-minimisation search (Table 3.6) compared
to the non-minimising random search (Table 3.4). In all the L-GAs tested the frequency
of mating appears to have slightly less influence than mutation on convergence, similar
to observations for the D-GAs.
Data tables, outlining minimum, average and maximum number of FEs, HEs and
FENs for converged calculations, along with the 95% confidence levels, are available in
Appendix B.3 for all genetic operators at differing frequencies, and plotted for PM in
Figure 3.20. L-LSF searches using the univariate and Powell’s method local minimisation
methods return a low average number of FEs, with comparison to the multivariate L-
LSF and L-covariance [Figure 3.20(a)]. The mean number of FEs increases with operator
frequency: multivariate L-GA searches follow a similar upwards gradient to the D-GA,
though there is some divergence between L-covariance and L-LSF as the PM operator fre-
quency approaches 100%, with the L-covariance GA requiring slightly more FEs (At 100%
PM, L-LSF: 46332 ± 1217, L-covariance: 51509 ± 2023). Expectedly, the rate of change
for the univariate and Powell’s method are much lower than for the multivariate method
as they are less computationally expensive. This, coupled with the high convergence of
these methods, is a positive result; though the mean number of FEs for a minimum is
still lowest using the random locally-minimising search.
In general, the difference between the number of FEs required for D-GA and the
multivariate locally minimised L-GA searches (∆FE) is in the range 5000 < ∆FE< 15000,
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Figure 3.20: For Ih structure: (a) The mean number of FEs required for converged L-GA
runs with variation of PM (b) The mean number of HEs for converged L-GA runs (c)
The mean FENs for converged L-GA runs. The L-LSF searches using univariate (black
squares, solid line), Powell’s method (red circles, dotted line) and multivariate (blue
triangles, short-dashed line), and multivariate L-covariance (green diamonds, long-dashed
line), GAs are shown. Error bars are given at the 95% confidence level.
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equating to an increase of up to 50% in the number of FEs required by the L-GA compared
to the D-GA; however for the univariate and Powell’s local minimisation the mean number
of FEs is 50% lower than for the D-GA. In all cases, the relationship between FEs and
increasing PM frequency is pseudo-linear; the same can also be said for mating and OM
(See Appendix B.3).
The average number of HEs in correctly converged searches for L-LSF and L-covariance
GA searches are displayed in Figure 3.20(b). As with the D-GA searches, the average
number of HEs conducted is greater than the number of FEs in all calculations.
For multivariate-minimising searches, we can see the average number of HEs for LSF
and covariance are very similar, with the 95% confidence levels overlapping in all cases.
For univariate and Powell’s method, the mean number of HEs is considerably less than
multivariate. Error bars on these latter methods are also small (< 300 HEs) compared
to the multivariate local minimisation. The positive gradient of the HEs with respect to
increased PM frequency is greater than for FEs, in all cases, illustrating that HEs become
more frequently used as we increase genetic operations, especially with the multivariate
local minimisation method. This is in contrast to results for D-GAs where HEs decrease
with increasing PM operator frequency, and intuitively implies that the search space is
revisited during the local minimisation routines.
Figure 3.20(c) shows the mean FENs for converged L-LSF and L-covariance GA
searches as a function of increasing PM frequency. We see that for the L-GA searches
the mean FEN < 3 in all but one case (L-covariance, 10% PM, FEN: 3.04) and the 95%
confidence levels are small (< 0.6), much lower than seen for the D-GA. The lowest values
are seen for Powell’s method of local minimisation, with a minimum at 1.68 (100% PM
frequency). An anomaly is seen at 50% PM frequency for the Powell’s method, but the
large error bars give indication that this is a statistical anomaly which could be corrected
by repeating calculations over a larger number of runs e.g. 1000.
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All observed trends hold true for the use of mating and OM genetic operators (see
Appendix B.3 for data), using all local minimisation methods. Increasing OM frequency
gives increasing FEs and HEs, much higher than for the D-type searches, and a marginally
decreasing mean FEN. Increased use of the mating operator also leads to increased FEs
and HEs, and the mean FENs show a strong decreasing trend.
For the L-covariance GA, using multivariate local minimisation, we see identical trends
as for the multivariate L-LSF, with increasing use of the mating and OM operators result-
ing in increasing FEs and HEs, with OM having a significantly greater effect on the quan-
tity, whilst mean FENs decrease more for mating (3.7→ 2.29) than OM (3.08→ 2.02).
Decahedra
Convergence rates for a L-GA implemented search to find optimised values of θ, φ and
ψ, for a I-Dh STEM simulation, matched to a model solution, are shown in Figure 3.21.
Varying frequencies of the genetic operators mating, PM and OM are examined. Data
tables outlining convergence rates are available in Appendix B.3. Random-search calcula-
tions, using a random start-point and appropriate local-minimisation, yielded comparable
results for the average number of FEs required to locate a GM (Table 3.5). The mini-
mum ratio is 4 976.4:1, for the Powell’s method locally-minimised covariance-type ran-
dom search, with the highest ratio being 44 047.0:1 for the multivariate locally-minimised
search. The ratio of searches to success is significantly less than for the Ih, due to the
reduced symmetry of the I-Dh structure (D5h).
Using univariate local minimisation routines, convergence improvements range over
29%− 43% with increasing genetic operator frequencies [Figure 3.21(a)], again with PM
(44% → 87%) having a greater influence than mating (39% → 72%) and OM (42% →
71%). For Powell’s local minimisation routine coupled into the L-LSF GA, these values
improved for mating (51% → 80%), PM (47% → 90%) and OM (53% → 84%) [Figure
3.21(b)]. For multivariate local minimisation, the L-GA regime yields relatively small
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Calculation Type FE Type FEs Minimum found Ratio
Univariate: LSF 2 084 985 176 11 846.5
Covariance 2 735 042 365 7 493.3
Powell: LSF 2 749 858 450 6 110.8
Covariance 2 836 568 570 4 976.4
Multivariate: LSF 7 884 420 179 44 047.0
Covariance 7 834 739 250 31 339.0
Table 3.7: Benchmark tests using random searches (i.e. no GA) to locate the global
minimum configuration for I-Dh. Calculations were performed with local minimisation
enabled, as shown in the column “Calculation Type”, and run over a time period of 100
hours each. “Ratio” corresponds to the number of FEs per minimum found.
improvements with the increased frequency of genetic operators. Increased convergence is
seen for the L-LSF GA [Figure 3.21(c)] with increasing frequency of mating (40%→ 64%),
OM (35% → 76%) and PM (46% → 89%) operators. None of these convergence rates
match the maximum seen for the D-GA searches; nor do they match the results achieved
by Powell’s local minimisation method.
The multivariate L-covariance GA [Figure 3.21(d)] yields poor convergence results,
illustrating a potentially frustrated function landscape. Mating and PM are shown to
improve convergence rates where as OM yields no improvement, with convergence in the
range of 9% to 16%. Examination of other competitive local minima found for the L-
covariance GA quickly identifies degenerate orientations which the GA converges to more
frequently (Figure 3.22), perhaps as a result of a minor numerical inconsistency in the
original coordinate file: the difference between the covariance FE for these two orientations
is less than 10−6 %. With this taken into consideration the overall convergence for the
L-covariance GA ranges between 36% → 75%, 51% → 77% and 59%→ 78% for mating,
PM and OM, respectively, and is comparable to the search success of the multivariate
L-LSF GA.
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Figure 3.21: For I-Dh structures: (a) Convergence rate for L-LSF GA using univariate
minimisation (b) Convergence rate for L-LSF GA using Powell’s method local minimisa-
tion (c) Convergence rate for L-LSF GA using multivariate minimisation (d) Convergence
rate for L-covariance GA. Key as for Figure 3.19.
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Figure 3.22: Comparison of competitive minima for L-covariance searches on the I-Dh
structure. Left: Convergence rate to true minimum result. Right: Convergence rate to
all degenerate minima, not taking into consideration small (10−6%) differences in σθ,φ,ψ.
Key as for Figure 3.19.
All increases in genetic operator frequencies result in a greater number of FEs for
all local minimisation methods, however the quantity of FEs is far less responsive to
mating than mutation. For both D-type and multivariate L-type searches the LSF and
covariance are very similar in the number of FEs computed; the number of FEs are much
less for univariate and Powell’s method of local minimisation. The quantity of HEs is
much greater in number than the FEs, throughout all minimisation methods.
For L-GAs searching the I-Dh landscape the mean FENs fail to significantly decrease
with increasing genetic operator frequency, similar to the results seen for L-GAs searching
the Ih landscape. As an example, increasing PM frequency in D-LSF and D-covariance
exhibit a noticeable downwards gradient, whilst for multivariate L-LSF and L-covariance
the same is not true.
We can use τ (Equation 3.6.1) to give a measure of the relative improvement of GA
efficiency with increasing genetic operator frequency: for the L-GAs, τ < 1.5 in all cases,
and always decreasing in value with increasing frequency of the genetic operator beyond
30% (Figure 3.23). This illustrates there is little significant computational gain in increas-
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ing the frequency of the genetic operators beyond 30%, other than the reassurance that
the GM is found.
Figure 3.23: For I-Dh structures: (a) τ for L-LSF GA using univariate minimisation
(b) τ for L-LSF GA using Powell’s method local minimisation (c) τ for L-LSF GA using
multivariate minimisation (d) τ for L-covariance GA, taking into consideration degenerate
orientations with dissimilar σθ.φ,ψ values. Key as for Figure 3.19, with frequency of mating
(black squares, solid line), PM (red circles, dotted line) and OM (blue triangles, dashed
line) are shown. The “break-even” point is highlighted at τ = 1.
3.6.3 Tolerance to Noise
Convergence rates for the D-GA and L-GA were tested against images with increasing
levels of controlled background noise, defined as a function of the maximum intensity on
the original HAADF-STEM image. Convergence rates prove consistent up to 4% noise
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Figure 3.24: Convergence rate of the GA using model solutions with additional noise to
the correct solution. Left: D-LSF GA search. Right: L-LSF GA search, using multivariate
local minimisation. Inset STEM images, in false colour: (a) 0% noise; (b) 5% noise; (c)
3% noise; (d) 8% noise. The grey vertical line at 4.5% represents the transition between
where the GA searches find the correct orientation as the GM (for 4% and below), and
where other orientations other than the correct orientation return better σθ,φ,ψ values (5%
and above).
levels, after which it was found that the correct orientation was no longer found as the
GM by the search algorithms (Figure 3.24). Convergence to other orientations increases
significantly once noise levels are beyond the 4% threshold identified. Therefore, we can
be confident of the success of our genetic algorithm at low noise levels as a result of these
measurements, justifying its suitability for experimental application.
3.7 Conclusions
We have discussed and developed the implementation of a HAADF-STEM model, coupling
it successfully with a genetic algorithm (GA). A model was proposed, taken from the
work of Curley et al. [16], and developed to take into consideration (a) the effect of an
elemental species atomic number and (b) the radius of an elemental species, as defined by
two constant parameters. Furthermore, we implemented statistical methods to compare
modelled HAADF-STEM images with experimental, or other modelled, images. Of the
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comparative methods implemented, LSF shows greater susceptibility to the configuration
of an experimental image: data must be centralised, with intensities normalised, otherwise
results cannot be considered valid. Covariance offers an alternative comparative method,
and this has also been implemented and tested. A residual (σθ,φ,ψ) has been used to
gauge the relative suitability of a theoretical structure’s orientation, dependent on the
Tait-Bryan angles θ, φ and ψ, to alternative orientations, when compared to a predefined
solution.
Application of our HAADF-STEM model and numerical comparative methods was
tested initially on monolayer-protected Au38 clusters, with a linear search conducted on
5◦ steps. From this, we were able to corroborate our results with those of Wang et al., who
identify a prolate structure from their experimental results, previously suggested by Pei
et al. and Lopez-Avecedo et al. [20, 21]. Of our results, the LSF proves more consistent at
producing results that qualitatively match the experimental image we have used; however
this is, of course, subjective. Subtraction of noise from the experimental results proves
ineffective at helping the characterisation process, predominantly through the removal of
valid features as well as the spurious substrate-derived intensities which we wanted to
remove.
Method improvements were identified, of which some have been addressed. Though
thorough, the linear search method, with 5◦ steps, is inefficient at exploring the entire
function hypersurface adequately, with a coarse search grid necessary to ease computation.
Local and global minimisation was therefore implemented: local minimisation has been
tested with a variety of regimes including univariate, Powell’s method and multivariate
minimisation. A genetic algorithm was implemented as a global search algorithm, and
tested using 1◦ steps.
Through parameterisation we were able to customise the GA such that it operates as
efficiently as possible. We show, using an Icosahedron (Ih) and Decahedron (I-Dh) as test
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subjects, that the increasing frequency of the genetic operators within the GA (crossover
and mutation) improve convergence rates to the GM. Mutation of the population parents
proves most effective at improving convergence rates, whilst mating often proves to be the
least effective. However, the frequency of mating also has the least effect on the number
of FEs.
D-GAs prove to be efficient at finding an optimum orientation of a test cluster, when
compared to a random searching algorithm, however the implementation of a compu-
tationally non-intensive local minimisation method significantly improves this: use of
either univariate or Powell’s method for local minimisation, coupled with a GA to form a
Lamarckian-GA, prove more efficient than a D-GA in regards finding the optimum nan-
ocluster orientation without requiring a large amount of computational resources. The
same cannot be said for the multivariate L-GA, despite its relatively high convergence
rates: Figure 3.25 compares the number of FEs required for the multivariate L-LSF GA
to the D-LSF GA. The spread of FEs (maximum – minimum) is smaller for the D-LSF
than the L-LSF counterpart, leading to small 95% confidence level bars; clearly the mul-
tivariate L-GA requires considerably more FEs overall.
For D-GAs the quantity of HEs is found not to significantly increase with genetic oper-
ator frequency, however for L-GAs HEs are always greater than FEs; the implication from
this is search space is revisited, most frequently during the local minimisation process.
Also, the mean first encounter (FEN) of the GM decreases as the genetic operator in-
creases for the D-GA, whereas or L-GAs this decrease is less significant as the GM search
is considerably improved by the downhill-gradient driven local minimisation process. Of
the structures used for benchmarking, overall convergence proved more successful to the
Ih structure, due to the increased symmetry compared to the I-Dh. This is something that
can be utilised in future for symmetric structures, where search space can be restricted
to just the non-repeating orientations, vastly improving search speed and the efficiency
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Figure 3.25: For I-Dh structures: (a) Average number of FEs for D-LSF GA (b) Average
number of FEs for L-LSF GA. The average number of FEs (solid lines) are given with
95% confidence levels, along with minimum (dashed lines) and maximum (dotted lines)
values. The different genetic operations of mating (black squares), MP (red circles) and
MO (blue triangles) are plotted.
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of the genetic operators.
We have also tested the resilience of our GA search methods to increasing background
noise levels, as a function of maximum intensity. A threshold was found at 4%, after
which convergence to the correct orientation diminishes.
Clearly, whilst the Darwinian-GA offers an improvement on randomly searching the
3D hypersurface without minimisation, random locally minimising searches prove more
efficient than Lamarckian-GAs by an order of magnitude. The most efficient local minimi-
sation method proves to be Powell’s method, where an additional search vector improves
the analytical minimisation process; in some circumstances this may be because the search
vector allows “tunnelling” through an otherwise impassable function barrier. Further work
is needed to check if the problems we have used for benchmarking are simply too easy,
and to see if alternative methods of global optimisation prove more suitable.
In addition to the implemented search algorithms, the power of parallel computing
has been efficiently harnessed such that both shared memory (OMP) and non-shared
memory (MPI) parallelisation has been installed into our search algorithm with success.
Whilst not significantly tested in this work, the possibility of using MPI to search across
a database of experimental images improves the potential use of this search method in
further work by experimental collaborators.
Deficiencies in our model cannot be ignored, and should be considered for attention
in further work. In smaller nanoclusters, the mobility of atoms and molecules under the
electron beam makes it difficult to easily identify consistent morphologies, with system
“snapshots” being the most achievable results. This can perhaps be addressed by the use
of either (a) Molecular Dynamics (MD) to simulate the evolution of clusters at tempera-
ture, through the calculation of the Debye-Waller factor, or (b) using stochastic methods
to restructure theoretical clusters so that they better fit our experimental images. At an
early stage the former could be approximated using coordinate number: though this would
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need initial calibration it would restrict the need for repeated MD simulations. With the
advent of modern technology, perhaps low-temperature experimental work will allow for
more thermally stable cluster analysis in the future, aiding our work; the inherent 3N − 6
atomic degrees of freedom is a serious complication to overcome in all forms of structural
determination work.
Figure 3.26: Fast Fourier Transforms of HAADF-STEM modelled images: (a) Icosahedron
(b) Decahedron. Original image is given as an inset.
Improvements could also be made on the probe, currently represented by a Gaussian
function but perhaps better represented using an Airy function. Also, for larger clusters,
more efficient use of Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) could be used to compare crystal
structures with experimental images as part of an initial structure search. FFTs are
centralised, and thus the need for calculating the centre of mass for an image would also
be removed; they also offer easy characterisation of crystalline structures, and would be
suitable for structure pre-screening (Figure 3.26). FFTs have been implemented in our
code, but not fully tested to ensure suitability.
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Chapter 4
A First-Principles Study of the
Soft-landing of Au16 on Graphite
4.1 Introduction
Recent efforts in cluster science have focused on phenomena associated with nanocluster-
substrate interactions [1]. The atomic smoothness and chemical inertness of highly ordered
pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) means that it is often used to support nanoparticles, for
instance alkali [2] and noble [3, 4] metal clusters. However, noble metal atoms and clusters
are very weakly adsorbed on HOPG (and its derivatives such as carbon nanotubes, CNTs)
and diffuse easily which leads to formation of larger aggregates (sintering) [5, 6]. Recently,
limiting diffusion has been approached by the introduction of surface defects [5, 7]. One
effective method for preventing diffusion after deposition is provided if clusters impact on
the substrate with enough kinetic energy to distort the local lattice, or displace an atom
from the surface [5, 8], thus introducing a defect. Alternatively, surfaces can be pre-treated
to introduce defects [9], on to which clusters can be soft-landed. Recent experimental
observations have shown Au atoms prefer to adsorb in the plane with graphene [10], and
this has been confirmed by first-principle calculations [11], whilst in the absence of defects
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it has been shown that inducing strain in an HOPG surface aids adsorption of small gold
clusters [12].
Au nanoclusters are of continued scientific interest due to their size-dependent prop-
erties [13, 14] and potential applications in catalysis [15, 16, 17]. Unlike monovalent alkali
metals, small uncharged gold clusters are shown to favour planar structures for N < 12
[18, 19, 20], with this trend being extended to N = 12 for anionic clusters [21]. Au20
forms a pyramidal structure with Td symmetry; the large highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO) to lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) band gap (1.8 eV) em-
phasises its stability [22, 23]. Removal of the four vertex atoms from Au20 followed by
structural relaxation leads one to a hollow cage-like structure for the Au16 cluster [24],
with Td-symmetry maintained. This cage-like structure has been identified experimen-
tally for anionic Au−n (n = 14− 18) [19, 24], generating interest due to the possibility of
endohedral doping of the central void with alternative elements [25, 26, 27]. For the neu-
tral Au16 particle the cage-like structure is shown to be a local, but not global, minimum
in recent calculations by Chen et al. [28]. They also show that the cage-like structure is
maintained upon electron detachment from Au−16 (the global minimum in this case), lead-
ing to conclusions that additional assistance is necessary to overcome the energy barriers
for thermodynamically-favourable structural changes. According to the simple Jellium
model [29], the double-anion Au2−16 should be a closed-shell particle due to the 16 s-orbital
electrons plus two excess electrons totalling a “magic number” of 18 electrons, and more
accurate electronic structure (DFT) calculations have confirmed this view [25].
In this chapter, we report on density functional theory (DFT) calculations of soft-
landed Au16 on a (0001) HOPG surface. There are many possible orientations of Au16 on
the substrate (namely on vertices, edges and faces), of which we consider two: adsorption
on the (111) and (0001) faces of the Au16 cluster [Figure 4.1 (a) and (b), respectively]. The
substrate is modelled as a periodic slab of two graphene layers. The interaction between
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Au and the HOPG surface is weak physisorption [7]. However, it can be easily modified
by defects, and we consider one, two and three neighbouring carbon vacancies [Figure 4.1
(c)]. We report on the effect these changes have on Au-C interactions (chemisorption),
as well as the significance on the geometric and electronic configurations of the Au16
cluster and HOPG surface. We also report tests for van der Waals-corrected exchange-
correlation functionals in this context. The optimised Au16 geometries on HOPG and
carbon nanotubes are further studied in order to probe the catalytic activity for CO
oxidation. We also look at changes in the adsorption of Au16 on doped-HOPG surfaces
4.2 Methodology
4.2.1 The Schro¨dinger Equation







+ V (x, t) = Eψ (4.2.1)
where ψ is the wavefunction of the particle, ~ is the reduced Planck’s constant, and the
potential energy, V , depends on the position x of the particle at time t [30].
For a multi-particle system of N electrons and M nuclei, we must in principle solve
the expanded Schro¨dinger equation with the well known form:
ĤΨ(r1, ..., rN ,R1, ...RM) = EΨ(r1, ..., rN ,R1, ...RM) (4.2.2)
where Ĥ represents the Hamiltonian of the system, E is the energy of the eigenstate and
Ψ is the wavefunction of said eigenstate [30]. The value of Ψ depends on the positions of
both the electrons (r1, ..., rN) and the nuclei (R1, ...,RN) in the system.
The Hamiltonian can be formed by the quantising of classical energies in Hamilton
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Figure 4.1: Top to bottom: (a) and (b) The Td-symmetry Au16 cluster with the (111)
and (0001) faces identified in violet, respectively. (c) A layer of HOPG, with one, two
and three neighbouring surface defects identified as the removal of the atoms marked A,
A and B, and A, B and C, respectively.
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form. This molecular Hamiltonian is a sum of five parts:
Ĥ = T̂e + T̂n + V̂ee + V̂en + V̂nn (4.2.3)













where me is the mass of an electron and Mi is the mass of nucleus i. These kinetic terms
are combined with terms for the potential energy arising from the repulsive Coulombic
























4piε0|Ri − rj| (4.2.8)
where e is the elementary charge of an electron, Zi is the atomic number of the nucleus
i, and ε0 is the permittivity of free space.
As the mass of the proton is three orders of magnitude greater than the mass of
an electron, and the forces acting on the two particles are of similar magnitudes, it is
reasonable to assume that the relaxation of electrons to their ground-state is instant with
respect to the relaxation time of protons. The Born-Oppenheimer approximation [31]
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then allows the separation of the electronic (Ψe) and nuclear (Ψn) components of the
wavefunction Ψ to give
Ψ˜(r,R) = Ψe(r, {R})Ψn({R}) (4.2.9)
where {R} illustrates the use of the nuclear coordinates as a set of parameters. This
allows a solution of the wavefunction whilst treating the nuclei as fixed point charges,
after which the nuclei can be moved in the potential field generated by the electrons.
With the removal of the nuclear components in the initial step, Ĥ becomes the electronic
Hamiltonian Ĥel = T̂e + V̂ee + V̂en. Thus the main task becomes solving the Schro¨dinger
equation for electrons:
ĤelΨ(r, {R}) = EelΨ(r, {R}) (4.2.10)
and then later on the nuclear energies can be added to the electron energies, Ĥ = Ĥel +
T̂n + V̂nn , giving a good approximation to the total energy of the system.
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4.2.2 Density Functional Theory
Density Functional Theory, or DFT, looks to reformulate the Schro¨dinger equation in a
philosophically and computationally different manner, using the theorems of Hohenberg
and Kohn as its foundation [32]. The Coulombic attraction of electrons to a nuclear force,
V̂en, can be regarded as the response of electrons to a constant external field, Vext, and
thus the electronic Hamiltonian can be rewritten:
Ĥ = F̂ + V̂ext (4.2.11)





F̂ is the same for all N -electron systems, therefore Ĥ, and consequently Ψ, depend
only on N and Vext(r). Vext proves to be a functional of the electron density, n(r): this is
the first of the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems. Furthermore, knowledge of the ground-state




can be used to calculate any ground-state property, including Ψ[n0]. The second Hohenberg-
Kohn theorem states that there is a functional of electron density, E[n], which gives the
energy of a system and the ground-state electron density minimises this to give the ground-
state energy, i.e. E[n0] = E0. This ground-state can be found via variational principle as
a functional of the ground-state electron density:









Whilst this proves the existence of the functional F [n], it does not give the form.
From the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems, Kohn and Sham derived a set of equations for a
non-interacting system of N -electrons from which, in principle, n could be calculated
equivalent to the same system of interacting particles [33]. In Kohn-Sham (KS) theory,
this is formulated as a simple expression for the ground-state energy [34]:
E[n] = Ts[n] + Ven[n] + J [n] + Exc[n] (4.2.15)
where the form of some of the functionals is explicitly known: Ven is the nucleus-electron
potential energy, expressed in terms of an external potential due to the nuclei, Vext, as
discussed above. Ts[n] is the KS kinetic energy of the non-interacting electrons, given as:











expressed in terms of {ψi}, the set of one electron KS orbitals. The other known energy






|r − r′| drdr
′ (4.2.17)
Much is known about the key remaining term, the exchange-correlation functional
Exc[n], though no explicit form can be defined: The role of the exchange-correlation
functional is to correct for the approximations made in the non-interacting particle as-
sumptions of KS theory.
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The one electron KS orbitals, {ψi}, in Equations 4.2.16 and 4.2.18 are constructed






ψi(r) = εiψi(r) (4.2.19)







′ + Vext(r) + Vxc(r) (4.2.20)






The KS equations are solved in a self-consistent fashion. n is initially guessed, and
then using an approximate form for the functional dependence of Exc, VKS(r) is computed.
The KS equations are then solved to give an initial estimate of {ψi} (Equation 4.2.19).
This set of orbitals is used to calculate an improved density using Equation 4.2.18, and the
process repeats until convergence. The final energy is calculated from Equation 4.2.15.
It must be emphasised that DFT is an exact theory for finding the ground-state
properties of an N -electron system; however practical approximations are necessary to
take into consideration the exchange and correlation effects represented by Exc. These
approximations define the accuracy with which structural and energetic properties of a
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ground-state system are calculated. Unless stated otherwise, the generalised gradient




which is dependent on both the electron density, n(r), and also the gradient of the density.
4.2.3 The Projector Augmented Wave Method
Chemical properties are characteristically defined by the valence electron configuration.
For elements in the third period of the periodic table, and higher, there are a larger
number of core electrons which are unimportant in a chemical sense; however without
them the valence electrons cannot be truly represented and thus a large number of basis
functions are required to expand the necessary orbitals [35]. Furthermore, relativistic
effects also have an effect on elements in the lower half of the periodic table. These
computational complications can be treated by the use of pseudopotentials to represent the
core and valence electrons separately, with only the latter treated explicitly; the smoother
wavefunctions significantly reduce computing time [30]. Pseudopotentials replace the
strong Coulomb potential between the nucleus and valence electrons inside a pre-defined
core with a weaker, effective potential, taking into consideration the screening effect core
electrons have on the nucleus, as shown in Figure 4.2. Beyond the pre-defined core-cutoff,
pseudopotentials and the total potential are equivalent [30].
The projector-augmented wave (PAW) method uses a similar idea as that of pseu-
dopotentials to reduce computational requirements [36, 37], whilst conserving the true
wavefunction, ψ.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of a partial wave (φ) in the Coulomb potential of a nucleus (blue)
to one in a pseudopotential (red). The real and pseudo partial waves, and potential
energies V , match beyond the cutoff radius rc.
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In the PAW approach a KS all-electron wavefunction, |ψ〉, which oscillate rapidly near
an atoms nuclear core, are transformed into a smoother pseudo-wavefunction, |ψ˜〉, by a
linear transformation operator T̂ :
|ψ〉 = T̂ |ψ˜〉 (4.2.23)
Around each nucleus a, with position Ra, a cutoff rac is defined. r
a
c has a similar
meaning to the core-cutoff used for pseudopotentials: beyond this cutoff the valence
wavefunction is smooth, thus continuity is expected where |r−Ra| ≥ rac such that |ψ〉 =
|ψ˜〉. Localised within the augmentation spheres (|r−Ra| < rac ) it is necessary to expand
|ψ〉 in to a complete basis of i partial waves, φ(r). Smooth projector functions, p˜ai , act
on the φ(r), creating smooth partial waves, φ˜(r):





(|φai 〉 − |φ˜ai 〉)〈p˜ai | (4.2.24)
In summary, the all-electron and pseudo-wavefunctions differ within the core augmen-
tation sphere, however they match exactly in the valence region. The partial waves and
projection operators do not depend on the system being studied, and thus only need be
calculated once for each element. The total PAW energy is calculable as:
E = E˜ +
∑
a
(Ea − E˜a) (4.2.25)
where E˜ is the “soft” energy contribution evaluated outside all augmentation spheres,
which is calculated on a 3D grid, whilst Ea and E˜a are calculated within the core region
on a radial grid. This scheme allows the combination of energies from two traditionally
incompatible grids [37].
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The all-electron density is obtained as:
n(r) = n˜(r) +
∑
a
(na(|r −Ra|)− n˜a(|r −Ra|)) (4.2.26)
where n˜(r) is the pseudoelectron density, na(r) is the atom-centered all-electron density
and n˜a(r) is the atom-centered pseudodensity.
4.3 Simulation Methods
The calculations presented have been performed with the real-space finite-difference DFT
code GPAW [38, 37]. GPAW uses the all-electron density, where the electrons are de-
scribed using the PAW method in the frozen core approximation [36]. The valence elec-
trons are taken as the outermost 11 and 4 electrons for Au (5d106s1) and C (2s22p2),
respectively. The PAW setup for the Au valence configuration includes scalar-relativistic
effects. The GGA of Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE) [39] is used for the exchange-
correlation energy functional unless otherwise indicated. The KS wave functions are
expanded directly on a real space grid, with grid spacing of 0.2 A˚. The Hamiltonian is
rediagonalised after each geometry step using the non-default Davidson eigensolver [40],
and spin-paired calculations are performed unless explicitly mentioned otherwise.
Our substrate of Bernal graphite comprises two graphene layers (AB stacking) in a
hexagonal supercell of 14.76 × 14.76 × 20 A˚3 (144 C atoms), with periodic boundary
conditions employed in the x− and y− directions. The choice of unit cell keeps the Au16
adsorbates approximately 9 A˚ apart laterally. Previous calculations show little difference
between the results for atomic Au adsorption on to two and three graphene layers [7],
making it acceptable as an approximation to multi-layered graphite. The bond lengths
and interlayer spacing of C are initially fixed to experimental values of 1.42 and 3.35 A˚,
respectively [41], as the PBE functional does not describe weak dispersion forces between
graphene layers well [42]; some calculations are repeated for comparison using the van der
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Waals-corrected vdW-DF [43] and vdW-DF2 [44] exchange-correlation functionals, which
represent these interactions better.
The effect of surface relaxation has been incorporated throughout the calculations by
releasing constraints on C atoms within a specified starting distance of the Au cluster,
namely 3.5 and 7.0 A˚(totalling 14-23 and 94-105 atoms, respectively, and depending
on cluster orientation). The fixed graphene layer spacing causes an effective repulsion,
evident as a small bending of the released substrate area. This feature occurs also for
vdW-corrected calculations, which indicates that it is caused primarily by the relaxation
of the intralayer C-C bonds, not by the interlayer repulsion of graphene sheets. The ionic
positions are optimised using a quasi-Newtonian (BFGS) method [45] until the maximal
force for unconstrained atoms is below 0.02 eV/A˚, and the total energy change between
three steps is less than 1×10−4 eV. The KS orbitals are re-optimised after each step, with
the change in density less than 1× 10−5 electrons per valence electron and the integrated
value of the square of the residuals of the KS equations less than 1 × 10−11 per state.
Charge transfer is calculated using the Bader charge analysis as implemented by Tang et
al. [46], and electron localisation function (ELF) [47] analysis is calculated directly from
GPAW.
All projected local densities of states (PLDOS) are computed by directly projecting
wavefunctions on to atomic orbitals centred at minimised coordinates. For a smoother
DOS profile, it is necessary to repeat DFT calculations with a 5 x 5 x 1 Monkhorst-Pack
k-point mesh, corresponding to 13 explicit k-points in the Brillouin zone, allowing denser
sampling of the energy states within the HOPG structure [48]. As a by-product, we are
able to compare Etot for systems after the 13 k-point calculations to those of our results
from the structural Γ -point calculations, thus allowing us to check the validity of the
Γ -point approximation. The difference between Etot for the levels of computation (∆Etot)
is given in Appendix C.1. We find that 2.79 eV > ∆Etot > 1.96 eV, a difference in Etot of
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0.21 - 0.15 %; this value is relatively small, and consistent in size. The norm of the forces
on carbon atoms is within 0.001 eV/A˚ for the two approaches justifying our choice of the
Γ -point for structural calculations.
4.4 HOPG Surface
Au16 coordinates were obtained from previous studies [25] and relaxed. The cluster bind-
ing energy (Eb) is calculated to be 2.30 eV per atom (bulk cohesive energy is 3.81 eV
per atom [49]) and a HOMO-LUMO gap of 0.17 eV. The energy gap between the LUMO
and the next unoccupied orbital (LUMO+1) is 1.28eV, a strong reason for the anionic
favourability of this structure (our system comprises doubly-degenerate orbitals). The
number of interatomic interactions below 3.5 A˚ in length (NAu−Au) is 42, for which the
average (mean) bond length (rAu−Au) is 2.80 A˚, with a range of 2.69-2.99 A˚ depending
on the coordination.
4.4.1 Adsorption Interactions
Results of Au16 adsorption on a graphite substrate with and without surface vacancies,
with C atoms unconstrained within 3.5 A˚ of the Au16 cluster, are shown in Table 4.1.
Adsorption energy (Ea) is a measure of the interaction between adsorbate and substrate





sub − Etot (4.4.1)
where Efads and E
f
sub are the energies of the structurally minimised isolated (i.e. “free”)
adsorbate (cluster) and substrate (surface), respectively, and Etot is the total system
energy when combined. This gives us a measure of surface-cluster interactions, taking
into consideration structural rearrangements.
Results for adsorption on the (111) cluster face show increasing Ea for a greater number
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of surface vacancies. The strongest binding (5.06 eV) is calculated for a HOPG surface
with three neighbouring vacancies (GR2-3h). Strong binding (3.79 and 3.07 eV) is also
calculated for a graphite surface with two neighbouring vacancies (GR2-2h) and a similar
system with only a single atom defect (GR2-h), respectively. A defect-free surface (GR2)
forms only weak interactions (0.80 eV) with Au16. Previous DFT studies report Ea =
0.25-0.80 eV for Au atoms and small clusters adsorbed on HOPG [7, 50]. Calculations
with the vdW-DF and vdW-DF2 functionals (Appendix C.2) increase Ea significantly (up
to 80 %) on GR2 (1.35 and 1.47 eV, respectively) due to the physicality of the long-range
interaction. However, for adsorption on to GR2-2h, Ea(vdW-DF) and Ea(vdW-DF2)
are 3.10 and 2.91 eV, respectively, which is lower than for the PBE functional: this is
coupled to relaxation of the adsorption site, as discussed below. Ea on GR2-2h is large
for PBE, vdW-DF and vdW-DF2 compared to GR2 as chemical interactions dominate in
the presence of a surface defect.
The observation that Au16 binds weakly to HOPG (GR2) is reinforced by the rela-
tively large Au-X interaction distance (3.33 A˚), compared to 1.95-2.09 A˚ in the presence
of a surface defect (GR2-h, GR-2h and GR2-3h). The vdW-DF and vdW-DF2 functionals
give slightly decreased Au-X distances on GR2 (3.32 and 3.25 A˚, respectively), but quan-
titatively similar distances when a defect is present (± 0.01 A˚). The situation is different
for benchmark calculations of the optimal graphene layer separation, where the vdW-DF
and vdW-DF2 functionals result in improved values of 3.50 and 3.40 A˚ (PBE result 3.75
A˚) for two layers.
Attention to the cumulative charge transfer (∆q) of the Au16 cluster, for GR2, shows
a total of 0.75 e, emphasising the presence of strong polarisation. We should remind
ourselves here that the Td-symmetry Au16 structure is the anionic global minimum, and
so one would expect the neutral structure to be electronegative (∆q > 0) in these cir-
cumstances as it draws electron density from the HOPG surface. ∆q is significantly large
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GR2 GR2-h GR2-2h GR2-3h
Au (111) face:
Ea (eV) 0.80 3.07 3.79 5.06
Au-X (A˚) 3.33 2.09 1.99 1.95
d⊥(Au) (A˚) 3.38 1.78 0.78 0.51
d⊥(X) (A˚) 0.07 0.42 0.58 0.61
∆q (e) 0.75 0.51 -0.06 -0.05
Au (0001) face:
Ea 0.78 3.07 3.16 4.63
Au-X 3.60 2.09 1.98 1.96
d⊥(Au) 3.58 1.85 0.50 0.59
d⊥(X) 0.07 0.46 0.59 0.65
∆q 0.76 0.44 0.05 0.01
Table 4.1: Au16 cluster on HOPG with and without multiple surface defects: perfect
graphite (GR2), one surface vacancy (GR2-h), two surface vacancies (GR-2h) and three
surface vacancies (GR2-3h). In all cases X is considered to be the nearest neighbouring
C atom to the Au16 cluster, and all C atoms are unconstrained within 3.5 A˚. Adsorption
energy, (Ea), vertical displacements from the upper graphene plane [d⊥(Au) and d⊥(X)],
the nearest neighbour (Au-X) distances, and the charge transfer (∆q) are given. ∆q > 0
implies charge transfer to the Au cluster.
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(0.51 e) for GR2-h also, whilst for GR2-2h and GR2-3h the charge transfer to Au becomes
slightly negative (-0.05 to -0.06 e), i.e. towards the C atoms.
Analysis of the change in atomic charge levels helps identify the reason for this change
in ∆q. The change in localised charge (∆qatom) of the Au atom closest to the HOPG-
plane is found to have a strong influence on the ∆q value for each adsorbed cluster, as
can be seen clearly in Figure 4.3: ∆qatom values of 0.06, -0.30, -0.43 and -0.40 e for GR2,
GR2-h, GR2-2h and GR2-3h, respectively. We note that the Au atom second closest to
the GR2-3h HOPG surface is also positively charged (∆qatom = -0.21 e), and electron
density has been transferred onto neighbouring C atoms for both these Au atoms.
Attention to the vertical displacement of the lowest Au from the top graphite plane
[d⊥(Au)] shows that the observed ∆q neutrality for GR2-2h and GR2-3h is coupled with
the Au atom being close to the plane of the graphite surface (0.51 and 0.78 A˚, respectively).
For GR2, the opposite is observed as the strong electronegativity couples with large
d⊥(Au) (3.38 A˚). GR2-h falls between these two values (1.78 A˚), as the Au atom is
unable to penetrate the HOPG surface; this is consistent with previous observations for
Au adatoms on graphene [11]. The displacement of the underlying substrate atom [d⊥(X)]
to the Au cluster also shows a similar trend. For GR2, d⊥(X) is small (0.07 A˚), but when
a vacancy appears (GR2-h) d⊥(X) increases 6-fold (0.42 A˚). GR2-2h and GR2-3h have
d⊥(X) of 0.58 A˚ and 0.61 A˚ , respectively. Calculations for the isolated GR2-h, GR2-
2h and GR2-3h give d⊥(X) of 0.06, 0.06 and 0.05 A˚, respectively, showing that this
displacement, and associated bending of the HOPG plane, is induced by the cluster as a
chemical, and not physical, process. Further analysis with the vdW-DF and vdW-DF2
functionals confirms that this is the case (See Appendix C.3).
Results for adsorption on the Au16 (0001) face are also listed in Table 4.1. As the
number of defects increase (GR2→ GR2-h→ GR2-2h→ GR2-3h), Ea and d⊥(X) increase
(0.78-4.63 eV and 0.07-0.65 A˚, respectively), whilst Au-X , d⊥(Au) and ∆q decrease (3.6-
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Figure 4.3: ∆qatom illustrated by colour superimposed on the coordinates of the DFT-
calculated minima for Au16 adsorbed on the (111) face for (a) GR2, (b) GR2-h, (c) GR2-
2h and (d) GR2-3h. A key is provided on the left, where red illustrates electron charge
transfer to an atom (i.e. negatively charged), green is no change and blue is transfer
from the atom (i.e. positively charged). C atoms can be identified as those lying in-plane
initially, with an illustrative radius half that of the Au atoms.
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1.96 A˚, 3.58-0.59 A˚ and 0.76-0.01 e, respectively), as illustrated in Figure 4.4. This is
consistent with the previously observed trend for adsorption on the Au16 (111) face, that
as surface vacancies increase the Td-symmetry of the Au16 structure tends away from
its electronegative starting coordinates, with the graphene plane and cluster attracted
together. For GR2-2h and GR2-3h d⊥(X)> d⊥(Au), showing that the lowest Au is already
in the HOPG layer.
GR2-h, GR2-2h and GR2-3h have three, four and five “dangling” bonds, respectively,
and this influences the adsorption bonding and cluster positioning on the HOPG sur-
face. In all cases in our calculations all the available “dangling” bonds from the defected
graphite plane participate in absorbing the Au16 cluster. For GR2-h, an Au atom is posi-
tioned in a “tripod” position over the single defect [the positioning is akin to adsorption
on the (111) face], whilst for GR2-2h there is space for an Au atom to be absorbed in
plane (Figure 4.5). Such is the preference for in-plane adsorption of an Au atom that the
Au16 cluster is stretched apart, most noticeably when absorbed on the (0001) face [Figure
4.5 (a)]. This displacement of an Au atom from the nanoparticle into the HOPG plane is
structurally unfavourable with respect to the Au16 cluster due to the required weakening
of Au-Au bonds, and explains the limited change seen in Ea between GR2-h and GR2-2h
for (0001) adsorption despite the Au16 cluster’s greater proximity to the HOPG surface
in the latter. For GR2-3h, we see an Au atom adsorbed in plane, similar to GR2-2h, and
then a neighbouring Au atom from the cluster taking up the “tripod” position over the
remaining vacancy, using the in-plane Au as one of the three base positions [Figure 4.5
(b)]. This results in a significant increase in Ea, compared to GR2-2h, due to increased
structural stability.
Comparison between the results for Au16 adsorption on the (111) and (0001) faces
raises some interesting observations: When an Au atom is in the HOPG plane, Ea is
greater for adsorption on the Au16 (111) face for GR2-2h (3.79 to 3.16 eV) and GR2-3h
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Figure 4.4: Top to bottom: Surface Defects (a) Ea (solid line, left y-axis) plotted alongside
∆q (dashed line, right y-axis) against number of surface defects and (b) d⊥(X) (solid line,
left y-axis) plotted with d⊥(Au) (dashed line, right y-axis) against number of surface
defects. Squares and circles represent adsorption on Au16 (111) and (0001), respectively.
Red and blue colouring represent a 3.5 and 7.0 A˚ surrounding distance of unconstrained
C atoms from the Au16 cluster, respectively.
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(5.06 to 4.63 eV). This is due to the greater distortion of the Au16 cluster when absorbed
on to its (0001) face, as previously mentioned. Pivotal to this observed distortion is the
attraction of an Au atom to the vacancy of size two (GR2-2h) or greater in the HOPG
plane (Figure 4.5), coordinating in-plane to the four “dangling” bonds, and thus complet-
ing the plane and minimising further attraction between the out-of-plane Au atoms and
the HOPG layer.
Despite increased Ea, Au-X is the same for GR2-h, GR2-2h and GR2-3h (±0.01 A˚)
in both cases. The vertical separation is larger for adsorption on the Au16 (0001) face on
to GR2 (3.33 to 3.60 A˚), but these are both large, and thus weak, interaction distances
of physical character only. d⊥(Au) is greater for adsorption on the Au16 (0001) face for
GR2, GR2-h and GR2-3h. For GR2-2h the Au16 (0001) adsorption forms a particularly
stable HOPG orientation, with low d⊥(Au) due to strong in-plane Au atomic adsorption.
Previous work cites two defects as the optimum size vacancy for a solitary Au adatom
on graphene [11]. The observed trend for d⊥(X) is consistent (±0.04 A˚) for GR2-2h
and GR2-3h, where electron-neutral interactions are formed with the HOPG substrate
(∆q ≈ 0).
The in-plane adsorption of an Au atom from the Au16 cluster for GR2-2h (Figure 4.5)
is of further interest. The electron localisation function (ELF) reflects the probability of
finding two electrons at the same location, thus giving an illustrative measure of the type
of bonding present. ELF calculations for adsorption of the Au16 (0001) face on to GR2-2h
are given in Figure 4.6. Scaling runs from 0 (no localisation and/or no electron density,
blue) to 1 (complete localisation, red). A reference value of 0.5 (green) corresponds to
a homogeneous electron gas (metallic bonding), whilst covalent bonds appear red due to
the electron pairing.
ELF shows the covalent nature of the C-C bond (dark red), and for Au-Au we see
delocalised electrons (green) around the nucleus with a larger radius than for C due
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Figure 4.5: Left to right: Au16 deposited on (0001) face on (a) GR2-2h and (b) GR2-3h.
For the purpose of illustration extraneous C atoms have been removed. Labels A and B
identify atoms adsorbed in-plane and in a “tripod” position, respectively.
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to the greater number of electrons. The metallic Au-Au bonds are not visible due to
the irregularity of the bond alignments to the principle planes (xy-, xz- and yz-), but
these are present in the system. A metallic-type bond is also formed between Au-C with
delocalisation (green colour) visible between the in-plane Au atom and neighbouring C
atoms [Figure 4.6(a)]; however there is no chemical bonding between any out-of-plane
Au and HOPG C atoms [Figure 4.6(b)]. The bent nature of the HOPG top-layer can be
identified as C atoms that lie above and below the cut-plane, depending on their proximity
to the Au16 cluster [Figure 4.6(a)]. There is no significant deformation of the ELF for
the top layer of C atoms in GR2, indicating that chemical bonding has not changed
considerably within the graphene plane.
Results of Au16 adsorption on an HOPG substrate with and without surface vacancies,
with C atoms unconstrained within 7.0 A˚ of the Au16 cluster, are given in Appendix
C.5. General trends are as previously observed for adsorption on to a surface with an
unconstrained distance of 3.5 A˚ (Table 4.1). The increased freedom of the C atoms
results in minimal changes to the range of Ea, and thus the hierarchy of the different
cluster-substrate interactions. The only relational difference is the decrease in Ea for
Au16 (111) face adsorption on GR2-2h when compared to GR2-h, which is noted as being
due to distortion of the starting Td-symmetry geometry. d⊥(X) increases throughout due
to the greater area of C free movement, directly leading to decreased d⊥(Au) values as
the vertical displacement of the top HOPG layers increases. Though an Au atom still
sits in plane for calculations on GR2-2h and GR2-3h, there is an increased bending in
the topmost HOPG layer; and thus greater displacement. The increased planar bending
also effects ∆q, with values more negative across the board (GR2, GR2-h, GR2-2h and
GR2-3h). Calculated interlayer distances and d⊥ (X) for the isolated HOPG systems with
both 3.5 and 7.0 A˚ of unconstrained C atoms are given in Appendix C.5, reaffirming the
observation that the surface bending is predominantly a cluster-induced effect.
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Figure 4.6: Top to bottom: Cutplane presentation of the ELF for Au16 deposited on
(0001) face on GR2-2h, in both the (a) xy− plane and (b) xz− plane. The red colour
corresponds to full localisation (1.0, covalent bonds), green is analogous to homogeneous
electron gas (0.5, metallic bonding), and blue equals low localisation (0.0).
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We note that previous observations have shown a surface of GR2-h type to have a local
magnetic moment, i.e. triplet state around the defect [51]. Spin-unpaired calculations,
with an initial magnetic moment, were conducted on GR2-h with an unconstrained radius
of 7.0 A˚, and this gave rise to a lower Esub by 0.43 eV. Expansion of two distant C-C
interactions and contraction of one C-C interaction (2.12 A˚) across the vacancy were
noted, in line with previous results (geometry shown in Appendix C.4). Au16 calculations
with spin-unpaired configuration give negligible changes to Eads, and therefore, one can
decrease the documented Ea for GR2-h by the above value to take this spin-unpaired
effect of the substrate into consideration.
4.4.2 Structural Observations
Structural observations of the adsorbed Au16 cluster with HOPG atoms constrained be-
yond 3.5 A˚ from the cluster are shown in Table 4.2, with images also given in Figure 4.7.
To aid structural analysis, a measure of the structural stability of the Au16 cluster in its
adsorbed geometry is defined:
∆E = Efads − Eiads (4.4.2)
where Efads is the energy of the relaxed gas-phase geometry, as defined in Equation 4.4.1,
and Eiads is the energy of the adsorbed Au16 cluster in an isolated (gas-phase) environ-
ment, without structural relaxation. We have an idea of the favourability of adsorption
with respect to geometrical changes in the cluster using ∆E, where positive values are
energetically favourable.
We observe similar trends in the structure changes for adsorption on the Au16 (111)
and (0001) faces: For GR2, the Td-symmetry of the starting geometry is preserved, and
the cluster energy relative to that of the isolated starting Au16 structure remains similar
(∆E ≈ 0 eV, Figure 4.7). Calculations using the vdW-DF and vdW-DF2 functionals for
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(111) face adsorption on GR2 give increased rAu−Au of 2.89 and 2.93 A˚, respectively, due
to expansion of the cluster under the increased van der Waals influence; the centre of
mass for the Au16 cluster is not altered significantly. For GR2-h the cluster’s structure is
distorted, with lowered symmetry (C1), although the structure is energetically favourable
for Au16 (111) face adsorption compared to that of the starting structure (∆E = 0.09
eV).
For GR2-2h, a gross distortion of the starting geometry occurs as an Au atom relocates
from the cluster base into the double surface vacancy, contributing to decreased Au16
cluster energetic stability, which is seen most noticeably for Au16 (0001) face adsorption
where ∆E = −1.43 eV [Figure 4.5 (a)]; this considerably affects the Ea of the interaction,
as well as decreasingNAu−Au for the Au16 cluster. In the case of Au16 (111) face adsorption,
rAu−Au increases to 2.85 A˚. The symmetry is low for these systems [C1 and Cs for Au16
(111) and (0001) face adsorption, respectively] as the cage-like structure has been “opened
up” with the displacement of the surface interacting Au atom from the cluster into the
HOPG plane, while the inner void is preserved. The “tripod” positioning of a second Au
atom on the HOPG surface for GR2-3h means that ∆E(GR2-3h)> ∆E(GR2-2h) [∆E =
−0.77 and -0.20 eV for Au16 (111) and (0001) face adsorption on GR2-3h, respectively],
which couples with increased Ea (Table 4.1).
For all adsorbed Au16 structures, NAu−Au remains similar [42 ± 1, with the excep-
tion of Au16 (0001) face adsorption on GR2-2h], showing quantitatively that the cage-like
structure is maintained; should the structure have contracted inwards then NAu−Au would
be expected to increase. For the exceptional case identified (GR2-2h), the strong adsorp-
tion of an Au atom into the HOPG plane leads to weaker long-range (“aurophilic” [52])
interactions with the rest of the cluster, and thus lower NAu−Au of 38. rAu−Au increases
with two or more surface defects, especially for Au16 (111) face adsorption on GR2-2h
and GR2-3h (2.85 and 2.84 A˚, respectively), due to dislocation of an Au atom from the
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Figure 4.7: (a) Top to Bottom: Au16 structure absorbed on the (0001) face on to GR2,
GR2-h, GR2-2h and GR2-3h, respectively. (b) As for (a), for cluster absorbed on the
(111) face. (c) “Birds-eye” view of (b), with Au atoms > 3 A˚ from C atoms removed.
Here the second layer of graphene has been made translucent to ease identification. In all
images HOPG atoms were constrained beyond 3.5 A˚ of the cluster, and for the purpose
of illustration some extraneous C atoms have been removed.
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cluster into the HOPG surface resulting in longer and weaker interactions to the rest of
the cluster. Td-symmetry is not preserved once a surface defect is introduced (GR2-h,
GR2-2h and GR2-3h) despite the preservation of the cage-like features.
Structural observations of the adsorbed Au16 cluster with HOPG atoms constrained
beyond 7.0 A˚ from the cluster are shown in the Appendix C.5. Observed trends for
Au16 (111) and (0001) face adsorption are similar to those reported for a 3.5 A˚ radius
of unconstrained atoms: rAu−Au increases, and ∆E and symmetry decrease, with greater
neighbouring surface defects (GR2 → GR2-3h). ∆E is lowest for GR2-2h for both Au16
(111) and (0001) face adsorption, as seen previously for 3.5 A˚. Overall, changing the area
of constrained HOPG atoms from 3.5 to 7.0 A˚ from the starting Au16 cluster shows
minimal effect on structural properties. There are some differences in the ∆E values, but
these could be attributed to greater influence of the C atoms on the Au16 orientations on
the HOPG layers: a direct result of relaxing constraints.
4.4.3 Electronic Properties
PLDOS (Figure 4.8) and decomposed orbital angular contributions to the PLDOS (Figure
4.9) for Au16 adsorbed on GR2 on the (0001) face are shown. Calculations were performed
with 13 special k-points to give better sampling of the HOPG surface, of which a radius of
3.5 A˚ of C atoms from the Au16 cluster were unconstrained. The HOPG DOS combined
with a (0001) adsorbed Au16 in Figure 4.8 shows typical features: a steep rise at -20 eV
due to the 2D character of graphite, at -13 eV a dip after the first two σ bands, at -6.5
eV a large peak followed by a shoulder, and a zero gap and zero weight minimum close
to the Fermi energy (Ef ) [2, 48]. The charge transfer to Au16 has shifted slightly the
location of the Ef deeper in the valence band. Despite the documented charge transfer,
electron redistribution and atomic replacement of removed C atoms with an Au atom for
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GR2 GR2-h GR2-2h GR2-3h
Au (111) face:
NAu−Au 42 42 42 43
rAu−Au (A˚) 2.80 2.80 2.85 2.84
Symmetry Td C1 C1 C1
∆E (eV) 0.01 0.09 -0.42 -0.20
Au (0001) face:
NAu−Au 42 42 38 41
rAu−Au (A˚) 2.81 2.82 2.81 2.83
Symmetry Td C1 Cs C2
∆E (eV) 0.00 -0.06 -1.43 -0.77
Table 4.2: Structural analysis of Au16 cluster on HOPG graphite with and without multi-
ple surface defects as defined for 4.1. C atoms are unconstrained within 3.5 A˚ of the Au16
cluster. The number of Au-Au bonds below 3.5 A˚ in length (NAu−Au), average (mean)
Au-Au bond length (rAu−Au) for all bonds in NAu−Au, cluster symmetry and the differ-
ence in energy between the isolated Au16 structure (Td symmetry) and the energy of the
isolated Au16 cluster as adsorbed (∆E) are given, where ∆E > 0 implies the adsorbed
structure is more stable.
a defect of size greater than one atom, the characteristic graphite features remain in each
case, with exception of the shape and positioning of the traditional “V-shaped” profile
of HOPG around Ef . This is directly related to the changing electronic structure of the
Au16 cluster as it is adsorbed further in-plane, which gives rise to a greater number of
energy states close to the Fermi level.
The decomposed PLDOS for the Au16 clusters in Figure 4.9 shows the closure of
the cluster LUMO-LUMO+1 gap, previously mentioned as a source of stability for the
(anionic) cage-like structure, with both s and p orbital contributions at Ef . Higher
energy states appear as the number of GR2 surface defects increases. The d orbital
contributions do not change their positioning considerably with the changes in structures.
The electronic shell closing (band gap) remains evident for Au16 on GR2, supporting
our previous observation that the cage-like structure is most stable when no defects are
present.
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Figure 4.8: From top left: PLDOS for Au16 cluster (red) adsorbed on (0001) face on (a)
GR2, (b) GR2-h, (c) GR2-3h and (d) GR2-2h, respectively (grey). Calculations were
performed on a 5 x 5 x 1 Monkhorst-Pack grid, giving 13 special k-points, with points in
the DOS fitted with a Gaussian function of width 0.2 eV. A dashed vertical line marks
Ef .
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Figure 4.9: Top to bottom: Decomposed PLDOS, using valence electron projections, for
Au16 cluster adsorbed on (0001) face on GR2, GR2-h, GR2-2h and GR2-3h, respectively.
Points in the DOS were fitted with a Gaussian function of width 0.2 eV. Blue, yellow and
red represent the contributions of the s, p and d orbitals, respectively. A dashed vertical
line marks Ef .
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4.4.4 Catalytic Activity
Small Au clusters have been used commercially for the catalysis of CO oxidation for many
years [15, 16], and recently size-selected Au clusters supported on graphene have been
studied computationally [12, 17]. To check the potential catalytic activity of deposited
clusters on GR2 and defected GR2, a systematic search of adsorption sites for an O2
molecule on all adsorbed Au16 systems was conducted, as is the case for the Langmuir-
Hinshelwood mechanism of CO oxidation. The O2 dimer was soft-landed on (a) the Au
atom farthest vertically from the HOPG plane and (b) the Au atom farthest displaced
laterally from the centre of mass for Au16 clusters adsorbed on both the (111) and (0001)
faces. Calculations were performed with spin-unpaired electron configuration, allowing
for triplet as well as singlet states. Binding energy (Eb) is used for analysis along with





sub − Etot (4.4.3)
but here Esads and E
s
sub are the energies of the adsorbate (oxygen) and substrate (Au16
adsorbed on HOPG), respectively, in geometries isolated from the combined O2 adsorbed
on Au16/HOPG system (i.e without any further structural minimisation). This gives us
a measure of the energy interaction between the adsorbed cluster system and dioxygen
molecule (i.e. the strength of the Au-O bond) without considering structural changes of
the isolated systems, as for Ea.
Gas-phase calculations for the O2 minima give a triplet state with Eb = 5.17 eV, dimer
bond length [d(O − O)] of 1.23 A˚ and a triplet-singlet energy difference ∆E = 1.12 eV,
which is similar to previous work [16, 53]. It is noted that the energetic minimum is a
triplet in the gas-phase, however when successfully adsorbed the system switches to a
singlet state.
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For site type (a), it is noted that in general the O2 molecule binds weakly to the
Au surface (Eb < 0.14 eV), and adsorption is energetically unfavourable (Ea < 0), with
|Ea| > Eb implying that binding is unfavourable overall. Consequently, the O2 bond
length remained constant in the range 1.29A˚ ≤ d(O − O) ≤ 1.30A˚. One exception was
found for Au16 (111) adsorption on GR2-2h, where Ea = 0.08 eV, Eb = 1.05 eV and
d(O−O) = 1.36 A˚. This anomaly is due to the O2 dimer positioning itself parallel to the
cluster allowing more than one Au atom to interact with the molecule, and this causes
distortion to the Au16 cluster [Figure 4.10(a)]. In this case ∆q of the O2 dimer is found
to be 0.65 e, i.e. the molecule is in the superoxo-state. For laterally displaced sites [type
(b)] the situation was as seen for type (a): Eb ≤ 0.18 eV and Ea < 0, with the inequality
|Ea| > Eb holding true throughout, and d(O−O) was slightly less than for site (a), with
a maximum of 1.28 A˚.
For Au16 adsorbed on the (0001) face on GR2-2h a placement of the oxygen dimer
within the “open cavity” was also attempted [Figure 4.5]. However, it was found that the
dioxygen molecule readily migrates to the exterior of the Au16 cluster during geometry
optimisation. Our findings are overall consistent with those recently presented by Zhou
et al. for unstrained HOPG surfaces [12], and in most cases, they do not imply improved
catalytic activity for Au16 in the presence of defects. Here, the single case of O2 activation
in Figure 4.10(a) must be emphasised as a potential system for further reaction modelling;
O2 adsorption across two gold atoms has since been reported for an Au16 cluster deposited
on graphane [54].
Of interest in Ref. [12] is the novel observation that induced strain in a perfect
graphene sheet could lead to decreased Au-C distances and catalytic activation. We
looked, therefore, at the adsorption of Au16 on to CNTs – which have strain present due
to their curved nature – with a variation of diameters (8 - 14 A˚) and chirality (zig-zag,
armchair and chiral). Initial adsorption of the cluster proved promising: our best result
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was for an armchair CNT of ratio (6,6), with 216 atoms and a diameter of 8.14 A˚, giving
Ea and Au-X of 0.99 eV and 2.99 A˚, respectively. This is a considerable improvement
on the pure GR2 surface. However, we could not activate the O2 dimer: an adsorbed
d(O-O) value of 1.27 A˚ was recorded [Figure 4.10(b)], and there was no charge transfer
into the dimer. ∆q to the cluster is significantly less than on the HOPG surface (0.35 e),
due to the lower contact area between the cluster and carbon surface, and so this is held
responsible.
In comparison a CNT of ratio (15,0), with 300 atoms and diameter 11.74 A˚, gave Ea
and Au-X of 0.53 eV and 2.94 A˚, respectively, and ∆q to the cluster of 0.71 e, which is
significantly higher than the (6,6) CNT, illustrating the importance of a high contact area
for electron transfer. As for the HOPG surface, the cluster does not transfer the excess
charge onto adsorbed O2. Also, calculations for a chiral CNT of ratio (15,6), with 468
atoms and a diameter of 14.67 A˚, gave Ea and Au-X of 0.32 eV and 3.21 A˚, respectively,
much lower binding than for both previous CNT calculations, indicating that perhaps
there is an optimal diameter (and chirality) CNT for Au16 adsorption within the range
studied.
4.5 Adsorption on Doped HOPG Systems
HOPG substrate systems can be adapted to suit the needs of the adsorbate by the sub-
stitution or addition of electron-donating and electron-withdrawing elements. The elec-
tronegative characteristics of Au have been discussed in Chapter 4.4, and thus suitable
substitution of nitrogen for a carbon atom, or addition of an alkali metal, would increase
the density of electrons in the HOPG planes [55, 56], and thus aid Au adsorption.
Preliminary studies replacing one central surface C in the 144 C-atom supercell with
a N atom were performed, with improvements in adsorption seen in previous cases [7]. As
with our preceding calculations, C atoms beyond 3.5 A˚ from the Au16 cluster were fixed
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Figure 4.10: O2 dimer (red) adsorbed on to Au16 cluster on different HOPG surfaces: (a)
O2 dimer positioned between two Au atoms for Au16 (111) adsorption on GR2-2h, leading
to elongated d(O-O) value. The distance between the O separated Au atoms, originally
2.71 A˚, is now stretched to 3.45 A˚ to accommodate the O2 adsorption. (b) Au16 cluster
adsorbed on to a (6,6) CNT. The decreased CNT-cluster interaction area is clear to see,
and held responsible for the inability to catalytically activate the O2 dimer.
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in their locations.
We found in our calculations that Ea did not change significantly for Au16 adsorption
on to GR2-N on the 0001 face of the cluster (0.77 eV) and decreased slightly when
adsorbed on the 111 face (0.59 eV) when compared the pure Ea on GR2 (0.78 eV and
0.80 eV on 0001 and 111 faces, respectively. See Table 4.1). The bond distance Au-N did
not change greatly compared to Au-C in the GR2 systems (3.40 and 3.61 A˚ on the 111
and 0001 faces, respectively), nor did d⊥(Au): 3.40 and 3.56 A˚ on the 111 and 0001 faces,
respectively. Bader charge analysis shows that ∆q for the N atoms is high in both cases
(> 1.2 e), with much of this charge being drawn from the bottom carbon layer. ∆q for
the Au16 cluster increases slightly to 0.79 e, in both cases, and so further investigation is
necessary to see if potential catalytic activity can be improved.
Tentative preliminary calculations have also been performed for the intercalation of
alkali metals M = Li, Na and K into the GR2 system. Restrictions were maintained on
C atoms further than 3.5 A˚ from the Au16 cluster. Initial calculations appear promising,
with stoichiometries of MC144 and MC16 (M = Li, Na) both offering positive Ea for the
adsorption of the Au16 cluster, and encouraging positive values for ∆q.
However, these initial intercalated studies have been conducted with an interlayer
separation identical to that of GR2, fixed at the periphery to 3.35 A˚, and previous work
shows the graphite interlayer gap expands to 3.48-3.70 A˚ [57, 58] for LiC6, 3.58 A˚ for
LiC8 and 4.78 A˚ for NaC8 [56], as well as the AB stacking of HOPG transforming to AA
stacking [56, 57, 58]. Therefore, in future work, it will be necessary to accommodate these
factors into the calculations in order to give more physically realistic results.
4.6 Conclusions
We have studied the adsorption of a Td-symmetry Au16 cluster on to two layers of HOPG,
with varying numbers of defects and different cluster orientations. Our results show that
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the adsorption energy Ea increases with the number of surface defects, but this leads to
heavy distortion of the starting structure due to the formation of chemical bonds between
the Au16 cluster and defect site. These observed trends are in good agreement with
previous work in this area [7, 17], illustrating trends which span small cluster sizes, the
number of graphene layers and the number of surface defects.
Orientation of the deposited cluster is also found to have an effect. Throughout all
calculations a degree of the starting cage-like feature remains in the structure. We find
that as the Au16 cluster is able to move closer to the HOPG surface, with increasing
surface defects, so the electronegativity of the isolated structure vanishes. Au atoms
strongly prefer to be oriented in-plane, if possible, with the ideal vacancy size being
that of two C-atoms (GR2-2h), as previously seen for single Au adatoms [11]. This is
detrimental to cluster stability, as the attractive forces are so strong that they distort the
structure, and potential catalytic activity for CO oxidation (activation of O2), as ∆q → 0
for the cluster. Stability is best achieved (i.e. greatest Ea) on GR2-3h where a second Au
atom can form “tripod”-like interactions over an in-plane Au and two C atoms [equivalent
to a (111) surface site] and the out-of-plane Au cluster atoms. ELF illustrations show
that the Au-C bond is delocalised (“metallic”) in nature, unlike the covalent C-C bonds.
The binding of an Au16 cluster to a defected substrate results in an increased bending of
the substrate surface.
Additional test calculations for vdW-corrected exchange-correlation functionals lead
to greater Ea and slightly shorter Au-X distances for cluster deposition on GR2, but this
effect is reversed for GR2-2h due to the importance put on energy from long-distance
van der Waals interactions, and the overall picture of the cluster-substrate interaction is
unchanged. A conclusion as to whether these corrections are accurate for this particular
system awaits further investigation.
The potential catalytic activity of Au16 clusters on graphitic supports has been probed
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in several cases. The Td-symmetry and nearly complete electronic shell closing of Au16
mean that the cluster attracts electron density from HOPG and CNTs. However, the
energetic interplay between electronic shell closing and O2 adsorption results in the cluster
not readily transferring the excess charge to O2. For defects, it is noted that O2 binding
to the adsorbed Au16 clusters is unfavourable in most cases due to the depleted electron
density at the perimeter of the cluster. However, there is one interesting exception for
GR2-2h where the binding of the oxygen dimer distorts the underlying cluster geometry
significantly, and the “pinched” O2 is activated in the superoxo-state. Therefore, we
cannot rule out the potential activity of these systems for CO oxidation.
Our observations are in agreement with those of Chen et al. [28], who postulated in
their conclusions that transformation of the Td-symmetry Au16 structure requires addi-
tional assistance to breach energetic barriers. In our results, the Au16 geometries are not
as thermodynamically preferable as the starting isolated clusters, but they form strong
and stable adsorbed arrangements. Further work is necessary to identify adsorption path-
ways to more thermodynamically favourable minima, as well as calculations to look at
the effects of increased defect size and impact energy on cluster structure and adsorbed
properties. Continued calculations, and analysis, of cluster deposition on doped-HOPG
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Simulating the Optical Properties
of Au Nanoclusters and
Nanoalloys
5.1 Introduction
Plasmonics is the title given to the optical phenomenon related to plasma oscillations in
metals. Original work on surface-plasmons is attributed to Ritchie [1], who postulated
that electrons travelling through thin films would experience less energy loss than those
travelling through bulk, which was subsequently verified by Stern and Ferrell [2]. The
electromagnetic excitation of surface-plasmons at planar surfaces is called surface-plasmon
resonance (SPR).
For discrete nanoparticles, the high surface to volume ratio dictates that surface ef-
fects have a much stronger influence on the optical properties than would be expected in
bulk equivalents; surface-plasmons at this size regime are referred to as localised SPRs.
Nanoplasmonics has received considerable attention in recent times due to technological
advances which now allow the manipulation and structural characterisation of clusters on
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the nanometre scale [3], and the resultant applications of these features e.g. photovoltaic
cells [4]. The optical properties of metallic nanoparticles prove to be size, shape and com-
position dependent, allowing for tunability; in the case of heterogeneous nanoclusters the
complexity of composition contributions are further complicated by the different elemen-
tal species [5]. Furthermore, the optical properties can also be altered by the surrounding
medium [6].
Theoretical calculations compliment experimental work in the field of optical char-
acterisation, and allow for the identification of novel avenues of investigation. Exact
solutions to Maxwell’s equations of electromagnetism were first offered by Mie [7], and
are only known for special geometries [8, 9, 10]. Therefore, approximate methods are of-
ten required; an example of which is the discrete-dipole approximation (DDA). The DDA
is a flexible method for computing the absorption and scattering, components of the ex-
tinction, for nanoparticles with an arbitrary geometry [11], which works by simulating
the nanoparticles as a defined array of polarisable points, which in turn acquire dipole
moments as a result of interaction with a local electric field.
Optical absorption is strongly influenced by the electronic structure of particles, which
is influenced by the factors outlined above. In general, nanoclusters of group XI elements
(Cu, Ag, Au) are shown to have features in the ultraviolet and visible (UV-Visible)
spectral range [12, 13], making them of specific interest for nano-optical applications.
This absorption is associated with the promotion of a d band electron to the unoccupied
upper s orbitals [14]. On the other hand, nanoclusters of group X elements (Pd, Pt) give
featureless spectra in this wavelength region: d → s transitions prove to be too high in
energy relative in intraband alternatives.
Gold is shown to absorb electromagnetic radiation in the visible region, with a max-
imum extinction at the wavelength (λmax) ≈ 520 nm [15]. Geometry and size plays an
important factor in the location of λmax, and Au nanoparticles are of particular interest
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due to the tunability of their extinction spectra via variation of geometrical factors: exper-
imental work, accompanied by DDA calculations, has compared results and characterised
optical responses for Au nano-spheres [16], nano-rods [13, 17, 18, 19], nano-disks [20] and
nano-cages [21], and also looked at coupling between some of these geometries [16, 22, 23].
Elongated structures, such as ellipsoids, cylinders and cuboids, are shown to cause λmax to
red-shift with increasing difference between the long- and short-axis geometric dimensions
[24].
The susceptibility of λmax to geometric factors proves consistent for other group XI
elements: Cu and Ag have extinction peaks at ∼ 600 and 350 nm in the visible spec-
trum for spherical particles, however elongation of one axis results in red-shifting of the
prominent λmax [25, 26].
Tuning λmax can also be achieved by creating bimetallic structures, which are shown
to offer novel properties compared to their constituent elements [27, 28]. Au-Pd clusters
are of high industrial interest due to the catalytic properties of the system [29, 30]. Au-Pd
clusters have been shown by previous work to be able to form both segregated arrange-
ments of AucorePdshell and PdcoreAushell [5, 31]. A Pd shell quenches the aforementioned
Au optical features: reports by Toshima [32] and Liu et al. [29] on the effect of molar
ratio for spherical Au-Pd clusters show that Au absorbance spectra are suppressed by
even small ratios of Pd.
The Xiang group have reported reducing Pd onto Au rods producing rectangular
shaped AucorePdshell nanorods [33]; this has been corroborated by Song et al., [34], who
also studied AucoreAgshell systems and concluded that thin-shells on an Au seed can have
a strong influence on the optical extinction. AucoreAgshell nanoparticles have been the
subject of extended investigation, with spherical particles being particularly well stud-
ied [35, 28]; Li et al. have studied both spherical AucoreAgshell nanoparticles and the
inverse AgcoreAushell structure, with thin-shells again proving influential to the evolution
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of extinction characteristics in this case [36, 37].
In this Chapter, we look at the influence of geometry and chemical composition on
the absorption spectra for Au nanoparticles, with comparisons to experiment along the
way. We will start by defining the methodology, before looking at spherical and elliptical
nanoparticles, and then finishing with some nanorod case studies.
5.2 Methodology
5.2.1 The Drude-Sommerfield Model
Figure 5.1: An ionic metal lattice, with the positively-charged cations represented as fixed
particles (large yellow circles) and the negative electrons as a homogeneous gas across the
system (small grey circles).
One of the simplest models for valence electron behaviour in macroscopic metal crys-
tal structure is offered by the Drude-Sommerfield electron model, whereby the conduction
electrons are treated as a homogeneous gas with the ability to oscillate about the fixed
ionic core due to Coulombic attractive forces (Figure 5.1). When an electric field is applied
to the system, as in the presence of electromagnetic radiation (λ), electrostatic coupling
between the electron cloud and the time-varying electric field at resonant frequencies
causes a coherent displacement of electrons, which are then subjected to a restoring elec-
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trostatic force once the electromagnetic wave has passed. Energy is transferred between
electrostatic (potential) and kinetic forms by the oscillating plasma particles, and a plas-
mon is defined as an energy quantum of these plasma oscillations. The plasmon oscillation






where n is the number density of electrons, e is the charge of an electron, me is the
mass of an electron and ε0 is the permittivity of free space. For plasmon oscillations at
the material boundary the generated electric fields extend into the surrounding dielectric
medium, εm, forming what is known as surface plasmon resonances (SPRs) as shown in





Figure 5.2: Charge fluctuations at a dielectric interface, with field lines flowing from pos-
itive (+) to negative (-): Electric field lines propagate further into the dielectric medium
(εm), represented with a white background, than into the metal, shown with a grey back-
ground.
For nanoparticles the response to photons is almost entirely dominated by surface
effects; distinction from bulk SPRs is necessary due to differences between the planar
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bulk surface and discrete nanoparticle surface, and so SPRs for nanoparticles are known
as localised SPRs. Localised SPRs can be approximated as dipolar for sizes below 150 nm
at visible wavelengths, and this is known as the Dipole Approximation (Figure 5.3) [38].
For nanoparticles where all dimensions < 1% of λ, the near infinite speed of the electric
field across the particle can be taken into consideration as what is known as the Quasi-
static Approximation. For < 2 nm particles the classical band structure is inadequate,
due to the discrete energy levels, and quantum solutions must be sort [15, 39].
Figure 5.3: Schematic diagram illustrating the displacement of the conduction electrons
(orange circle) from an ionic core (yellow circle) under the influence of an oscillating
electromagnetic field (red line). Axes are the direction of propagation, k, and the direction
of the oscillating electric field, E.
Wavelength dependent dielectric functions are experimental measurable for bulk sur-
faces (εexp); they are a superposition of both intraband (εintra) and interband (εinter)
contributions such that:
εexp(λ) = εinter(λ) + εintra(λ) (5.2.3)
where εinter contributions are a result of high energy electron transitions between occupied
and unoccupied bulk bands, separated by an energy gap e.g. 5d → 6s transitions in Au.
εintra contributions represent lower energy electron transitions close to the Fermi level
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in incompletely filled bands: electrons at the Fermi level in metals are excited by very
low energy photons, and as such can be described as “free” electrons [24]. The dielectric
functions provided in the literature are of the form:
εexp(λ) = ε1(λ) + iε2(λ) = (n+ iκ)
2 (5.2.4)
where the λ dependent real (ε1) and imaginary (ε2) components of the dielectric function
are associated to the storage and dissipation of energy within the medium, and can be
directly related to the real (n) and imaginary (κ) components of the refractive index [23].
5.2.2 Mie Theory and the Quasi-Static Approximation
The first description of the optical properties of nanoparticles, within an electrodynamical
framework, were calculated exactly by Gustav Mie for spherical particles [7]. The resultant












(2n+ 1)<e(an + bn) (5.2.6)





where r is the particle radius and an and bn are the Mie scattering coefficients which may
be described in terms of spherical Bessel functions [40]; n then corresponds to the mode
of excitement, where dipole (n = 1), quadrupole (n = 2) and higher orders (n > 2) are
calculable, though with decreasing influence at small sizes.
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The scattering cross section (Csca) can be obtained from the conservation relationship:
Cext = Csca + Cabs (5.2.8)
For particles much smaller than the wavelength of light, i.e. in the quasi-static regime,
the dipole approximation is equal to the first order Mie calculations (n = 1 in Equations
5.2.5 and 5.2.6). In the quasi-static regime scattering and absorption can be calculated
as:





where k is the wave vector (= 2pi
√
εm/λ); εm = 1 is used for a vacuum. The polarisability







Mie-Gans Theory for Ellipsoids
With few exceptions, such as the for an infinitely long cylinder [10], Mie theory cannot
be used to calculate light scattering and absorption for non-spherical particles. However,
within the quasi-static approximation introduction of a geometrical factor, as suggested
by Gans, allows determination of responses for prolate and oblate ellipsoids [9, 41]. In
several papers metallic nanorods are addressed as prolate ellipsoids; the polarisability is






εm + Lx,y,z(εexp + 2εm)
] (5.2.12)
with the radii a, b and c reflecting the particle length along the x, y and z axes. For
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ellipsoids, and other prolate geometric structures where the main axes are unequal (i.e.
a > b = c), the aspect ratio (AR) is defined as a/b. Lx,y,z denotes the depolarisation
along the semi-axes in a cartesian frame, with increased displacement expected along the









1− e − 1) (5.2.13)
where e =
√
1− (b/a)2. Using the depolarisation sum rule (∑β Lβ = 1, where β = x, y, z)
we can show the influence of Ly and Lz therefore becomes:




This is plotted in Figure 5.4.
Figure 5.4: (a) The depolarisation factors for the long axis, Lx (black, solid line), and short
axes, Ly = Lz (red, dashed line). When AR = 1, a sphere is regained as Lx,y,z → 1/3. (b)
The three axes of the prolate ellipsoid, where the length of the x-axis, a, is greater than
the lengths of the y- and z-axis, b and c, respectively (i.e. a > b = c).
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Gans’ equation predicts that the plasmon peak mode varies with AR for small ellip-
tical metal nanoparticles; this obvious conclusion stimulated much further work in the
field, both experimentally and theoretically, with the implication clear that if the growth
parameters can be controlled then materials with a tunable extinction spectra could be
synthesised [41].
Excitation of the elliptical particles is orientation dependent, with k parallel to the
elongated x-axes causing resonance of the transverse SPR (TSPR) and k perpendicular
to the elongated x-axes (i.e. the electric field, E, parallel to the axes) resulting in the
polarisation of the longitudinal SPR (LSPR), as illustrated in Figure 5.5.
Figure 5.5: Polarisation effects along the long and short axes of an ellipsoid, with k
propagating across the page. Left: x-axis aligned perpendicular to k, with instantaneous
net charge displacements (+ and -), at separate ends of the ellipsoid forming a LSPR.
Right: x-axis aligned parallel to k, resulting in net charge displacements across the short
(y- and z-) axes of the ellipsoid as found for a TSPR.
5.2.3 Heterogeneous Bimetallic Systems
Improved tunability of metallic nanoparticles is possible with the combination of more
than one metal either by (a) coating a shell-layer of an alternative material, with dielectric
εshell, on to a core with dielectric εcore [41], to form a core-shell particle or (b) through
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alloying two materials together to provide novel electronic properties [6]. In the former
case, the previously described dielectric polarisability of an ellipsoid (αx,y,z, Equation
5.2.12) can be modified within the electrostatic limit to give [41]:
αx = V
(εshell − εm)[εshell + (εcore − εshell)(Lxcore − fLxshell)] + fεshell(εcore − εshell)
[εshell + (εcore − εshell)(Lxcore − fLxshell)][εm + (εcore − εm)Lxshell]εshell(εcore − εshell)
(5.2.15)
where the depolarisation factors Lxshell and L
x
core are representative of the depolarisation
factors for the core and shell, respectively; V is the volume of the entire particle ( =
4piashellbshellcshell/3 ), and f is the volume fraction acorebcoreccore/ashellbshellcshell occupied
by the inner ellipsoid (Figure 5.6). As expected, when εshell = εcore and f = 1, we recover
Equation 5.2.12.
Qualitatively, one would expect the extinction profile for a heterogenous composite
structure to be a combination of the two individual spectra of the component metals.
For instance, an Ag coated Au sphere would show multiple peaks, with the Ag features
increasing in intensity and the Au peak decreasing in intensity as the shell thickens towards
the skin depth, at which point the extinction profile reflects that of the shell material only
[36]. The skin depth for Au and Ag is approximately 30 nm [39].
5.2.4 Modifications for Coupled Systems
The normal dipolar electric fields produced by an isolated nanoparticle extend out from
the surface with a range reaching up to λ/2 in the surrounding medium, decaying expo-
nentially over distance, where as the decay length within the metal is determined by the
skin depth [42]. The fields extending out into the medium are termed “near fields” to
reflect their short range influence. When two or more spheres are brought into close prox-
imity the near fields can weakly couple the two nanoparticle oscillators, with a subsequent
shift in ωSP depending on how closely they are positioned [Figure 5.7 (a)]
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Figure 5.6: The core-shell model of an ellipsoid, as adapted from Figure 5.4 (b). The
geometric parameters of the core are given in blue, whilst those of the shell are given
in red. The volume of the entire system is found using the summated length for each
dimension x-, y- and z-, respectively.
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Coupling is heavily dependent on the direction of polarisation, as mentioned as an
influencing factor on ellipsoid polarisations. With the E parallel to the axes of coupling
[Figure 5.7 (b)] the coupling is linear such that ωSP decreases, leading to an increase in
λmax. Conversely, excitation perpendicular to the axes of coupling increases ωSP leading
to a blue-shift in λmax. In both cases decreasing of the interparticle spacing exaggerates
this effect, leading to larger shifts in λmax.
Figure 5.7: (a) Definition of the interparticle axis and gap for coupled spheres. Electric
field polarisation is expressed in relation to this axis. (b) Schematic representation of
coupling effects with the interparticle axis aligned parallel (left) and perpendicular (right)
to an electric field; coupled fields are indicated with blue arrows.
5.2.5 The Discrete Dipole Approximation
In the Discrete Dipole Approximation (DDA) model, a nanoparticle is represented by
an assembly of finite cubic elements [43], each small enough that only dipole interactions
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need be considered. This reduces Maxwell’s equations to an algebraic problem for discrete
dipoles. The polarisation of each point by a local electric field is given by:
Pi = αi.Eloc(ri) (5.2.16)
where ri is the location of each cubic element of the divided cluster and Eloc is the sum
of the contributions from the incident field and all other dipoles:





where E0 is amplitude of the initial wave vector, and Aij.Pj is the interaction matrix,













where i 6= j. For an N dipole system this generates a 3N -dimensional vector describing
the polarisation of all N dipoles in the 3 primary cartesian axes, x, y and z [38]. This
is computationally intensive when N is large, thus iterative solutions to the problem
have been proposed by Purcell and Pennypacker [43]. Once calculated, P can be used to






















where * denotes a complex conjugate. The scattering cross section (Csca) can be obtained
from the relationship defined in Equation 5.2.8.
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5.2.6 DDSCAT
In this work, the SPR spectra have been simulated using the DDA method with the
program DDSCAT [11, 44]. DDSCAT 7.0 is an open source Fortran software package
which enables the simulation of a variety of nanoclusters via implementation of the DDA,
allowing definition of shape, size and composition. For this DDA implementation, the
dipole separation d must be small compared to the structural lengths of the incident
electromagnetic field. This is satisfied if:
|m|kd << 1 (5.2.21)
where m is the complex refractive index of the target material (|m| = n + iκ). Within








Moreover, kd quantifies the electromagnetic response of the array of N points, with
the change in wave phase corresponding to the lattice spacing. If kd→ 0 then αi = αx,y,z
(Equation 5.2.12) is valid, however if kd takes a finite value then a correction factor is
necessary as outlined by Draine and Goodman [45]: for particles beyond the quasi-static
approximation (r < λ/104), increasing particle size shows phase retardation effects. This
must be accounted for in αi, as a finite time is required for an electromagnetic wave to
pass induced charge displacement through a particle; accounting for this retardation in
the DDA αi is proposed to be through the lattice dispersion relation [45]:
αi ≈ α
(0)
1 + (α(0)/d3)[(−4pi/3)1/2(kd)2 − (2/3)i(kd)3] (5.2.23)
where α(0) is defined as αx,y,z in Equation 5.2.12.
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A second constraint is that the overall size of the target must be small compared to
the wavelength of incident light, ensuring that the quasi-static approximation holds true









where reff is characterised as the effective radius, calculated as reff ≡ (3V4pi )
1
3 . Relevant
quantities calculated by DDSCAT are the absorption efficiency factor (Qabs), the scatter-
ing efficiency factor (Qsca) and the extinction efficiency factor (Qext), which are calculated,
respectively, from:
Qabs ≡ Cabs/pir2eff (5.2.25)
Qsca ≡ Csca/pir2eff (5.2.26)
Qext ≡ Qabs +Qsca (5.2.27)
where Cabs and Csca are as previously described the absorption and scattering cross sec-
tions for a target, respectively.
5.2.7 Implementation
In our work we have looked at the UV-visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum (300
nm < λ < 1200 nm). Experimental values from thin-film SPR measurements for Au, Pd
and Ag in this region are available for the components of the refractive index [46, 47];
for Pt, bulk measurements were used [48]. These values were originally measured linearly
in energy (E), and thus the spacing in terms of λ is not consistent, as shown in Figure
5.8: interpolation across the data range allows more detailed feature definition at high λ
[Figure 5.9 (b)], thus interpolated values are used where indicated in the text.
It is noteworthy here that the refractive indices of the group X elements (Pd, Pt)
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Figure 5.8: Experimentally measured real (black) and imaginary (red) components of the
complex refractive index for (a) Au [46] (b) Ag [46] (c) Pt [48] and (d) Pd [47]. Points
are shown from the original data; interpolated values are shown by fitted lines.
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show no features in the spectrum of interest, whilst the group XI elements Au and Ag
show identifiable gradient changes in the imaginary component at ∼ 500 and ∼ 300
nm, respectively, which are features of interband (d → s) transitions. At these same
wavelengths the real component of the refractive indices, and thus phase speed of λ in
the metal, tends to 0.
Previous work has shown that the DDA is converged to a few percent when the number
of dipoles (N) ≥ 103 [25]; values lower than this can cause spurious peaks, as illustrated in
Figure 5.9 (a). For our calculations dipole spacing was assigned to 1 A˚, unless otherwise
stated, giving a dipole density of 1000 dipoles nm−3, and ensuring N > 105 through-
out. This satisfies the criteria given in Equations 5.2.21 and 5.2.24, for the UV-Visible
spectrum.
Figure 5.9: Test calculations simulating the extinction spectra for: (a) an Au nanosphere
with radius 2.5 nm, using 81 (solid, black line) and 14328 (red, dashed line) dipoles.
Spurious peaks are visible for when the dipole resolution is ∼ 1 dipole nm−3, however these
are removed at the higher dipole density of ∼ 200 dipoles nm−3; (b) an Au nanosphere
with radius 2.5nm, using literature refractive indices (red, solid line) over 27 data points,
and interpolated refractive indices (blue, solid line) over 120 data points.
Calculations were performed on the University of Birmingham BlueBEAR linux clus-
ter, which has 384 dual-core worker nodes, each with two 2.6 GHz AMD processors and
8 Gb memory, and a pool of over 150 Tb of storage space [49].
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5.3 Spheres
5.3.1 Monometallic Au and Pd Spheres
Initial calculations of the UV-Visible extinction spectra were performed for spheres of
radius r where 2.5 nm 6 r 6 10 nm, incrementing in 2.5 nm steps, for Au and Pd; the
results are plotted in Figure 5.10. Pd appears featureless in the UV-visible region with
decreasing Qext as λ increases; however Au has a peak close to 510 nm associated with the
interband transitions observed in the refractive index data (Figure 5.8); this is consistent
with previous reports [15, 16].
As r increases up to 10 nm, so the resonance intensity for both Au and Pd also
increases; λmax remains relatively constant, though the accuracy with which the position
can be identified is limited by the selected refractive indices used. A non-linear red-shift
would be expected for λmax with increased r > 10 nm [23, 37], however the lack of accuracy
from the limited experimental measurements of the refractive index makes it difficult to
identify shifts in λmax at the sizes we are investigating. We can however deduce that
any shift in λmax is small at this size. The difference between the use of the original 27
experimental data points and the interpolated refractive indices is given in Figure 5.9 (b)
for a sphere with r = 2.5 nm, and clearly the peak of λmax = 508 nm is more perceptible.
Also of note in Figure 5.10 (a) is the decreasing width of extinction features as r
increases. This is quantitatively referred to as the “full width, half maximum” (FWHM)
and reflects the dephasing time of a particle once it has been influenced by a photon.
For small particles (r < 20 nm), the FWHM is influenced by electron damping from
surface-scattering, and further intrinsic size effects, whilst in larger particles (r > 20 nm)
radiative damping creates broadening. For clarity, the extrinsic size effect is the excitation
of higher order modes (e.g. quadrupolar) in larger particles, and influences the position
of λmax [40].
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Figure 5.10: SPR spectra calculated for (a) Au and (b) Pd spheres. Radii of 2.5 nm,
5 nm, 7.5 nm and 10 nm are shown in black, red, blue and green, respectively. Refractive
indices have been taken directly from the literature [46, 47].
In Figure 5.11 the contributions to Qext from both Qsca and Qabs at λmax, as a function
of r, are given. Absorption dominates at small sizes: in our plot Qabs is greater than Qsca
for r = 2.5 nm. However, as r increases, Qabs increases pseudo-linearly whilst Qsca grows
more like an exponential function, such that for r = 10 nm: Qsca > Qabs. This trend is
known to continue on to larger sizes, where scattering effects dominate extinction [40].
Coupled Au Spheres
Figure 5.12 shows the extinction spectra for two closely coupled Au nanospheres (r = 2.5
nm), with polarisation calculated perpendicular and parallel to the interparticle axis.
Interparticle separation was varied systematically between 0 (touching) and 2.5 nm (i.e.
a radius distance away). Contrasting spectral effects are seen to be dependent on the
orientation of the interparticle axis relative to the direction of k.
With k parallel to the interparticle axis [Figure 5.12 (a)], decreasing interparticle
separation is found to decrease the intensity of Qext in a quasi-linear manner, with λmax
being seemingly blue-shifted from 521 nm towards 496 nm; at interparticle separation of
0 nm the Qext spectra is noticeably shifted compared to an isolated Au particle.
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Figure 5.11: Contributions to Qext from Qsca (black squares) and Qabs (red circles), for
an Au sphere with increasing sphere radius.
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Figure 5.12: Qext for coupled Au nanospheres with a radius of 2.5 nm each. Top: SPR
excitation with k parallel to the interparticle axis. Bottom: SPR excitation with k per-
pendicular to the interparticle axis. An Au seed particle, with radius of 2.5 nm, is plotted
with a black, dashed line. Interparticle separations of 2.5, 2, 1.5, 1, 0.5 and 0 nm are
plotted in red, blue, green, purple, olive and brown, respectively, as shown in the legend.
Refractive indices have been taken directly from the literature [46, 47].
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In contrast, when k is aligned orthogonal to the interparticle axis [Figure 5.12 (b)]
increased intensity is calculated for Qext with decreasing interparticle separation. For an
interparticle separation of 2.5 nm, the extinction spectrum is akin to a superposition of
two Au particles, however at distances < 1 nm a distinct shift in λmax is seen, with non-
linear growth in intensity. The strong coupling for an interparticle separation of 0 nm
is similar to the LSPR shifts in λmax found in nanorods, with a dependence on the AR.
When the interparticle separation is > 5r, standard Mie theory should apply [23].
The coupling mechanisms are due to induced dipolar interactions in the two nanospheres,
as documented in Section 5.2.4. The non-linearity found at small interparticle distances
is hypothesised as a result of sudden charge redistribution within the particle volume
once beyond a coupling threshold, to ensure intraparticle neutrality, thus effecting the
polarisability. In a similar manner, the non-linear red-shift in λmax for nanospheres cou-
pled perpendicular to k appears quasi-exponential at small interparticle gaps due to the
instantaneous charge equilibration. Dependence on the ratio of gap size to r is postu-
lated, however clear distinctions are still not available in the literature; consideration of
higher excitation modes may also be a possibility, though the DDA is not suitable for
investigating this further [23].
5.3.2 Bimetallic Core-Shell Spheres
Au-Pd
Results are presented in Figure 5.13 for bimetallic AucorePdshell and PdcoreAushell particles.
Using a seed particle as the core, with radius (rcore) of 2 nm, and refractive index εcore,
a secondary metal, with refractive index εshell, was introduced as a surface covering with
increasing shell thickness (rshell) from 0.1 nm to 2 nm, giving a maximum combined radius
of 4 nm. A 0.1 nm shell corresponds to a monolayer of shell dipoles in our calculation,
however the experimental radius of Au and Pd atoms is slightly greater than this, at 1.35
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and 1.4 A˚ [50], respectively, and must be considered when analysing results.
For an Au core, we have already shown a strong extinction feature exists at ≈ 510 nm
in Section 5.3.1. The addition of a thin layer of Pd (rshell = 0.1 nm) results in damping of
this feature, and increase in the FWHM; there is no identifiable shift in λmax from the raw
data, yet interpolation of the Qext results yields a slight blue-shift. Continued addition
of dipole monolayers up to 0.5 nm Pd shell thickness results in stronger quenching of the
Au spectral feature at ≈ 510 nm, with the original Au feature barely identifiable with
rshell = 0.5 nm. The change in Qext is rapid (non-linear) up to a shell thickness of 0.5 nm;
thicker Pd shells (rshell > 1 nm) fully dampen the Au feature.
By contrast, for a Pd core with increasing Au shell thickness, the appearance of the
Au spectral feature at ≈ 510 nm occurs at a quasi-linear rate. For a shell monolayer
(rshell = 0.1 nm), a slight shoulder appears on the Qext spectrum. This improves in a
sequential manner up to a shell thickness of 0.5 nm. where the trademark Au feature is
discernible. For thicker shell sizes (rshell > 1 nm) λmax does not shift, however the intensity
increases and the FWHM decreases with additional shell layers, similar to observations
for monometallic Au spheres [Figure 5.10(a)]. The prominence of the Au feature is clear
when rshell = 2 nm; a thicker Au shell is required to produce this feature on a Pd core
than is required for a Pd shell to dampen the Au features.
5.3.3 Off-Centred Bimetallic Core-Shell Spheres
Au-Pd
Particles with an off-centred core are formed when shell growth is not uniform across a
seed particle. For a core-shell sphere with a fixed core of r = 2 nm, the volume ratio of
core to shell for stoichiometries ≈ 1:1 and 1:4 is equal to rshell = 0.5 nm and rshell = 1.5
nm, respectively. Taking these size parameters as standard, calculations were performed
to measure the effect core displacement, within the core-shell nanoparticle, has on the
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Figure 5.13: SPR spectra calculated for AucorePdshell (top) and PdcoreAucore (bottom)
spheres. In both cases an initial core of 2nm is used and then shells of incrementing
thickness were added (up to 2 nm). The absorption spectrum for an Au seed particle
with r = 2 nm is provided for reference with a black, solid line. A legend is provided.
Refractive indices have been taken directly from literature.
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overall extinction spectra: results are plotted in Figure 5.15 for both AucorePdshell and
PdcoreAushell. To ensure clarity in potentially identifying TSPR and LSPR features, the
incoming angle, θ, of the incident radiation k is set to 45◦ relative to the axis of core
displacement (Figure 5.14).
Figure 5.14: Schematic to represent the setup for off-centred core-shell particles, with the
core (pink) and the shell (yellow) displayed. The left-hand particle is core-centred, whilst
the right-hand particle has the core displaced along the x-axis. The angle of incident
radiation, θ, is also illustrated.
Figure 5.15: Left: Qext for AucorePdshell nanoparticles. Right: Plot of Qext for
PdcoreAushell particle. For particles with an overall radius of 2.5 nm, Qext is plotted
for a core-centred particle and core-displaced particle in black and red, respectively. For
particles with an overall radius of 3.5 nm, Qext is plotted in blue and green for core-centred
and core-displaced particles, respectively. Refractive indices have been interpolated from
the literature.
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The Qext spectra for both AucorePdshell and PdcoreAushell spherical particles are plotted
in Figure 5.15, with r = 2.5 and 3.5 nm. Resulting extinction spectra are shown for
the core centred in the particle and with the core offset along the x-axis such that it
was touching the particle surface. Calculations were performed with incremental core-
displacements in 1 A˚ steps (i.e. 1 dipole), however we have only plotted the two extremes.
In general we found that only when rshell < 0.5 nm (at the thinnest shell covering) were
any changes in the spectra identifiable; for rshell > 0.5 nm the Pd forms too thick a layer.
For AucorePdshell, we have already seen that much of the trademark Au feature at
≈ 510 nm has been quenched by a Pd shell of 0.5 nm thickness. However, with rshell =
0.5 nm, we see that shifting the Au core towards the edge of the particle gives rise to
an increase in intensity relative to the core-centred particle; though the intensity increase
on the gentle peak is only slight. Increasing rshell to 1.5 nm, we find that there is also
an increase in intensity around λmax with core displacement, though the relative increase
compared to the core-centred particle is half that seen for core displacement when rshell =
0.5 nm.
Likewise, for PdcoreAushell, displacement of the Pd core towards the particle edge
slightly increases the intensity on the Au spectral feature. For rshell = 0.5 nm, the
intensity increase is similar to that seen for AucorePdshell, with the spectra of the two
inverse heterogeneous arrangements being very similar: if anything the extinction peak
is marginally more pronounced for PdcoreAushell. When rshell is increased to 1.5 nm, not
only does the extinction intensity at λmax increase with core displacement, but also the
intensity shift is more pronounced; the FWHM also decreases slightly. When the Pd core
is shifted to the particle edge then the Au volume has a more direct pathway, through
εAu, for plasmon resonances to form.
Investigation into the influence of θ, with results plotted in Appendix D.1, show there
is minimal dependence on θ for the resonance intensity, and no dependence on the location
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of λmax. Intensity values are at an equivalent minimum when θ = 0
◦ or 180◦, and at a
maximum when θ = 90◦. This means that though our observation of intensity increasing
at λmax is valid for core displacement as a greater direct volume of Au is available as a
plasmon pathway, extinction is intensified if this Au concentration is on one distinct side
of the particle relative to the oscillating electric field.
Janus particles are formed when bimetallic nanoparticles form with distinct atomic
separation, giving a surface with two (or more) sets of properties: resulting in two halves
with different dielectric values [51]. By definition, with a perfect split they have 1:1 volume
stoichiometries (Figure 5.16). Taking a particle with r = 2.5 nm, we have performed
calculations for the extinction spectrum of such a particle, as plotted in Figure 5.17. We
find that the Qext is greater in intensity for Janus particles than core-shell segregated
particles; both for AucorePdshell and PdcoreAushell. We also find that for Janus particles
θ has no influence on the intensity of Qext, nor λmax. An assumption can therefore be
made that a maximised mean free pathway through the Au, such as when θ = 0◦, is
equivalent to the affect of increased Au concentration on one side of the particle relative
to the exterior electric field, such as when θ = 90◦; this is not the case for the off-centred
particles, in our calculations, as the mean free path through Au is never equal to the
diameter of the particle.
Figure 5.16: Depiction of a Janus particle, with various orientations of the incoming angle
(θ) for the electromagnetic radiation (k) relative to the normal of the interface
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Figure 5.17: Plot of the extinction coefficient, Qext, for a Janus particle (black) compared
to a PdcoreAushell core-centred particle (red) and a core-displaced particle (blue). A legend
is provided, with Pd and Au represented in white and yellow, respectively. An incident




Previously, experiments conducted by Li et al. [36] and accompanying calculations per-
formed by Phillips [52] have proven informative with regards to associating the effect of in-
creasing shell thickness on core-centred AucoreAgshell particles, and the inverse AgcoreAushell
structure, with experimental observations: the DDA calculations showed a strong rela-
tionship between shell thickness and the position of λmax, with the strength of the Ag
extinction features, located near 350 nm, greater than the Au equivalent defining features
(≈ 510 nm). For pure Au and Ag spherical particles, with r = 2.5 nm, Qext is ten times
greater in the latter [38, 52]. In our work calculations were performed using our off-centred
arrangements to see if further insight could be achieved on this optically challenging area.
Calculations for AucoreAgshell and AgcoreAushell spheres, with a fixed overall radius of
2.5 nm, have been used to produce the plots of Qext provided in Figure 5.18 with varying
degrees of core displacement along the x-axis. In both cases, the Ag spectral feature
dominates, however a shoulder associated with Au is present at ∼ 500 nm. Previous work
has shown that an Au shell has a damping effect on the Ag core, up to rshell ≈ rcore,
whilst for an Ag shell on an Au core a monolayer shell of Ag (≈ 0.2 nm) quenches Au
spectral features and produces extinction features distinguishable as those of Ag [28, 52].
Closer attention to the position and intensity of the Ag spectral feature, λmax, as
plotted in Appendix D.2, finds that both are dependent on the core-displacement. Qext
at λmax is strong, in agreement with previous work [40]. For AucoreAgshell, the value of
Qext at λmax decreases linearly with core displacement between 0.1 and 0.5 nm; when the
shell thickness is less than 0.1 nm (i.e. displacement of 0.4 nm) λmax shifts to 340 nm.
Whilst the intensity at λmax appears to decrease, this may just be an artefact of the shift
in position to a wavelength unsampled in calculation; interpolation of the results offers
some insight into the shift of λmax being relatively smooth.
Core-displacement in the AgcoreAushell sphere does not result in the same perceptible
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Figure 5.18: Left: Qext for AucoreAgshell spheres with increasing displacement of the core.
Right: Qext for AgcoreAushell with core displacement. The core-centred particle is plotted
in black, with displacements of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 nm (i.e. up to touching the
surface) plotted in red, blue, green, purple and olive, respectively. Refractive indices have
been interpolated from the literature.
changes in λmax; however the extinction spectra is not as sharp around λmax and it is
likely this makes identifying changes more difficult. The intensity of Qext increases with
the core-displacement; this no doubt is due to the stronger plasmon coupling with the Ag
dielectric medium as the core approaches the surface of the nanoparticle.
5.3.4 Conjoined Bimetallic Core-Shell Spheres
Au-Pd
Experimental work by Cookson [53] found an unusual phenomenon whilst creating AucorePdshell
particles, whereby a red-shift in λmax was observed, contrary to calculations for isolated
AucorePdshell spheres as described in Section 5.3.3. It was suspected that polydispersity,
partial aggregation or irregular-shaped particles were influencing the particle formation:
we give an overview of the observations by Cookson [53], before detailing DDA calculations
performed in an attempt to offer some understanding to this phenomena.
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Experimental
UV-Visible absorption spectra for isolated Au seeds (Figure 5.19) show strong absorption
at 520 nm. This feature is characteristic of Au spheres on the nanometre scale and has
been well documented previously [16, 23]. Addition of a Pd shell results in a red shift of
the main feature (λmax) to 550 nm.
HAADF-STEM imaging shows that AucorePdshell particles have formed. Due to Z-
contrast the brighter Au core (Z = 79) is distinguished from the darker Pd shell (Z = 46)
[Figure 5.20(c)]; however merging of these Pd shells is visible, corresponding to conjoined
AucorePdshell particles. Further HAADF-STEM analysis shows that the AucorePdshell
nanospheres have formed chains, many particles in length, and that chain dispersion
increases with heating time up to 8 h [Figure 5.20(a) and 5.20(b)].
Figure 5.19: Experimental UV-Visible absorption spectra for Au seeds and AucorePdshell
nanoparticles formed after 8 h heating, normalised to λmax (indicated by vertical lines).
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.20: Left to right: HAADF-STEM images of AucorePdshell particles after (a)
30 min and (b) 8 h heating time, respectively. (c) A higher resolution image of part
of a AucorePdshell particle chain formed after 8 h heating, illustrating the AucorePdshell
segregation.
Simulation
DDSCAT allows user-defined arbitrary shapes, which we utilise in this study to replicate
the merging of spherical AucorePdshell nanoparticles witnessed experimentally. Geometries
were created representing two and three collinear spherical particles with touching shells,
overlapping shells and touching cores (Figure 5.21).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.21: Left to right: schematics of the models used for (a) touching shells, (b)
shell-overlap and (c) touching cores. Black and white shading represent the Au core and
Pd shell, respectively.
A radius of 2 nm is used for the Au core of the spherical particles throughout, with
a Pd shell of thickness 0.5 nm, giving an overall radius of 2.5 nm (as measured from the
STEM images). For isolated spheres this corresponds to a volume stoichiometry ≈ 1:1.
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For a single AucorePdshell particle the Au SPR features are quenched considerably by the
addition of a Pd coating (Figure 5.22) [31], however a small ripple remains at ≈ 500 nm.
Initially, calculations were carried out in vacuo (εm = 1) for two shell-overlapping spheres
with the interparticle axis parallel (0◦) and perpendicular (90◦) to the incident radiation
(k) to identify the potential SPR contributions of longitudinal (LSPR) and transverse
(TSPR) waves (Figure 5.22).
Figure 5.22: DDSCAT calculations for isolated Au and AucorePdshell spheres compared
to AucorePdshell particles oriented with conjoining axis parallel and perpendicular to k.
Au and Pd are represented in the schematics by black and white, respectively. Refractive
indices have been interpolated from the literature.
The prominent contribution to the UV-Visible absorption spectra is shown to be from
the LSPR, but TSPR influences cannot be discounted in our calculations. Previously,
red shifts in LSPRs have been witnessed with increasing AR of Au rods [13, 17, 18, 19]
and also coupling of spheres [16]. For the case of conjoined particles the length is defined
along the interparticle axis whilst the width is equal to the diameter of a single particle.
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In our calculations the TSPR feature neither moves nor intensifies, implying the change
is not associated with coupling effects. For coupled particles (i.e. not touching) overall
charge neutrality must be respected for each particle; in our case the overlapping dielectric
Pd shells mean the intraparticle charge neutrality does not have to be respected for the
Au cores, thus the particle overlap results in nanorod-like features (dependent on the AR)
with longitudinal plasmon oscillations [54].
Henceforth, the radiation source is set at θ = 45◦ to the interparticle axis to account
for contributions from both the LSPR and TSPR.
Figure 5.23: DDA calculated SPR spectra for increasing numbers of conjoined
AucorePdshell particles. λmax is indicated by vertical lines of matching key. Au and Pd are
represented in the schematics by black and white, respectively. Refractive indices have
been interpolated from the literature.
Increasing the number of conjoined particles in the chain results, intuitively, in in-
creased ARs: for one, two and three conjoined particles, with overlapping shells, the ARs
are 1, 1.9 and 2.8 respectively. In turn this increase results in a red shift of λmax. How-
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ever, the increase in λmax is non-linear with AR: between two and three particles the red
shift is 120 nm, considerably greater than the red shift of 40 nm between one and two
particles (Figure 5.23). This non-linearity is due to the SPR dampening effect of the Pd
shell between the Au cores, as previous reports for Au nanorods give linear relationships
[17, 18, 19] up to a width of 30 nm, at which point the quasi-static approximation no
longer remains valid [55].
Varying the degree of overlap between two AucorePdshell particles, using the models
previously described, we see changes in λmax [Figure 5.24 (a)]. Initially, for touching parti-
cles, the extinction spectrum is a superposition of the spectra for individual nanospheres;
whilst the intensity has increased, the resonance shape and position is identical to an
isolated AucorePdshell particle (λmax = 500 nm). This can be explained by the quenching
effect of Pd dominating the spectrum, as it shields the Au cores from each other. Over-
lapping of the particles causes a red shift of λmax to 528 nm. The FWHM is large due
to Pd shielding of the the Au cores. Further overlap, to the extent that the Au cores are
touching, results in a blue shift of λmax back to 516 nm due to the decreased AR. Here the
shift is accompanied by a decrease in the FWHM. This increase in definition and intensity
is attributable to the reduced levels of Pd, and thus shielding, between the Au cores.
Calculations for three conjoined AucorePdshell particles yield similar results [Figure
5.24 (b)]. Touching particles again represent a superposition, with λmax ≈ 500 nm.
Shell overlapping results in a dramatic red shift of λmax to 658 nm, accompanied by
peak broadening. Bringing the Au cores into contact with each other leads to λmax blue
shifting back to 578 nm, with increased intensity and decreased FWHM. The greater
spread displayed by λmax for three conjoined particles can be explained by the increased
chain length, and thus AR, leading to longer wavelength LSPR oscillations. Overall, for
three particles, intensity is significantly increased across the spectrum compared with two
particles.
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Figure 5.24: (a) Calculated SPR extinction spectra for differing levels of overlap be-
tween two conjoined AucorePdshell particles compared to (b) similar calculations for three
conjoined AucorePdshell particles. Refractive indices have been interpolated from the lit-
erature.
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Calculations were repeated defining the surrounding medium as water (εm = 1.333)
and toluene (εm = 1.497). Previously, the increasing dielectric of a surrounding medium
has been found to cause red shifting of the spectra relative to vacuum [38], and our
calculations are consistent with this (Figure 5.25).
For two shell-overlapping AucorePdshell particles we see a significant red-shift, broad-
ening and quenching of the LSPR feature [Figure 5.25(a)]. However, in all calculations
a peak remains at ≈ 510 nm. This can be attributed to the increasing strength of the
TSPR; calculations for Au cores on their own show a quasilinear growth in intensity with
εm values. This is contrary to our previous observations, where the TSPR contributed lit-
tle to the overall spectrum (Figure 5.22), but implies that the increasing εm value results
in stronger dipolar interactions with the Pd shell, consequently decreasing its damping
effect on the Au core.
For two core-touching spheres there is a well defined peak, with λmax of 516 nm, 578
nm and 624 nm for vacuum, water and toluene, respectively. Similarly, for three core-
touching spheres λmax is 578 nm, 716 nm and 793 nm for vacuum, water and toluene,
respectively. These shifts show a close to linear variation with increasing εm.
The effect of the Pd shell on the SPR spectra was tested with models of core ra-
dius 2 nm and Pd shell of thickness 1.5 nm; hence a combined radius of 3.5 nm and
volume stoichiometry ≈ 1:4 (Figure 5.26). Here we found that the overweighting of Pd
resulted in complete quenching of the Au features seen previously for thinner shell thick-
ness, and individual AucorePdshell particles (Figure 5.23 and Figure 5.24). We conclude
that the Pd shell, therefore, is thick enough for a volume stoichiometry of 1:4 that only
Pd SPR features are prominently visible. This effect has been observed, on occasions,
experimentally in the work of Cookson [53], and is consistent with previous studies of
isolated AucorePdshell nanospheres where a Pd coating was found to quench features in
the UV-Visible region [31].
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Figure 5.25: DDA Calculated SPR extinction spectra for two AucorePdshell particles with
(a) shell-overlapping and (b) core-touching, with various surrounding medium dielectrics
(vacuum: ε0 = 1, water: ε0 = 1.333, toluene: ε0 = 1.497) . Refractive indices have been
interpolated from the literature.
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Figure 5.26: DDA calculated SPR extinction spectra for conjoined AucorePdshell particles
with Au:Pd volume stoichiometry ≈ 1:4. Au and Pd are represented in the schematics
by black and white, respectively. Refractive indices have been interpolated from the
literature.
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Figure 5.27 plots λmax vs. AR as previously documented for Au rods [17, 56] compared
with our results for AucorePdshell particles with 1:1 volume stoichiometry. For touching
AucorePdshell particles we have an almost flat line, with minimal coupling-based inter-
actions. A completely horizontal line would be expected for non-interacting particles as
there is no distinguishability between the TSPR and LSPR. Similarly there is only a small
λmax red shift for two core-touching and shell-overlapped particles [Figure 5.24 (a)]. Only
for three conjoined AucorePdshell spheres do we see a significant increase of λmax [Figure
5.24 (b)], which we can attribute to the LSPR. The red shift of λmax is consistent in part
with our preceding work, and previous work by Zhong et al. on collinear Au spheres who
found that separation of the TSPRs and LSPRs, and a red shift of the main SPR, were
visible when Au spheres were brought together in the simulation [57].
Figure 5.27: Comparison of the position of λmax in our results for AucorePdshell particles
with 1:1 volume stoichiometry with previous work on Au nanorods by Kooij et al. on




5.4.1 Monometallic Au Ellipsoids
The position of λmax can be manipulated by variation of the particle AR, where one axis is
elongated relative to the other two, which remain equivalent. Distortion of a sphere in this
manner forms a prolate ellipsoid. Calculations were performed for Au prolate ellipsoids
to investigate the effect of AR on Qext, with normalised results plotted in Figure 5.28.
For the short axis b = c = 5 nm, whilst the x-axis, with length a, was varied between 5
and 30 nm (ηr, where η = AR); the angle of incident radiation was set to θ = 45◦ relative
to the long-axis.
A strong red-shift of λmax is seen with increasing AR, in agreement with previous work
on ellipsoids [13] and other rod shapes [18]. This feature is attributed to the LSPR of the
rod-shaped particle; a residual feature at ∼ 510 nm of weaker intensity is a result of the
lower intensity TSPR. At AR = 1, λmax = 509 nm, whilst at AR = 6 λmax = 821 nm
Kooij et al. [13] proposed a linear relationship between AR and λmax where:
λmax/nm = 415(±6) + η85.8(±1.1) (5.4.1)
and is plotted in Figure 5.29, along with lower and upper error bounds. Alongside this
λmax has been plotted as taken from our measurements. Best fit calculations through our
results yield a smaller gradient than the linear fit offered by Kooij, however the error bars
of our λmax values are large as they have been taken using post-calculation interpolation,
and so this shows the requirement of using interpolated refractive index values at low
energy (high λ) for calculations.
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Figure 5.28: Normalised extinction spectra for Au ellipsoids, with aspect ratios of 1
(black), 2 (red), 3 (blue), 4 (green), 5 (purple) and 6 (olive) plotted. Results were calcu-
lated using the original optical constants of Christy and Johnson [46], and then interpo-
lated afterwards to give λmax values. A grey dotted line is given to illustrate the maxima
of λmax.
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Figure 5.29: Graph showing the relationship between AR and λmax from our results (black,
solid line), compared to a linear relationship (red, dashed line) given by Kooij et al. [13].
Upper and lower error bounds on this linear relationship are also given (black, dotted
lines).
5.4.2 Bimetallic Core-Shell Ellipsoids
Au-Pd
The addition of a Pd shell to an Au particle is known to have a strong effect on the
damping of plasmon oscillations, as shown in Section 5.3.2 for core-shell spheres. However,
in prolate ellipsoids the positioning of the core relative to the shell has not been previously
investigated. A core-shell particle was designed with an ellipsoid core of AR = 2, with
short axes of length bcore = ccore = 2.0 nm and long axes acore = ηbcore = 4 nm. This
was encapsulated in an ellipsoid shell, illustrated in Figure 5.6, with short axes bshell =
cshell = 1 nm and long axis ashell = 2 nm, giving overall parameters of a = 6 and
b = c = 3 nm, thus maintaining AR = 2, and giving a core:shell volume stoichiometry of
∼ 1 : 3.5. Within the particle, the core was then displaced up to 1 nm along the x-axis,
as illustrated in Figure 5.30, and 0.5 nm along the y-axis (i.e. up to the particle edge in
either direction).
Results are plotted in Figure 5.31 (a) for the extinction spectra of AucorePdshell and
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Figure 5.30: A core-displaced ellipsoid model for a bimetallic core-shell particle. The core
has been displaced along the (major) x-axis of the particle.
PdcoreAushell prolate ellipsoids, with core-displacement along the x- and y- axis compared
to a core-centred particle. For an Au ellipsoid of identical full size (b = c = 3 nm, a = ηb),
λmax was calculated to be at 531 nm; this is a smaller size-induced blue-shift than for
homogeneous Au particles studied in Section 5.4.1 where λmax = 540 nm.
For AucorePdshell, strong damping of all Au features is achieved by the Pd shell over the
Au core ellipsoid, resulting in featureless spectra. However, for PdcoreAushell a feature is
identifiable at ≈ 520 nm. For the core-centred ellipsoid, λmax = 516 nm; displacement of
the Pd core along the y-axis slightly increases the intensity at λmax, and slightly red-shifts
the peak, whilst maximum core-displacement along the x-axis (2 nm) results in a more
significant red-shift of λmax to 524 nm, along with a further increase in intensity. As seen
for spherical particles in Section 5.3.3, this can be attributed to the stronger Au LSPR
resonance circumnavigating the Pd with greater ease when one end of the Pd elongated
axis is displaced to the surface of the ellipsoid: this effect is amplified by the differing
path lengths of dielectric material along the major and minor axes, hence more significant
spectral changes when the Pd core is displaced along the longer x-axis than the shorter
y-axis.
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Figure 5.31: Extinction spectra for core-shell elliptical particles with AR = 2: (a)
AucorePdshell (solid lines) and the inverse PdcoreAushell (dashed lines); (b) AucoreAgshell
(solid lines) and the inverse AgcoreAushell (dashed lines). Core-centred geometries are
given in black, whilst maximum core-displacement along the x-axis (2 nm) and y-axis




Results are plotted in Figure 5.31 (b) for the extinction spectra of AucoreAgshell and
AgcoreAushell prolate ellipsoids, with core-displacement along the x- and y- axis compared
to a core-centred particle. An Ag ellipsoids of dimensions similar to the core-shell particle
(b = c = 3 nm, a = ηb) gives resonances at 347 nm (TSPR) and λmax = 409 nm (LSPR),
consistent with previous experiments and calculations [28, 38].
For AucoreAgshell, the core-centred particle offers a strong TSPR resonance at 336 nm
and a broad LSPR resonance at 416 nm, however no Au features are distinguishable.
Whilst the red-shift of the LSPR relative to the Ag ellipsoid can be attributed to the
influence of the Au core, the blue-shift of the TSPR relative to an Ag ellipsoid is less
expected, though perhaps attributable to coupling with higher order resonances in the
Au: quadrupolar resonances in Au exist at ≈ 330 nm, and at the low values of λ the
dipolar approximation is perhaps at its limits. Maximum displacement of the Au core
along the y-axis results in a red-shift of the TSPR to 339 nm, whilst the broad LSPR
decreases in linewidth and blue-shifts to 409 nm. Displacing the Au core along the x-
axis however results in a strong evolution of the Qext spectra, with the TSPR red-shifting
further to ∼ 343 nm, and the Ag LSPR feature peaking at 393 nm, with decreased FWHM
compared to the pure Ag particle. The alignment of the TSPR with that of the pure Ag
ellipsoid is expected here, as a greater bulk of Ag is now located together, however the
LSPR is further blue-shifted than the pure Ag particle, implying that perhaps by having
the Au dielectric concentrated on one side of the particle the AR is effectively reduced by
the differing dielectrics.
Conversely, extinction spectra for AgcoreAushell show the Au TSPR feature more promi-
nently at ≈ 510 nm than the Ag equivalents, though an Ag dipolar/Au quadrupolar
shoulder is present at ≈ 340 nm. In this arrangement, the Au feature at 516 nm (λmax)
is greatest when the core is centred; displacement along the x-axis reduces the intensity
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slightly, and red shifts λmax to ∼ 520 nm, whilst core-displacement along the y-axis shows
little effect to λmax compared to the core-centred ellipsoid, however it red shifts the shoul-
der at ≈ 340 nm up to 350 nm. This implies that coupling of the Ag dipolar resonance
with the Au quadrupolar has been disrupted when the long-side of the Ag core ellipsoid
is moved towards the particle edge.
For both the AucoreAgshell and AgcoreAushell systems, no Au LSPR features appear in
the extinction spectra, illustrating the dominant effect of the Ag in these systems even
when it is not the greater quantity metal in the elliptical particle.
5.5 Cuboids
Experimental work synthesising AucorePdshell nanorods by Muche [58] found that whilst
Au rods with controlled AR could be prepared [Figure 5.32 (a)], the addition of a thin
Pd layer quenched all Au features in the UV-Visible absorption spectra. Imaging using
STEM showed that the Au cores has been coated by the Pd shell forming cubic structures,
with varying AR [Figure 5.32 (b)]. The Au core in the cuboids was found to be between
48 to 78 nm in length, with a width of 18 nm; the Pd shell had a uniform thickness of
6 nm on all sides, forming an elongated cuboid with 2 6 AR 6 3. Whilst considerably
larger than the particles for which we have performed calculations, these dimensions are
within the DDA criteria allowing computational theory to be applied.
5.5.1 Monometallic Au Cuboids
A series of Au cuboids were configured to replicate the experimental observations above,
with a long-axis length of 48 to 78 nm, and a width of 18 nm. DDA calculations were
performed on these geometries, with θ = 45◦ to ensure excitation of both the TSPR and
LSPR, and the results are plotted in Figure 5.33. Whilst for Au cubes a spectral feature
is expected at 600 nm [26, 59], we find that extension of one length parameter results in
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Figure 5.32: Images reproduced from the experimental work by Muche [58]: (a) Extinction
spectra for Au particles with increasing heating time, displayed in black, red, blue and
green, respectively, resulting in an increase in intensity and red-shift of the LSPR (dot-
dashed line). The TSPR remains relatively constant (dotted line). (b) STEM Image of
particles with Pd coating; addition of a shell rendered the UV-Vis spectra featureless.
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decoupling of the TSPR and LSPR features, as seen for the transition between spheroids
and ellipsoids. For increasing cuboid length, and thus increasing AR, the LSPR is found
to red-shift linearly and increase in intensity, akin to the experimental spectra (Figure
5.32); a small residual TSPR resonance is present at ≈ 520 nm throughout.
Figure 5.33: Extinction spectra for cuboid particles. Left: Au cuboid, with AR of 2.67
(black), 3.2 (red), 3.78 (blue) and 4.3 (green) plotted. Inset is a plot of AR against λmax
to illustrate the shift with increasing AR (black, solid line). Linear fits are also given as
suggested by Kooij et al. for ellipsoids (Equation 5.4.1; red, dotted line), and a corrected
function with a gentler gradient (Equation 5.5.1; blue, dotted line). Right: Au cuboid
with Pd shell of thickness 6 nm, corresponding to 2 6 AR 6 3. ARs of 2 (black), 2.33
(red), 2.66 (blue) and 3 (green) are given. Refractive indices have been interpolated from
experimental values.
In Figure 5.33 an inset plots AR against λmax, which we have compared to Kooij’s
relationship for an Au ellipsoid with varying AR (Equation 5.4.1); we found that by
altering the gradient to this relationship to:
λmax/nm = 415(±6) + η69.8(±1.1) (5.5.1)
an excellent agreement with the calculated values of λmax was achieved. λmax for cuboids
is at a longer wavelength than seen for ellipsoids, due to the larger volume of Au dielectric
for the LSPR to oscillate across.
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5.5.2 Bimetallic Core-Shell Cuboids
Au-Pd
A Pd coating, of 6 nm thickness, was added to the Au cores from Section 5.5.1, to form
AucorePdshell cuboids with 2 6 AR 6 3, similar to those seen experimentally (Figure
5.32). The results of DDA calculations for these structures are plotted in Figure 5.33:
at all AR the prominent Au LSPR features have been absorbed, being replaced by very
gentle spurious Pd shoulders. The absorption of the Au features at λmax is not surprising,
given that thinner shells of Pd have quenched Au features previously in our calculations
(Section 5.3.2), but corroboration with experiment is achieved.
5.6 Cylinders
Nanorods are of continued interest to the nano-optic community, and the synthesis of
bimetallic particles is challenging and complex as is demonstrated by the work of Muche
[58]. Likewise, to model nanorods many different geometries can be used [18, 26]: ellipsoids
and cuboids we have already seen in this Chapter. We complete this work by performing
DDA calculations on Au cylinders, and then creatively adapting these with a secondary
group X metal to show the hypothetical tuning of the Au spectral features within the
range 650 6 λ 6 850 nm.
5.6.1 Monometallic Au Cylinders
Flat-ended Au cylinders, with lengths of 40 nm and 50 nm and r = 5 nm (i.e. AR = 4
and 5, respectively), were prepared and subjected to DDA calculations, with an incident
angle of 45◦. Another hemispherically capped cylinder with length = 50 nm and AR = 5
was also used to verify the importance of rod endings to the position of λmax; schematic
structures are shown in Figure 5.34, along with schematics for proposed alterations. The
results are displayed in Figure 5.35.
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Figure 5.34: 2D schematics of cylindrical structures: (a) Homogeneous flat-ended cylinder,
with length L and radius r, as marked by the blue arrows. (b) Homogeneous hemispher-
ical capped cylinder, with identical AR to (a). (c) Heterogeneous flat-ended cylinder,
equivalent to (a) but flat-ended cylindrical capping of depth r on each end by a second
material (yellow). (d) Heterogeneous hemispherically capped cylinder, equivalent to (b)
but with endings replaced with the dielectric of a second material (yellow) to depth r. In
both (c) and (d) the core particle has the same length, equal to L− 2r.
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Figure 5.35: Extinction spectra for: (i) Au cylinders with flat-ends with AR of 4 (black)
and 5 (red), and hemi-spherically capped cylinder with AR of 5 (blue), given in solid lines.
(ii) Au cylinders with Pd endings of AR = 5, plotted with dashed lines, showing Qext for
flat-ended (red) and hemi-spherically (blue) capped cylinders. (iii) As with (ii), except
dielectric material at the ends has been changed to that of Pt; plotted with dotted lines.
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For the Au flat-ended cylinders we find increases in AR red-shift λmax, as seen for
other elongated structures. The ratio of change in λmax is very similar to that seen for the
cuboid structures in Section 5.5.1, with the adapted linear relationship in Equation 5.5.1
correct to ±10 nm. Adding hemispherical endings to the AR = 4 cylinder, thus increasing
the AR to 5, gives a λmax value blue-shifted from the flat-ended cylindrical equivalent;
this can be likened to the blue-shift of λmax for ellipsoidal particles compared to cuboids,
with reduced full length dielectric volume available to propagate through.
5.6.2 Bimetallic Core-Shell Cuboids
Au-Pd
Addition of a secondary shell metal to an Au core has shown to change the extinction
spectra thus far in our work. Taking a flat-ended AR = 4 cylinder, Pd hemispherical and
flat-ended additions were added on to the ends of the cylinders, taking the AR up to 5
(Figure 5.34). The results are plotted in Figure 5.35.
Addition of the Pd endings is shown to dampen the LSPR response of the flat-ended
and hemispherical ended cylinders, compared to the pure Au equivalent, and is coupled
with an increase in the FWHM. Whilst a shift in λmax cannot be identified without more
detailed calculations, a slight blue-shift of plasmon attenuation is noted for both types of
“cappings”.
Au-Pt
As a comparison we replaced the Pd nanorod endings with the dielectric of Pt, another
group X element. The results are plotted in Figure 5.35, and whilst the same observations
as for Pd-capping holds true (damping, increased FWHM) a perceptible blue-shift in
λmax is found for the flat-ended capped-cylinder, relative to the Au equivalent with AR
= 5. Pt capping growth on the end of Au rods has been seen experimentally and tested
computationally [60], and this type of bimetallic synthesis offers potential to further tailor
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the extinction spectra of nanoparticles.
5.7 Conclusions
We have investigated the optical extinction properties of Au nanoparticles using the DDA,
showing that geometry heavily influences the position of λmax. For spheres, λmax =
508 nm, whilst for ellipsoids, cuboids and cylinders the TSPR remains at the same value
of λ, however λmax is linked with the LSPR, which red-shifts with a dependency on the
aspect ratio of the nanorod for the size of the red-shift. Increasing size results in a
greater intensity of Qext. We have also shown that coupling of Au nanospheres results in
a red-shift in λmax, akin to the response of a nanorod with increasing AR.
Core-shell Au-M nanoparticles (M = Pd, Pt, Ag) have also been investigated, with
attention paid to the effect of varying the position of the core within the particle. For
core-centred particles, Pd and Ag shells are found to damp Au features rapidly. Au
shells on Pd and Ag cores require thick layers to dampen core features; for Ag this is
still difficult. Displacement of the core within the Au-M structure results in an increase
in intensity of Qext at λmax, with the greatest effect seen when the core is touching the
particle surface. This is due to the increased concentration of dielectric volume in close
proximity, exemplified by the response of Janus particles. The intensity of response of
AucorePdshell particles is found to be orientation dependent also.
For conjoined AucorePdshell nanospheres we have identified previously unreported op-
tical spectra phenomena. Furthermore, we have shown that different extents of overlap
between AucorePdshell nanospheres results in the evolution of the extinction spectral fea-
tures from those characteristic of a sphere towards those of rod shaped geometries. In-
creasing the refractive index of the surrounding medium result in strong red shifts and
broadening of prominent peaks, with the appearance of a residual TSPR feature when Au
cores are not in contact. Comparison of our results with previous work on Au nanorods
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illustrates the progression from AucorePdshell spheres towards more rod like attributes in
the extinction spectrum.
Core positioning also plays a key role in the position of λmax in core-shell Au-M
ellipsoids, with AR of 2 and higher. Whilst changes to the Au-Pd spectra are slight, the
movement of the elliptical core in the AucoreAgshell results in red-shifting of λmax and blue-
shfting of the LSPR feature, with reduced FWHM in the latter. For AucorePdshell cuboids
we find that Au spectral features are damped by the Pd shell, as found in experiments.
Finally, we investigated the effect of adding different metals to the end of Au cylinders.
Relative to homogeneous Au cylinders, we find that adding Pt and Pd to the end of the
cylinders, whilst maintaining a constant AR, results in damping of λmax at the LSPR. In
the case of Pt we also see slight blue-shift of λmax.
Overall, we have shown that the optical response of nanoparticles is finely tunable with
different geometries and constituent metals. Whilst the accuracy at which experiment
currently operates may not be suitable for identifying some of the subtle optical changes
we have identified as possible, there is plenty of scope for fine-tuning in further work.
The position of λmax is particular important, and further investigations could be usefully
performed on conjoined core-shell particles with off-centred cores. It would also be of
interest to expand our investigations to include copper, which is more suitable industrially
for use in nano-optics due to its lower market cost.
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In this research we have investigated the structures, characterisation and optical re-
sponses of monometallic and bimetallic nanoclusters, focusing on gold particles, and gold-
containing nanoalloys, due to their optical and catalytic properties in the nano-regime.
We have coupled our work, where possible, with the experimental observations of others
to validate our results.
We began in Chapter 2 by looking at the structural preference of high-symmetry AuN ,
PdN and (AuPd)N nanoclusters, up to N = 6000. For PdN clusters we found preference to
the high-coordination icosahedral structure (Ih) for N < 1000 when compared to cuboc-
tahedra (CO) and Ino-decahedra (I-Dh), two other high-symmetry 12-vertex structures.
However, truncated-octahedra (TO) with reduced (100) faces and Marks-decahedra (M-
Dh) of similar size prove to have lower excess energies. AuN clusters favour FCC structures
at lower values of N than for PdN : the parameters of Cleri and Rosato [1] give a transition
at N ≈ 650, whilst the parameters of Baletto et al. [2] give a lower value. As for PdN ,
TO and M-Dh structures with reduced (100) exposure prove structurally favourable for
AuN .
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Bimetallic (AuPd)N clusters show thermodynamic preference for a (PdcoreAushell)N
arrangement. Monolayers of Au prove most energetically favourable, compared to the
pure monometallic clusters. Ih structural motifs are more favourable for (PdcoreAushell)N
clusters at low nuclearities (N . 400), though this is dependent on the size of the Pd
core. (AucorePdshell)N clusters are not energetically favourable with thin coatings of Pd,
however as the shell coating thickens so the stability improves: the parameters of Cleri
and Rosato give prominence to this. Overall, a particularly strong tendency towards
core/shell segregation is observed for the parameters of Cleri and Rosato [1], and not so
much for the parameters of Baletto et al. [2], in agreement with previous work on smaller
(AuPd)N clusters [3, 4].
In Chapter 3 we discussed, developed and implemented a HAADF-STEM model, which
was coupled with a genetic algorithm (GA), using statistical methods to compare sim-
ulated and experimental HAADF-STEM images. Of the comparative methods imple-
mented, least squares fitting (LSF) proves to be more susceptible to the configuration of
an experimental image: data needed to be centralised, with intensities normalised. Co-
variance has also been implemented, and a residual (σθ,φ,ψ) has been used to gauge the
relative suitability of a theoretical structure’s orientation, dependent on the Tait-Bryan
angles θ, φ and ψ, to alternative orientations, when tested against a predefined solution.
Initially, linear searches were conducted of the function landscape when comparing
monolayer-protected Au38 clusters with an experimental image. From this we were able to
identify methodological improvements, such as using minimisation to improve our search
efficiency. Local and global minimisation were implemented, tested and parameterised.
We show that increasing frequency of the genetic operators improves search efficiency:
mutation of population parents proves to be the most effective at improving convergence
rates, though it does increase function evaluations (FEs) as well. Whilst Darwinian genetic
algorithms (D-GAs) improve search results compared to a random, non-minimising search,
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implementation of a computationally non-intensive local minimisation process, such as
Powell’s method, to form a Lamarckian genetic algorithm (L-GA) greatly improves search
efficiency. For D-GAs the quantity of calls to the search history (historical evaluations,
HEs) does not significantly increase with genetic frequency, but the same is not true for
L-GAs.
However, random locally-minimising searches prove more efficient than L-GAs by an
order of magnitude. The most efficient local minimisation method proves to be Powell’s
method, where an additional search vector improves the analytical minimisation process;
in some circumstances this may be because the search vector allows “tunnelling” through
an otherwise impassable function barrier.
We have also tested our STEM-GA for its resilience to background noise, for which a
threshold was found at 4 %: after this convergence to the correct orientation decreases.
Finally, the use of parallel computing has been incorporated into our program to improve
“real” search speeds, harnessing both shared memory (OMP) and non-shared memory
(MPI) parallelisation techniques.
Chapter 4 details calculations of the adsorption of the Td-symmetry Au16 cluster on to
two layers of highly-ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) using density functional theory
(DFT). Whilst bonding to a pristine two-layer graphite surface (GR2) proves chemically
weak, the introduction of surface defects increases the adsorption energy (Ea) at the
cost of distortion of the Au16 cluster, due to the chemical interactions between the gold
atoms and “dangling” carbon bonds around the vacant sites. It is noted that Au atoms
prefer to adsorb in the carbon plane if possible, for which a vacancy of two adjacent C
atoms is necessary. This proves detrimental to potential use in catalysis of CO oxidation,
with distortion of the Au16 cluster leading to low levels of charge transfer to the cluster
(∆q → 0). ELF calculations show that the Au-C bond is delocalised in nature, unlike
covalent C-C bonds.
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Further testing with Van der Waals-corrected exchange-correlation functionals gives
increased Ea and slightly shorter Au-X distances for deposition on GR2, but for a surface
with two defects (GR2-2h) the effects are reversed due to the rearrangement of long-range
“aurophilic” interactions within the Au16 cluster.
The potential catalytic uses of Au16 deposited on HOPG, e.g. CO oxidation, were
investigation with the soft-landing of an O2 molecule on the gold cluster. Whilst the
initial charge on the Au16 cluster was promising, charge transfer on to the O2 molecule
to create a superoxo-state was difficult, with success only when the O2 molecule interacts
with more than one Au atom. This has since been investigated for Au16 deposited on
graphane by Chen et al. [5].
Finally, Chapter 5 looked at the optical extinction properties of Au nanoparticles,
and nanoalloy derivatives, using the discrete dipole approximation (DDA). For spheres,
λmax = 508 nm, whilst for ellipsoids, cuboids and cylinders the transverse surface plas-
mon resonance (TSPR) remains at the same value of λ, however λmax is linked with the
longitudinal surface plasmon resonance (LSPR), which displays a red-shifts depending on
the aspect ratio of the nanorod. The LSPR is also shown to red-shift with coupled Au
spheres, and increased volume gives increased intensity on the extinction spectra.
In core-shell Au-M nanoparticles (M = Pd, Pt, Ag) the shell thickness and material
has the largest influence on the extinction spectra, with the location of the core (centred
or off-centred) having a more subtle effect on intensity. Pd and Ag shells are found to
damp Au extinction features rapidly, whilst Au shells on Pd and Ag cores require thick
layers to dampen core features. For conjoined AucorePdshell particles we have investigated
the effect of differing degrees of particle overlap, with the extinction spectra evolving
from that of a sphere to that of a nanorod as overlap increases. The refractive index
of the surrounding medium was investigated, giving red-shifts to extinction features and
broadening of prominent peaks.
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We looked at off-centred cores in core-shell Au-M ellipsoids with an aspect ratio (AR)
of 2 or higher. For M = Pd the effects are slight, however they are much more pronounced
for M = Ag: the movement of the elliptical core in the AucoreAgshell results in red-shifting
of λmax and blue-shfting of the LSPR feature, with reduced FWHM in the latter. Lastly,
we looked at the effect of selectively adding metal to the end of Au cylinders, which
resulted in damping of extinction features relative to pure Au rods of the same aspect
ratio.
6.2 Future Work
Given the breadth of work studied in this thesis, there are many avenues available for
further investigation: both in increasing the diversity of elements and structures on which
calculations are performed (Chapters 2, 4 and 5) and also in the further development of
models and search methods (Chapter 3).
Exploration of other high- and low-symmetry homotops for bimetallic (AuPd)N clus-
ters is necessary, following the work in Chapter 2, as well as investigation of the stability
of nanoclusters with off-centred cores. This work could be expanded to look at other
coinage metals, i.e. Ag and Pt, so as to fit in with our optical calculations. Similarly,
following on from the work in Chapter 5, it would be beneficial to look at the optical
spectra for conjoined core-shell particles with off-centred cores, as well as expanding our
calculations to include copper, an industrially suitable metal for applications in nano-
optics. The ability to fine tune the position of λmax and the intensity of the extinction
response would be of great commercial use, e.g. biomedical applications [6].
The work in Chapter 3 offers the opportunity for model and program development,
following on from the preliminary work which has been conducted. Whilst the model
and search algorithm have been developed successfully, improvements could be made
in our searches to take into consideration cluster symmetry in order to decrease search
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space. Also, our kinematic model could be further improved by taking into consideration
the mobility of atoms, due to vibrations or structural rearrangement, as seen in clusters
under the electron beam (particularly small nanoclusters [7]). Several methods have
been proposed, of which the incorporation of a Debye-Waller factor into the model seems
more appropriate. The probe could be improved with the use of an Airy function [8],
whilst for larger nanoclusters with periodic packing it would be better to use Fourier
transforms to ease the process of structure identification. Fast Fourier transforms (FFTs)
are implemented in our code, but are yet to be fully tested.
Finally, the work in Chapter 4 has clear potential for future calculations into the
effect of defect size, and of either surface doping or system intercalation. This would
clarify whether Au16 particles offer any potential catalytic applications. Furthermore,
calculations could be expanded to look at small clusters of other precious metals, such
as Pd, and bimetallic derivatives (as investigated in Chapter 2). With regards current
applications of the Au16 cluster, further study should look at O2 dimers interacting with
2 (or more) Au atoms, and then CO oxidation can be investigated using methods which
explore reaction pathways, such as the nudged elastic-band method [9].
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Appendix A
Plot of Gupta Potential and
Cutoff
Figure A.1: Plot of the Gupta Potential function, with different parameters and cutoff
in each graph for (a) Pd and (b) Au. Black lines represent the parameters of Cleri and
Rosato [1], red lines represent the parameters of Baletto et al. [2], and the blue lines show
the polynomial cutoff, with Cs and Ce shown by pink and purple dashed lines, respectively.
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B.1 Thiolate-Protected Au38 with ligands removed:
α = 1.5
Structure Background FE Method Minima (θ, φ, ψ) σθ,φ,ψ
Threshold
MP-Au38(a) 0 LSF 60
◦, 0◦, 275◦ 953.913
50 LSF 180◦, −65◦, 185◦ 881.419
0 Covariance 180◦, −45◦, 275◦ 1765.72
50 Covariance 180◦, −45◦, 270◦ 1599.74
MP-Au38(b) 0 LSF 120
◦, −5◦, 265◦ 827.643
50 LSF 10◦, −20◦, 315◦ 524.514
0 Covariance 340◦, 45◦, 280◦ 1785.93
50 Covariance 300◦, 45◦, 160◦ 1635.57
Table B.1: Results, simulating Au38-core structures using α = 1.5, for the optimal orien-
tation which minimises the chosen FE method, taken using an exhaustive search with 5◦
steps over the orientational space.
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Figure B.1: (a) Normalised linear intensity profiles for optimal orientations of Au38-
core(a), as given in Table B.1. Profiles given where (θ, φ, ψ) is: (b) (60◦, 0◦, 275◦) (black,
solid line); (c) (180◦,−65◦, 185◦) (red, dotted line); (d) (180◦,−45◦, 275◦) (blue, dashed
line); and (e) (180◦,−45◦, 270◦) (green, long-dashed line). Intensity profiles have been
taken horizontally along the red lines indicated i.e. through the middle of the image.
Figure B.2: (a) Normalised linear intensity profiles for optimal orientations of Au38-
core(b), as given in Table B.1. Profiles given where (θ, φ, ψ) is: (b) (120◦,−5◦, 265◦)
(black, solid line); (c) (10◦,−20◦, 315◦) (red, dotted line); (d) (340◦, 45◦, 280◦) (blue,
dashed line); and (e) (300◦, 45◦, 160◦) (green, long-dashed line). Intensity profiles have
been taken horizontally along the red lines indicated i.e. through the middle of the image.
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B.3 Results tables for the Parameterisation of the
Lamarckian Genetic Algorithm.















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































an Au16 Nanocluster on Graphite
C.1 Γ -Point Versus 13 k-Point: A Comparison
GR2 GR2-h GR2-2h GR2-3h
∆Etot (eV):
Au16 (0001) face 2.79 [0.21 %] 2.25 [0.17 %] 1.96 [0.15 %] 2.20 [0.17 %]
Au16 (111) face 2.78 [0.21 %] 2.22 [0.17 %] 1.91 [0.14 %] 2.20 [0.17 %]
Table C.1: Comparison of Etot for Γ -point and 13 k-point system calculations, with C
atoms unconstrained within 3.5 A˚ of the Au16 cluster. The value ∆Etot is calculated
by subtraction of the total energy of the latter (13 k-point) from the former (Γ -point).
Percentage of overall value is also given in brackets.
280




Ea (eV) 0.80 3.79
Au-X (A˚) 3.33 1.99
d⊥(Au) (A˚) 3.38 0.78











Table C.2: Au16 cluster adsorbed on (111) face on HOPG with (GR2-2h and without
(GR2) multiple surface defects using the vdW-DF and vdW-DF2 exchange-correlation
functionals compared to PBE functional. C atoms are unconstrained within 3.5 A˚ of the
Au16 cluster.
In all cases X is considered to be the nearest neighbouring C atom to the Au16
cluster, and all C atoms are unconstrained within 3.5 A˚. Adsorption energy, (Ea), vertical
displacements from the upper graphene plane [d⊥(Au) and d⊥(X)] and the nearest
neighbour (Au-X) distances.
For perfect HOPG surface the Au16 cluster lies closer than using the PBE func-
tional; however the reverse trend is found when a defect is present.
281





Table C.3: Maximum displacement [d⊥(X)] / A˚ of C atoms from cluster-free HOPG plane
using the PBE, vdW-DF and vdW-DF2 exchange-correlation functionals. Constraints,
identical to those used in the presence of the (111) face-deposited Au16 cluster, are used
beyond 3.5 A˚.
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C.4 Structural Changes in a Spin-Unpaired Graphite
Surface
Figure C.1: Fragment of the deformed HOPG surface with one defect (GR-h), with an
initial magnetic moment, illustrated here for a 7.0 A˚ radius of unconstrained atoms.
Distance A (2.12 A˚) is significantly less than distances B and C (2.59 and 2.57 A˚,
respectively); for the spin-paired system the distances A, B and C are 2.38, 2.61 and 2.55
A˚, respectively.
For GR-h with constraints beyond 3.5 A˚ it was found that the HOPG plane could
not distort as necessary to support the spin-unpaired system. For spin-paired. the
distances A, B and C were found to be 2.45, 2.54 and 2.59 A˚, respectively.
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C.5 Results for Calculations with Carbon Atoms Con-
strained Beyond 7 A˚ from the Au16 Cluster
GR2 GR2-h GR2-2h GR2-3h
Au (111) face:
Ea (eV) 0.71 3.67 3.64 5.04
Au-X (A˚) 3.02 2.08 2.02 2.00
d⊥(Au) (A˚) 3.38 2.10 1.05 0.92
d⊥(X) (A˚) 0.36 0.82 0.92 0.97
∆q (e) 0.68 0.45 -0.13 -0.10
Au (0001) face:
Ea 0.68 3.40 3.56 4.96
Au-X 3.68 2.09 2.01 1.99
d⊥(Au) 3.78 2.05 1.03 1.03
d⊥(X) 0.27 0.69 0.90 0.89
∆q 0.68 0.40 -0.13 -0.08
Table C.4: Au16 cluster on HOPG with and without multiple surface defects. C atoms
are unconstrained within 7.0 A˚ of the Au16 cluster. Measurements are as defined for C.2,
and the charge transfer (∆q) is also given. ∆q > 0 implies charge transfer to the Au
cluster.
When compared to our previous observations for constraints applied beyond 3.5
A˚ from the Au16 cluster (Section 4.4), the order of results for Au16 (111) adsorption
compared to (0001) is different. With increased HOPG freedom (7.0 A˚) Ea is greater for
Au16 (111) face adsorption [5.04 compared to 4.96 eV for adsorption on the Au16 (0001)
face], matching observations for an unconstrained distance of 3.5 A˚. d⊥(X) is considerably
larger for Au16 (111) face adsorption than (0001) for all substrate arrangements with the
greater degree of freedom (7.0 A˚) in the HOPG layers; the opposite is seen for 3.5 A˚.
284
GR2 GR2-h GR2-2h GR2-3h
Au (111) face:
NAu−Au 42 42 41 42
rAu−Au (A˚) 2.80 2.80 2.82 2.84
Symmetry Td C1 C1 C1
∆E (eV) 0.01 0.13 -0.37 -0.30
Au (0001) face:
NAu−Au 41 42 39 42
rAu−Au (A˚) 2.79 2.80 2.82 2.84
Symmetry Td Cs C1 C1
∆E (eV) 0.47 -0.03 -0.89 -0.46
Table C.5: Structural analysis of Au16 cluster on HOPG graphite with and without mul-
tiple surface defects: as defined. C atoms are unconstrained within 7.0 A˚ of the Au16
cluster. The number of Au-Au bonds below 3.5 A˚ in length (NAu−Au), average (mean)
Au-Au bond length (rAu−Au) for all bonds in NAu−Au, cluster symmetry and the differ-
ence in energy between the isolated Au16 structure (Td symmetry) and the energy of the
isolated Au16 cluster as adsorbed (∆E) are given, where ∆E > 0 implies the adsorbed
structure is more stable.
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GR2 GR2-h GR2-2h GR2-3h
Constraints beyond 3.5 A˚ radius:
Au (111) face:
Interlayer Separation (A˚) 3.360 3.359 3.358 3.357
d⊥(X) (A˚) 0.068 0.063 0.059 0.055
Au (0001) face:
Interlayer Separation 3.366 3.366 3.365 3.363
d⊥(X) 0.075 0.071 0.069 0.066
Constraints beyond 7.0 A˚ radius:
Au (111) face:
Interlayer Separation 3.539 3.523 3.505 3.555
d⊥(X) 0.320 0.299 0.197 0.275
Au (0001) face:
Interlayer Separation 3.613 3.601 3.503 3.520
d⊥(X) 0.269 0.285 0.186 0.277
Table C.6: Interlayer distances and displacement from the HOPG plane of the top C atom
[d⊥(X)] for isolated (i.e. cluster free) perfect graphite (GR2), one surface vacancy (GR2-
h), two surface vacancies (GR-2h) and three surface vacancies (GR2-3h). Constraints
of both 3.5 and 7.0 A˚ are enforced to match the calculations in the presence of soft-




Extinction Spectra Plots from
Optical Calculations
D.1 Effect of Varying the Incoming Radiation Angle
on the Extinction Spectra for a Core-Displaced
PdcoreAushell Particle
Figure D.1: Qext plotted for a PdcoreAushell particle, with the core-displaced, at varying
angles of incoming radiation, θ. A key is given; refractive indices have been interpolated
from the literature.
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D.2 Enlarged Plot of the Extinction Spectra for Core-
Shell (AgAu)N Particles
288
Figure D.2: Enlarged plot of Figure 5.18, concentrated on the Ag spectral feature. Top:
Qext for AucoreAgshell spheres with increasing displacement of the core. Bottom: Qext for
AgcoreAushell with core displacement. The core-centred particle is plotted in black, with
displacements of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 nm (i.e. up to touching the surface) plotted in
red, blue, green, purple and olive, respectively. Refractive indices have been interpolated
from the literature.Refractive indices have been interpolated from literature.
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